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Sum m ary
The free convection heat transfer in a sealed rotating annulus is investigated. 
The annulus has a heated outer cylinder and a cooled inner cylinder. Flow is induced 
by buoyancy in the centrifugal field and affected by the Coriolis force. In addition 
to fundamental understanding of free convection in rotating enclosures, the problem 
is specifically relevant to flow in compressors and turbine-discs of gas-turbines.
The heat transfer efficiency, characterised by Nusselt number-Rayleigh number 
scaling laws N u  ~  Ra7, is the main focus of the thesis. Both numerical simulations 
and simple phenomenological models with dimensional analyses have been employed 
to address the problem. The latter method is also used to study heat transfer in a 
cavity with axial throughflow.
It is found that the influence of rotational Reynolds number, which is associ­
ated with the Coriolis force, in reducing heat transfer is weak if the value of /3AT 
cannot be varied over a large range. The Nusselt number is strongly dependent 
only on Rayleigh number. Simulations do not reproduce measured heat transfer 
results by Bohn et al. (1995) for rotating annuli, instead the results are closer to 
those for Rayleigh-Benard convection. Rayleigh-Benard convection is the stationary 
‘counterpart’ of free convective flow in rotating annulus, and its understanding has 
enjoyed much progress in recent years (e.g. Grossmann & Lohse, 2000 &; 2001). 
Results from Rayleigh-Benard convection are applied carefully for comparisons with 
and interpretations of the computational results obtained in the current study. An 
explanation is also suggested in this context for the results of Bohn et al.
From the results obtained in the current study and in the literature, it is 
remarkable to note that scaling laws for apparently very different convective heat 
transfer situations (such as orientations and shapes of the enclosures, cavities or flat 
plates and even whether they are stationary or rotating) are not vastly different. 
The typical 7  values, for example, vary between 1/5 and 1/2 inclusive. The orders 
of magnitude for heat transfer are similar; the effect is especially noticeable if a large 
range of Rayleigh number is considered.
Simple phenomenological models (inspired by Castaing et al., 1989) and di­
mensional analyses are used to derive many scaling laws. This type of study enables 
a more unified understanding of the flow processes and parameters that give rise to 
the scaling laws for different convective flows.
For cavities with axial throughflow, different convection regimes with their 
corresponding scaling laws were also derived using similar theoretical models and 
dimensional considerations. The results are summarised in a regime diagram of Rez 
vs. Raz delineating different types of convection and scaling laws.
N om enclature
Listed here are the commonly used symbols in the text. A local meaning is 
given in the text where the symbol appears. [.] gives the dimension of a quantity, 
where M  is the dimension for ‘mass’, L for ‘length’, T  for ‘tim e’, 0  for ‘tem perature’, 
and Q for ‘heat energy’.
Dimensional quantities
a radius of inner cylinder [L]
b radius of outer cylinder [L]
Cp specific heat capacity [QM-1©-1]
d separation between hot and cold walls [L]
9 gravitational acceleration [LT~2]
h heat transfer coefficient [QT~lL- 20 -1]
k thermal conductivity [QQ-1T ~lL~l ]
I separation between adiabatic walls [L]
Q heat transfer rate [Q T -1]
9 heat flux [QL~2T~X]
T m mean radius (=  [L]
S O r Z ma x axial separation between discs [L]
Tc temperature on cold surface [0 ]
Th temperature on hot surface [0 ]
Ti temperature of fluid at inlet to cavity [0 ]
t time [T]
U, V, w radial, tangential, h  axial velocities repectively [LT-1] 
wind velocity in turbulent well-mixed region [.L T ~l ]uc
W velocity of axial througflow [L T -1]
w
Greek letters
width of an enclosure [L]
0 volumetric expansion coefficient [0 -1]
su viscous/kinetic boundary-layer thickness [L]
Se thermal boundary-layer thickness [L]
A d radial clearance of annular inlet [L]
A  r, A z , A 6 grid intervals in r, z, 6 directions respectively.
A T hot and cold surfaces tem perature difference (=Th — Tc) [0]
ATjiuo temperature fluctuations for fluid in central region [0 ]
A t timestep
1 real number constant exponent in N u  ~  R a 1
K thermal diffusivity (=  [L2T ~ l]
9 viscosity [M i/- 1T -1]
V kinematic viscosity (=  fi/p) [L2T ~ l]
p density [M L ~3]
po reference density [ML~3]
(j) rescaled streamfunction (= <f>/r) [L2T _1]
ip streamfunction [LzT~l]
ft angular speed [T -1]
uj vorticity [T-1]
Dimensionless parameters 
Gr Grashof number (= Ra/P r)
l/d  aspect ratio of cavity or enclosure
N u  Global Nusselt number (=  )
N u z Nusselt number for cavity with axial throughflow (=  jkKf)
Pr  Prandlt number (=  v / k )
Ra Rayleigh number (=
Rab rotational Rayleigh number based on b (=  - 2^ Tb4)
Raz Rayleigh number for cavity with axial throughflow (= 6Q2^ A7>3
or =  “ )
Ra^ rotational Rayleigh number (=  j
Re Reynolds number (=  ^ )
Reb rotational Reynolds number based on b (=  — )
Rez axial Reynolds number (=  W2Ad for annular inlet; =  for
circular inlet)
Re# rotational Reynolds number (=  Tm^ d.)
r t-,rG dimensionless inner and outer radii respectively (rt- =  a / 6, r0 =
b/b =  1)
Chapter 1 
Introduction
The study of heat transfer in enclosures has direct industrial applications such as 
heat exchangers, heat transfer in turbo-machineries, indoor climate, double-glazed 
windows, etc. It can act as a ‘launching pad’ into studies of more complicated 
systems such as heat transfer within the oceans and the atmosphere. There are also 
pure scientific interests in the boundary-layers, turbulence, etc of convective flows.
This thesis primarily concerns the heat transfer efficiencies, which are ex­
pressed in Nusselt number against Rayleigh number correlations, for sealed sta­
tionary and sealed rotating annuli (i.e. free convection). Chapter 7, which is an 
exception, deals with heat transfer in a cavity with an inlet and an outlet of cooling 
air.
The annulus has a uniformly heated outer cylinder and a uniformly cooled 
inner cylinder. Hence, buoyancy is set up in a centrifugal field (analogous to gravity 
in a stationary enclosure); the flow is also affected by other rotational effects. If 
the annulus is sealed, only free convection exists; if there is a throughflow, free, or 
mixed, or forced convection can occur depending on the comparative strengths of 
buoyancy and the throughflow. Some of the cases studied in this thesis are relevant 
to the flows of corotating compressors and turbine discs in gas-turbine engines.
The main methodology used is computer simulation, but simple theoretical
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models together with dimensional and scaling law analyses are also applied. Other 
published results for convective heat transfer in enclosures and flat plates are also 
used extensively for validations or comparisons, to interpret results obtained here, 
and to support reasonings from which the conclusions are made.
As explained in the thesis, there are similarities between free convection in a 
rotating annulus and Rayleigh-Benard convection. There have been extensive theo­
retical, experimental and computational studies of the latter. For example, recently, 
Niemela et al.(2000) made measurements up to Ra =  1017, and Grossmann h  Lohse 
(2000 h  2001) derived various scaling laws comprehensively. In this thesis, the con­
nections between heat transfer in Rayleigh-Benard convection and free convection 
in rotating annuli are explored. Simple dimensional analysis and phenomenological 
models are used to re-derive some scaling laws for Rayleigh-Benard convection.
There appears to be a relative lack of study for rotating annulus convection 
with radial heat flux at high Rayleigh number. Bohn et ai.(1995) conducted mea­
surements for rotating annuli up to Ra# =  1012. Lewis (1999) carried out numerical 
studies, but there was no systematic investigation of the heat transfer properties. 
However, there have been extensive laboratory and numerical studies of convection 
in a vertical (gravity is not negligible and it acts along the axis of rotation) rotating 
annuli for flow relevant to the ‘geophysical’ regimes (see, for example, the review by 
Read, 1992).
This thesis attem pts to extend the understanding of the heat transfer and 
qualitative flow structures in sealed rotating annulus up to as high a Rayleigh num­
ber as possible using 2D and 3D unsteady computations. A study of heat transfer 
in a rotating annulus with axial throughflow is also carried out by the method of 
dimensional analysis and simple phenomenological models. It is an aim of the thesis 
to report the various scaling laws for heat transfer (N u  ~  R a 1) from the current
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investigation and comparisons with published results.
The thesis also attem pts to convey that the scaling laws for many apparently 
different convections are very similar, and the simple theoretical derivations used 
here can give a more unifying picture of the underlying processes involve in giving 
rise to these scaling laws.
1.1 The them es
The main questions that this thesis aims to address are:
(i) W hat are the relationships between Nusselt and Rayleigh numbers for the sta­
tionary and rotating annuli being considered here? Are there any discrepancies 
between results obtained here and those of other investigations, and if so, how can 
they be explained?
(ii) It is accepted widely that N u  ~  RcC for convective heat transfer of moderately 
high Rayleigh number and greater. Do the present investigations confirm (or re­
fute) this relation; what are the values of 7  both from previous investigations and 
from the current research? In what conditions (such as range of Prandtl number, 
Rayleigh number, etc) a certain value of 7 applies?
(iii) How do the geometries and boundary conditions of the annuli affect these cor­
relations?
(iv) W hat are the flow structures like?
(v) How capable are the computational codes?
1.2 The plan of the thesis
C h a p te r  1 In tro d u c tio n : The current chapter.
C h a p te r  2 L ite ra tu re  review : Previous investigations provide foundations, frame-
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work, and preliminary solutions for further investigations. Correlations for various 
stationary and rotating enclosures, and factors that affect heat transfer are reviewed. 
C h a p te r  3 D im ensional and  scaling analyses of R ay le ig h -B en a rd  convec­
tion : The im portant dimensionless parameters for free convective heat transfer are 
derived. Different scaling-laws (N u  ~  Ra7) are calculated using simplified proce­
dures; results from a theory of Grossmann & Lohse (2000, 2001) are used to show 
to what conditions a certain scaling law applies. An alternative explanation is sug­
gested for the scaling laws obtained by sealed rotating annulus experiments. 
C h a p te r  4 T w o-d im ensional (rad ia l- tan g en tia l)  co m p u ta tio n s : Results from 
computations of free convective flows in the radial-tangential plane (axially invari­
ant) are presented. Cases for both a stationary annulus, that approximates Rayleigh- 
Benard convection, and the corresponding rotating annulus are computed. Effects 
of radius ratio and rotation on the heat transfer are discussed. The Nusselt number 
against Rayleigh number correlations obtained from the computations are compared 
with other published results.
C h a p te r  5 T w o-d im ensional (rad ia l-ax ia l) c o m p u ta tio n s : Results from ax- 
isymmetric computation of free convective flows in the radial-axial plane are pre­
sented. Investigations and analyses similar to those in Chapter 4 are conducted. 
C h a p te r  6 T h ree -d im en sio n a l co m p u ta tio n s: Unsteady three-dimensional com­
putations are performed. Investigations are performed on stationary annulus flow 
that approximates Rayleigh-Benard convection, rotating annulus flow, and flow in 
an annulus with an insulating radial barrier. The flow structures are discussed. 
The effects of the rotation, dimensions of annuli, and the radial barrier to the heat 
transfer are investigated.
C h a p te r  7 H e a t tra n s fe r  in cav ities w ith  ax ia l th roughflow : Techniques and 
models similar to those used in Chapter 3 are applied here for heat transfer in cavi-
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ties with throughflow of cooling air. The flow can be in the free, or mixed, or forced 
convection regime depending on the Reynolds and Rayleigh numbers. Correlations 
are derived and a schematic convection regime diagram (delineating different types 
of convection) is also presented.
C h a p te r  8  C onclusions and  suggestions for fu tu re  w ork: Summarising the 
main findings and conclusions of this thesis. A few ideas for future work are also 
suggested.
R eferences
A p p en d ix  U n stead y  flow in a ro ta tin g  cav ity  w ith  a  s ta tio n a ry  casing:
This is a revised version of the ‘Transfer Report’ on work that was carried out in 
the first year of this Ph.D. study. It is included here for completeness and to show 
the versatility of the computational code which was also used for the study reported 
in Chapter 5. Here the boundary conditions are different to those in Chapter 5. 
All the walls are isothermal, the outer cylinder is stationary, while the discs and 
inner cylinder are corotating. A secondary flow is created by the presence of shear 
between the stationary casing and the rotating surfaces.
F ig u res
Chapter 2 
Literature review
This chapter begins with a section on free convection in stationary sealed enclosures, 
and is followed by a section on rotating annuli. Correlations for Nusselt number 
with Rayleigh number are presented. It is shown that free convective heat transfer 
within stationary sealed enclosures is similar in magnitude regardless of the shapes, 
geometries, and orientations of the cavities. Though not exhaustive, the aim of this 
review is to ‘set the scene’ for this thesis by using some of the im portant results 
found in the literature.
2.1 Free convection in stationary enclosures
For reasons to be explained later in this chapter and repeated elsewhere in the thesis, 
free convective flow in stationary enclosures shares many similarities with that in 
rotating enclosures.
2.1.1 R ayleigh-B enard convection (heat transfer in horizon­
tal layers)
Flow between two parallel horizontal plates with uniform heating from the bot­
tom plate and uniform cooling on the top plate is also called Rayleigh-Benard con­
vection (Figure 2.1). For flows obeying the Boussinesq approximation (Tritton,
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1988, pp. 188-196), there are two important dimensionless groups, the Rayleigh and 
Prandtl numbers defined respectively as
p  g ^ T < P
Ha = -----------, Hr =  v k .
i/ k,
The aspect ratio(//d) is made very large by supposing a horizontally infinite layer. 
The Nusselt number, defined as the ratio of total heat flux to heat flux by conduction 
only, is used to characterise the heat transfer efficiency. Chapter 3 describes the 
derivation of these dimensionless groups and how Nusselt number can be related to 
Rayleigh and Prandtl numbers in scaling-laws.
For Rayleigh number below the critical value of 1708 (Tritton, p.360-362), the 
fluid is stationary, resulting in a conductive tem perature profile and N u  = 1. This 
critical Rayleigh number is Prandtl number independent (Goldstein et al., 1990). 
Above this critical value the fluid becomes unstable and convective flow occurs. 
The first mode of motion is usually that of two-dimensional steady convective rolls, 
then time-dependent, and finally turbulent flow as the Rayleigh number is increased 
further (Goldstein et al., 1990). For Prandtl number less than about 5, the steady 
two-dimensional flow first becomes steady three-dimensional before the transitions 
to other regimes as the Rayleigh number increases. Krishnamurti (1970a, 1970b & 
1973) made extensive experimental studies on the different transitions to unsteady 
flows. Here it is only noted that for P r  «  1, the flow becomes unsteady near 
Ra = 104. The transitions to turbulent flows occur at higher Rayleigh number as 
the Prandtl number is increased (Krishnamurti, 1970b). This is because a high 
Prandtl number fluid has high viscosity in relation to its conductivity.
In the late 1980’s, it was discovered that non-periodic (chaotic) behaviour, 
which traditionally (such as by Krishnamurti) has been regarded as turbulence, is 
very different from fully developed turbulence (Heslot et al., 1987). Fully developed
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turbulence includes ‘soft’ and ‘hard’ turbulent regimes which are characterised by 
the Gaussian and exponential distributions, respectively, of the probability density 
of the temperature fluctuations at a point at the centre of the enclosure. Heslot et 
al.(1987) postulated that in the hard turbulence regime, oscillating boundary layers 
from which plumes detach abruptly leads to sharp tem perature peaks; these plumes 
are localised objects. In soft turbulence the plumes are extended objects at the 
boundary between convective rolls. The physics of convective turbulence is beyond 
the scope of this thesis: refer to Heslot et ai.(1987), Castaing et al.(1989), Niemela 
et al.(2000) and Siggia (1994) for more detailed explanations and measurements of 
soft and hard turbulence.
The main focus of this thesis is the relationship between Nusselt and Rayleigh 
numbers. For convecting flow, Nusselt number is greater than unity. Hollands et 
ai.(1984) used an analytical conduction layer model and empirical adjustment to 
obtain the following relationship:
N u  = 1 +  max  {(1 -  1708/.Ra),0} [fci +  2(Rall3l k 2f ~ M-IUl' '>lk‘)'
+max  {((iia/5830)1^ 3 — 1) ,0} , (2 .1)
where k\ =  1.44/(1 +  0.018/Pr +  0.00136/Pr2) and k2 =  75exp (1.5-Pr-1/2).
Figure 2.2 shows four results, for low to high Prandtl number fluids, obtained 
using the correlation above and plotted on log-log axes. Each line terminates at a 
Rayleigh number up to which the correlation has been verified by experiments for 
that Prandtl number (see Hollands, 1984). It may be seen from Figure 2.2 that the 
dependence of N u  on Pr  is weak for Pr>  0.7. This statement will be supported 
more clearly in chapter 3. N.B. There are typographic errors in the original paper 
by Hollands (1984), the correct form of the correlation (which is equation 2.1) is 
quoted from Rohsenow et a1.(1998), p.4.44.
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For turbulent Rayleigh-Benard convection, there is evidence in experiments 
and theories (e.g. Castaing et al.(1989), Cioni et ai.(1997), Niemela et ai.(2000), 
Glazier et ai.(1999) & Grossmann & Lohse(2000, 2001)) that a scaling law N u  = 
CRa7, where C  and 7 are constants, is able to correlate Nusselt number with 
Rayleigh number. Values of 7 of | ,  | ,  | ,  1, J, etc. have been measured experi­
mentally and/or derived theoretically. C is dependent on enclosure aspect ratio and 
usually can only be found from experiment (Wu h  Libchaber, 1992 and Grossmann 
& Lohse, 2000). The value of 7 is believed to be independent of the aspect ratio 
(Grossmann h  Lohse, 2000), but dependent on the range of Rayleigh and Prandtl 
numbers.
Obviously, determining the numerical values of C and 7  are important for 
practical applications. Chapter 3 presents derivations of different scaling laws. This 
thesis also reports values of C and 7 , for stationary and rotating enclosures, deter­
mined from computational results obtained by the author.
Heat transfer across horizontal layers restricted in the horizontal directions (i.e 
aspect ratio l /d  <C 00) are characterised by critical Rayleigh numbers (for onset of 
convection) larger than 1708. This is because either a conducting or an adiabatic 
side-wall can dampen the velocity and tem perature perturbations in the fluid.
The recommended N u  vs. Ra correlation for such horizontally nonextensive 
enclosures (Hollands et ai.,1984) is
1—In {Ra}!^ jk i) '
N u  =  1 -f max  {(1 — Rac/R a ), 0} fci+2brJ
-\-max {((Ra/5830)1/3 — 1), o} ( l — exp —0.95m ax  | ( ( R a /Rac)1^ 3 — 1), o}]) ,
(2 .2)
where Rac is the critical Rayleigh number, ki and k2 are as defined in Equation 
2.1. Again, the correct form of the equation is quoted from Rohsenow et al.(1998,
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p.4.50). The advantage of this inelegant correlation is that to obtain a relationship 
for N u  and Ra, all complexities, such as side-wall effects, are reduced to the deter­
mination of a critical Rayleigh number. Refer to, for example, Hollands et ai.(1984), 
Catton &; Edwards (1967), Catton (1972) and Rohsenow et ai.(1998, pp.4.46-4.50) 
for determination of critical Rayleigh numbers and references therein on this topic. 
Equation (2.2) reduces to Equation (2.1) at Rac =  1708.
Figure 2.3 displays the N u  vs. Ra relationships for enclosures with either 
insulated or conducting side-walls for five different aspect ratios of 3, 2, 1, 0.5 and 
0.25. The Prandtl number is 0.7. The critical Rayleigh numbers are obtained from 
tabulated data in Rohsenow et ai.(1998, p.4.47). The correlations are then calculated 
using Equation (2.2).
Figure 2.3 shows that as the aspect ratio decreases, i.e the enclosures become 
‘taller’, the critical Rayleigh number increases. This is true regardless of the thermal 
property of the side-walls. For the same aspect ratio, an enclosure with conducting 
side-walls has a higher critical Rayleigh number than that with insulated side-walls. 
Allowing heat to escape from the side-walls reduces Nusselt numbers; fluid fluctua­
tions are weakened because the system is losing energy and heat transfer is reduced 
as a result.
Figure 2.3 also illustrates that both the enclosure aspect ratio and the side-wall 
thermal boundary conditions become irrelevant when the aspect ratio is increased to 
greater than about 0.5. With increasing aspect ratio, the correlations approximate 
asymptotically to that for an extensive horizontal layer. Also, it is noted that the 
side-wall effects and aspect ratio are irrelevant at Rayleigh numbers greater than 
about 107. It is also at Ra > 107 that hard turbulence sets in (Heslot et al., 1987).
In Chapter 5 of this thesis, the conclusions in the above paragraph are used 
to interprete the computational results for some related non-extensive enclosures.
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2.1.2 H eat transfer in enclosures w ith  differentially heated  
side walls
This section discusses free convective heat transfer in enclosures with one of the 
vertical walls heated uniformly and the other cooled uniformly (Figure 2.4). This 
is also called a vertical enclosure (as opposed to a horizontal enclosure in Rayleigh- 
Benard convection). The enclosure may also be inclined at any angle between 0° 
(Rayleigh-Benard convection) and 90° (vertical enclosure).
A flow exists for any finite Rayleigh number in a vertical enclosure. For small 
Ra, the velocities are small and virtually parallel to the walls, therefore the contri­
bution to the heat transfer is small and N u  =  1 for all practical purposes. These 
conditions are regarded as the conduction regime. The development of the flow 
beyond this regime as Ra increases depends on the aspect ratio l/d. For l/d>  40, 
as Ra increases the flow goes through first conduction, then turbulent transition, 
and then turbulent boundary layer flow ; for l/d<  40, the corresponding regimes are 
conduction, then laminar boundary layer flow, then turbulent boundary layer flow 
(Rohsenow et al., 1998, p.4.51). Gill (1966), Kutateladze et ai.(1978) and Tritton 
(1988, p.37) give more details on the flow structures.
Dimensional analysis shows that N u  =  f (R a , l /d ) .  Shewen et al.(1996) pre­
sented the following correlation for l/d  > 40 and w/d>  5 (w is the width of the 
enclosure) to fit their experimental data:
1 / 2
N u = , ( o.o665.Ra1/3i + (2.3)1 +  (9000/Ra)1-4 )
which was verified by experiments for P r  ss 0.7 and Ra < 106. They noticed that 
the result is nearly independent of l/d  for l /d  >  40. This correlation is shown in 
Figure 2.5.
ElSherbiny et aJ.(1982) derived the following correlation for 5 < l /d  <  40 and
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w/d>  5 which has been verified up to Ra =  2 x 107 for Pr  «  0.7:
N u  = max{7Vu/, N u trans, N u t } ,  (2.4)
where,




1 + (2.6)1 +  (6310/ila)1-36 J 
iVu, =  0.0605-Ra1/3. (2.7)
This correlation is shown in Figure 2.5 for three values of l/d  = (7,10,40).
Lastly, for cavities of 0.5 < l/d  < 5 and w/d>  5, Kuyper et al.(1993) give the 
following correlations:
N u  = 0.171 Ra0 282, fo r  104 < Ra < 108, (2.8)
N u  = 0.050Ra0M\  fo r  108 < Ra < 1012. (2.9)
These relationships are also displayed in Figure 2.5.
From the graphs, it is observed that for Ra<  105, the Nusselt number decreases 
as the aspect ratio is increased. It is believed that the flows remain laminar for the 
range of Ra  displayed in Figure 2.5, as a computational study by Bohn et ai.(1994) 
suggests that the flow is probably still laminar at Ra =  1011. For higher Rayleigh 
number, it can be argued that aspect ratio has only a weak influence on N u  compared 
to the influence Ra has on Nu.  Although the correlations presented here are for 
Pr  «  0.7 (air), there is evidence that Pr  is insignificant if Pr>  0.7 (Rohsenow et 
al., 1998, p.4.54), just as in Rayleigh-Benard convection.
For l /d  = 0.25, Arnold et al.(1977) showed experimentally that N u  is unaf­
fected when w /d  is reduced from essentially infinity to 0.5. It is recalled from the 
previous section that this is the same value of aspect ratio above which the Nusselt
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number dependence on aspect ratio is negligible for Rayleigh-Benard convection.
Depending on the inclination of the enclosure, the flow can resemble that in 
the corresponding horizontal or vertical cavity; it rarely combines the characteristics 
of both (Rohsenow et al, 1998, p.4.55). Consequently, N u  can be determined to 
a reasonable approximation from either the horizontal or the vertical correlation 
using simple inclination angle scalings. It is generally found that the value of Nu  
for an inclined layer lies between that for a horizontal layer and that for a vertical 
layer (ElSherbiny et al, 1982). Since N u  from the horizontal and vertical layers 
are similar in order of magnitude, it can be argued that effect of inclination can 
be neglected (compared to the effect of Ra on Nu)  for most practical purposes. 
The validity of this statement becomes stronger if a large order of magnitude for 
Rayleigh number is involved because heat transfer depends strongly on Ra and also
the differences among different correlations become smaller at high Ra.
lg {Ra) N u
vertical cavities horizontal cylinder 
a/b =  0.5, b — a = 0.5
R-B convection
0.5 < l / d <  5
oII
3.0 - 1.00 1.08 1.00
3.5 - 1.01 1.44 1.64
4.0 2.3 1.30 1.92 2.36
4.5 3.18 2.03 2.56 3.08
5.0 4.4 3.00 3.42 3.96
5.5 6.08 4.25 4.56 5.19
6.0 8.41 6.05 6.08 7.00
6.5 11.64 8.88 8.1 9.75
6.8 14.14 11.18 9.63 12.05
7.0 16.11 13.03 10.81 13.94
7.5 22.28 - 14.41 20.21
8.0 26.73 - 19.22 29.25
8.5 39.58 - 25.63 41.8
9.0 58.61 - 34.17 59.31
Table 2.1: Values of lg (Ra) and N u  for two vertical cavities (ElSherbiny et al., 
1982), a horizontal cylinder (Raithby &; Hollands, 1975), and Rayleigh-Benard 
convection (Hollands et al., 1984).
Numerical values for N u  at some selected values of lg (Ra) for 0.5 < l/d  < 5
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and l/d  =  40 vertical enclosures are given in table 2.1. The differences in Nu  
between these two vertical enclosures are the maximum between any two vertical 
enclosures shown in Figure 2.5. Data from Rayleigh-Benard convection (Hollands 
et al., 1975) are also given for comparison.
2.1.3 Heat transfer in horizontal cylinders
For heat transfer between horizontal concentric cylinders, Raithby and Hollands 
(1975) obtained the following empirical correlation:
N u  = m ax <
0.405 In (b/a)Ra1/4
574’ 1 (2 .10)
[ (1 + (0.492/J>r)"/*)«/» [(£ )3/5 + ( i f /*}
which is valid for Ra  <  8 x 107, 0.7 < Pr  < 6000, and 0.125 <  a/b <  0.87. Rayleigh 
number is defined as Ra =  g/3ATd3/(i/K,), where d =  6 — a.
For Pr  =  0.7, a/b =  0.5, b — a =  0.5, Equation 2.10 gives
N u  = 0.192 R a1/4, (2.11)
which has an identical gradient, and is not too dissimilar in magnitude, to laminar 
Rayleigh-Benard convection, see Figure 2.6 and Table 2.1. The results deviate at 
higher Ra as Rayleigh-Benard convection assumes 7  «  1/3 gradient.
2.2 Convection in rotating annuli
Studies of free convective heat transfer within rotating annuli (co-rotating concentric 
cylinders) are relevant to understanding heat transfer conditions in gas-filled cavities 
between the discs in gas-turbine engines. In the radial heat flux configuration, an 
annular cavity with a uniformly heated outer and uniformly cooled inner cylindrical 
walls with adiabatic side-discs is used. In the axial heat flux arrangement, one of 
the side-discs is heated uniformly, the other cooled uniformly, and the cylindrical
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walls are adiabatic. In either setup, and for a fixed fluid (so fixed Pr)  and fixed 
cavity geometries (2(b — a ) /(6  +  a) and 2s/(b + a)), Nusselt number is a function of 
rotational Rayleigh number and rotational Reynolds numbers (Nu  =  /(R a^ , Re#)).
Previous studies with high rotational Rayleigh numbers, in the range found 
in gas-turbine cavities, were carried out by Bohn et al.. Their works are described 
below.
2.2.1 Radial heat flux
Bohn et al.(1995) carried out experiments, for 107 < Ra$ < 1011, of free convective 
heat transfer in sealed air-filled rotating annuli, for three different annuli and with 
differential radial heating, as illustrated in Figure 2.7. They reported N u  oc R aj, 
with 7  close to 0.2. Their results are shown in Figure 2.8. It is clear that the 
heat transfer in these experiments for rotating annuli is much lower than that for 
Rayleigh-Benard convection.
Cavity A Cavity B Cavity C
a, 6, s[mm] 125, 355, 120 125, 240, 120 125, 240, 120
Correlations N u  = 0.246Ra£228 
Re# = 0.733R a j573
N u = 0.317 R a j211 
Re0 =  1.441Ra£557
N u  = 0.365R a j213 
Re^ =  1.615RaJ556
Table 2.2: Rotating cavities studied experimentally (Bohn et al., 1995)
Table 2.2 summarises the cavity geometries used and the correlations obtained 
by Bohn et al.(1995), where the rotational Rayleigh and rotational Reynolds num­
bers are Ra$ =  and Re^ = respectively. Cavity C has eight
equally-spaced radial separation walls, thus producing eight sealed sectors. The 
presence of these walls should decrease the radial component of the Coriolis force. 
Coriolis force is believed to be responsible for inhibiting heat transfer in a rotating 
system (Bohn et al., 1994). However it is clear from the results that differences in 
geometry and the Coriolis force contribute only slightly to the reduction in N u  in
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a rotating annulus when compared with the differences in N u  between Rayleigh- 
Benard convection and these rotating annuli. A rotating annulus with radial (or 
axial) heat flux can approximate Rayleigh-Benard convection (or that in a station­
ary vertical enclosure) by using a large ^  ratio, and an angular velocity fi so that 
equates to gravity.
The rotational Reynolds number is associated with the Coriolis terms in the 
momentum equations. It will be explained in detail in Chapter 4 that even though 
Re# could not be held constant througout the experiments of Bohn et ai., this did 
not affect the N u  vs. Ra$ correlations obtained (also true for the axial heat transfer 
case, Bohn et aI., 1996). This is because Ra# has a much stronger influence than Re$ 
on N u  if both Ra$ and Re# are varied over a similar range of orders of magnitude.
Bohn et al.(1996) performed computations with governing equations in which 
the density is calculated by the ideal gas law (rather than using the Boussinesq 
approximation). They were able to vary /3AT  (and thus Re^) over a wider range 
than possible in the experiments and then showed that the effect of Re$ on N u  is 
stronger in axial heat transfer than in radial heat transfer. Therefore, in a radial 
heat transfer case it is more permissible to say that N u  depends strongly on Ra^, 
because: (i) N u  depends strongly on only Ra$ in both the radial and axial heat 
transfer experiments, (ii) the effect of Re$ on N u  is weaker in the radial heat transfer 
case than in the axial heat transfer case. This conclusion is valid for cases bound 
by the Boussinesq approximation and limited range of (3A T  (typical gas-turbine 
conditions are found to satisfy these restrictions). The computations for axial heat 
transfer by Bohn et al.(1996) show that N u  is affected by Re$ if {3A T  (and thus 
Re0) can be varied over a wide range.
Owen &; Wilson (2000) suggested that the flows may have remained laminar 
even at high Ra$ since 7  «  0.2 obtained by Bohn et al.(1995) is similar to 7  =
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0.25 for laminar Rayleigh-Benard convection. The centrifugal force field, which 
decreases linearly (in r fl2) from the outer to inner cylindrical walls, may stabilise 
the flow. Bohn et al. did not make observations of the flow structures or velocity 
measurements, therefore the above suggestion cannot be confirmed.
In the last section of Chapter 3, a recent theory (Grossmann h  Lohse, 2000, 
2001) is used to suggest how the conditions of the boundary layers are affected by 
rotation, and giving rise to 7  «  0.22 as obtained in the Bohn et ai.’s experiments. 
This analysis permits turbulent bulk flow (away from the boundary layers).
A steady-state, laminar computation carried out by Bohn et ai.(1995) for cav­
ity C gave N u  results which agreed with their own experiments. They also carried 
out an unsteady simulation and found that the flow showed no tendency to reach 
a steady state. The N u  value they obtained for a particular Ra$ was greater in 
the unsteady than in the corresponding steady computation. Bohn Sz Gier (1998) 
carried out steady 2D and 3D turbulent simulations which produced almost 20% 
greater heat transfer than that in the experiment. Three-dimensionality in the com­
putation has only a small impact on the overall heat transfer (again, this is because 
s /d  > 0.5 and Ra$ > 107, so side-wall effects can be ignored). Thus, it was con­
cluded in King h  Wilson (2002) that the inclusion of unsteadiness and turbulence 
are responsible for the higher computed heat transfer than that from the rotating 
annulus experiments.
Lewis (1999) performed Linear Stability Theory analysis (LST), and Unsteady 
2D and 3D non-linear computations of buoyancy-induced flow in a sealed rotating 
annulus. LST suggests that numerous solutions with different discrete number of 
cyclonic-anticyclonic pairs are stable for given defining parameters. Non-linear com­
putations confirm these results. The rolls are also precessing relative to the rotating 
surfaces. The rate of roll precession is dependent on the disc separation-an in­
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crease in precession rate with a decrease in the separation. Heat transfer data was 
computed but the results were not analysed in details by Lewis (1999). The com­
putations in the current study are extensions to Lewis (1999) with a focus on heat 
transfer correlations and factors that influence them.
2.2.2 Axial heat flux
Bohn et al.(1994) and Bohn et al.(1996) studied computationally and experimentally 
a rotating annulus with imposed axial thermal gradient (Figure 2.9). Using a cavity 
with the same geometrical dimensions as cavity B in Table 2.2, Bohn et ai.(1996) 
derived the following correlation from the experimental data in the range 2 x 108 < 
Raj, < 1010:
N u  =  0.34 6 R a l124. (2.12)
The relation is displayed in Figure 2.10. It is compared with relations for a station­
ary vertical cavity, rotating annulus B with radial heat flux, and Rayleigh-Benard 
convection. It is seen that N u  is much lower than that for cavity B.
The fluid circulates around the wall in thin layers, and there is nearly no motion 
in the core region. The fluid moves radially inward on the hot disc, then at the inner 
cylindrical surface from the hot to the cold side-disc, then moves radially outward 
on the cold disc, and finally back towards the hot disc at the outer cylindrical wall 
(Figure 2.9). Since N u  vs. Ra relations in stationary vertical enclosures (which are 
analogous to rotating cavity with axial heat flux) are similar to that in Rayleigh- 
Benard convection (see previous sections and Figure 2.10), the reason that N u  is 
low in a rotating cavity with axial heat flux cannot simply be because the bulk of 
the fluid in the core is not involved in convecting heat.
A more influential factor is the Coriolis force which damps the fluid motion 
on both the hot and cold walls, thus producing lower heat transfer than that in a
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stationary vertical cavity. The flow remained axisymmetric until about Ra# = 109 
(Bohn et ai., 1996) and may be still laminar at Ra# =  1011 (Bohn et ai., 1994). At 
Ra# above 109 and large enough Re#, the flow becomes three-dimensional, although 
essentially still two-dimensional because the flow is confined to near-wall regions 
(note that axisymmetry and two-dimensionality are not the same thing). The heat 
transfer is more sensitive to Re# (and so Coriolis force) precisely because the fluid 
velocity is weak. Actually, it is not so clear whether the fluid velocity is weak 
because of the influential Coriolis force or the Coriolis force is influential because 
the fluid velocity is weak. Obviously, there is a balance to be reached when the flow 
is developing.
Chapter 3 
D im ensional and scaling analyses 
of Rayleigh-Benard convection
3.1 Introduction
It is beneficial to carry out dimensional and scaling analyses to reveal the relation­
ships between important quantities for a problem before proceeding to solve the 
governing equations directly. In many cases simple correlations appear; even when 
they do not, insights can be gained into the problem concerned. Some of the meth­
ods or results presented here are found in the literature, and the rest are results 
obtained by the author using existing techniques.
In this chapter, correlations of the dimensionless groups governing the heat 
transfer in Rayleigh-Benard convection are derived. The values of the exponents and 
coefficients in the correlations are then calculated using various theoretical models. 
A new explanation of heat transfer in sealed rotating annuli is also suggested.
3.2 Correlating equations
For a Rayleigh-Benard convection problem,
h = f { H i P , k , c p, g ( 3 , A T , d , l , J ) ,  (3 .1)
3-1
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where h is the heat transfer coefficient, d is the distance between the horizontal walls 
(i.e. the hot and cold walls), and I is the distance between the vertical walls (i.e. the 
adiabatic walls). If the viscous energy dissipation to the thermal balance is taken 
into account, the mechanical equivalent of heat, J ,  must be included (Barenblatt, 
1996, p.59). The term  g(3 plays an important part in the buoyancy effect for free 
convection using the Boussinesq approximation. Its two components are gathered in 
one group because it is not desirable to have them appearing separately in different 
dimensionless groups. Variations with temperature in the viscosity, specific heat 
capacity, and thermal conductivity of the fluid have been neglected. The class of 
fundamental units used consists of L  (Length), M  (Mass), T  (Time), 0  (Temper­
ature) and Q (Heat energy). There are ten variables and five fundamental units. 
Then according to Buckingham’s n  theorem, there are 10 — 5 =  5 dimensionless 
groups. It is common to assume that Equation(3.1) can be written as the following 
polynomial,
h = Aiiaipa2ka*<£(g0)a*(AT)a*<r7latJ a9 +  Bfiblpb2kb3cbp (g(3)bs(A T )bedbrlb*Jb* +  ...,
(3.2)
where and at-,6;,... are constants. Barenblatt (1996, pp.34-37) proves that
the dimension function (derived unit) of every physical quantity must be a power- 
law monomial of the fundamental units (i.e. a derived unit is always in the form 
of M aL bT c... instead of, for example, with sin L log M  or M e x p L  which cannot 
exist). The assumption used to form equation (3.2) is an indirect consequence of 
this power-law monomial.
The units of the ten variables are tabulated in table 3.1; each number indicates 
the dimension of each fundamental unit for that quantity.
Five linear simultaneous equations will result for each term in Equation (3.2). 
Considering only the first term, since there are nine unknowns in five simultaneous
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mass length time temperature heat
h 0 - 2 - 1  -1 1
fi 1 -1 -1 0 0
p  1 -3 0 0 0
k 0 - 1  1 -1 1
cp -1 0 0 -1 1
(3g 0 1 - 2  -1 0
AT  0 0 0 1 0
d 0 1 0  0 0
/ 0 1 0 0 0
J  1 2 - 2  0 -1
Table 3.1: Dimensions of variables
equations, five solutions must be expressed in terms of four other arbitrarily cho­
sen unknowns. The choice of these unknowns will affect the dimensionless groups 
obtained. The variables cp, AT, / and J  are selected because it is desirable for 
them to appear in separate groups and each in one group only. Since h must be 
dimensionally consistent, the following equations can be written,
0 =  CL\ T ^2 — a4 T <^9,
— 2 =  — CL\ — 3«2 — a 3 "b a 5 T 0 7  4" T  2<Zg,
— 1 =  —ai — as — 2a5 — 2ag,
—1 =  —as — 0 ,4  ~~ as - f  &6,
1 =  as  +  0 ,4  — a9'
03, «55 0,1 i 02 and <27 are solved in terms of 224, as and 229 which are the power 
indices of the quantities cp, AT, I and J :
O3 — 1 — a4 T 22g,
&5 — aG — a,Q,
22j — U4 — 2(26 —
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«2 =  2<Z6>
<2 7 — —1 +  3 a,6 — a$ — a,Q.
Similarly, all the 6;’s will have the same forms. Equation (3.2) then becomes,
k /  a 68 /  j k  y *
d \ k j  \  n 2 j  \ d )  \g{3f id)
or
" "  -  - w i & r  ( j ) “  ( £ s ) '  + x p r n a r f  ( i ) “  ( J j ) -  + .. .
(3.3)
The coefficients and the exponents can be found in a straight-forward way by 
experiments; however, pure theoretical or semi-empirical (i.e. theoretical methods 
combined with empirical results) models can also be used. Some of these methods 
will be discussed in the next section. If a particular dimensionless group has a 
weak influence, it can be incorporated into the constant coefficient. The strength of 
influence from a group may also reach a constant value in certain flow regimes.
The derivation above and thus Equation (3.3) is also valid for free convective 
heat transfer in a vertical enclosure (where the heat transfer is through the side­
walls and the horizontal walls are insulated). In this setup, d (the separation of the 
hot and cold walls) is the horizontal extent of the enclosure, while / is the height of 
the enclosure (see Section 2.1.2).
By definition, Gr =  j£ .  Rayleigh number compares the ratio of potential 
energy (from buoyancy) to energy dissipated by viscosity. It is a well-known result 
of linear stability analysis that Rayleigh-Benard convection between two rigid and 
perfect conductors has a critical Rayleigh number of 1708. This critical Rayleigh
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number is for extensive horizontal layers, i.e. the effects of vertical side walls are 
negligible. Below this critical Rayleigh number the fluid is stagnant and a conduc­
tion temperature profile is the result; above it a regime of steady two-dimensional 
buoyancy-driven convection rolls sets in. Changes to other flow regimes, such as 
steady three-dimensional, unsteady, etc, will occur as Rayleigh number increases 
through other critical values (see Krishnamurti, 1970a, 1970b h  1973).
The fourth group on the right-hand-side of Equation (3.3), Jk/g(3gd, gives an 
important insight and requires explanation. The characteristic length is estimated 
through Jk/gfdg. For water, J  =  I N m / J  (assuming viscous dissipation is converted 
into heat energy completely), k =  0.QW/mK, g =  9.8m /52, /? =  2 x lO-4^ -1 and 
g = I x  10~3kg/ms,  giving Jk/gfdg  «  3 x 105m. For air, for which k =  2.6 x 
10~2W /m K , j3 =  3.4 x 10~3K ~ l and g = 1.8 x I0~5kg /m s, Jk/g(3g ~  16300m. The 
point to note here is that the characteristic length is large and therefore convection 
layers can usually be regarded as thin. If the dimensionless group Jk/g{3gd is large, 
its effect can be neglected. This is because for different values of the horizontal 
layer thickness d , Jk/g(3gd always remains large and so its variation with d can be 
neglected. It is a common practice in dimensional analysis to ignore a very small or 
a very large dimensionless parameter, although this is always a major assumption 
(Barenblatt, 1996, p.60).
When modelling free convection within horizontal layers in laboratory experi­
ments or computations with the same fluid, the following similarity condition must 
be met,
<s -4)
where subscript (M) denotes a variable from the ‘model’, and subscript (P ) denotes 
a variable from the ‘prototype’. In general, the model is a smaller version of the 
prototype in which geometric and dynamic similarities must be satisfied. The above
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condition arises from the fact that the Grashof numbers must be the same in the
model and the prototype. It can be shown that the dimensionless group which
involves heat flux q is . therefore,
=  '  ( 3 ' 5 )
For convection within very thick layers, where Jk/gfdfid cannot be neglected, 
we find that modelling with the same fluid is impossible as d(M) =  d(P) (a full-scale 
modelling!). In the study of convection in the earth mantle or stellar atmospheres, 
where the thicknesses can reach thousands of kilometers, more ingenious models 
have to be devised. Using fluids with different properties to the real fluid is one 
example. In most engineering systems, however, Equations (3.4) and (3.5) still hold 
since the convection layers can usually be considered thin.
If we restrict our study to one type of fluid (e.g. air) only and assuming that 
the horizontal layer is extensive so that the term containing //d , the aspect ratio, 
can be eliminated, equation (3.3) can be further simplified to:
N u = CxRa?* +  C2Rabe +  ..., (3.6)
where Ci, C2, ••• and a6, &6? ••• are constants.
Using exactly the same argument as above, the correlation of Nusselt number 
for free convection within a rotating annulus, with a hot outer cylinder and cold inner 
cylinder, has the same form as Equation (3.6). Ra is then substituted by R a the 
rotational Rayleigh number. Note that rotational Reynolds number does not appear 
explicitly as it is a function of rotational Rayleigh number, Ra^ = R e ^ P r f lA T ^ ,  
where rm =  (a + b)/2 is the mean radius, Ra$ =  r™Q2P^Td3 [s the rotational Rayleigh 
number and Re# = is the rotational Reynolds number.
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3.3 Scaling laws
After the values of the exponents in equations such as equation (3.3) are determined, 
either from experiments or theoretical models, the resulting correlations are known 
as scaling laws. Much work has been devoted to finding the exponents. The assump­
tions used in the theoretical models can be somewhat arbitrary and experiments are 
needed to provide validations. The topic is not without competing theories. Siggia 
(1994) provides a good review; Grossmann & Lohse (2000 h  2001) refer to many 
recent developments and present perhaps the most complete general theory for scal­
ings in thermal convection so far; for very readable accounts refer to Kadanoff (2001) 
and Sommeria (1999).
Most studies concentrate on heat transfer at very high Rayleigh numbers 
within the turbulent regime because this is where disagreements appear among 
different researchers, and the behaviour of the flow is known least due to the lack 
of a complete turbulent theory. The most significant scalings are presented here.
3.3.1 The 1/2-scaling (Kraichnan, 1962)
Since q =  h A T , Nusselt number can be written as
iN u  =
k A T /d '
At very high Ra, velocity and heat flux q are independent of viscosity and conduc­
tivity of the fluid. It is seen that (RaPr)1/2 oc 1 / k  and from the equation above 
N u  oc 1 /k .  Therefore, in the scaling
N u  oc (RaPr)1/2, (3.7)
any dependence of q on k is cancelled.
An alternative argument is that, at very high Rayleigh number, heat is trans­
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ported by buoyant structures (for example thermal plumes, blobs and eddies) that 
move at free fall velocity. This means that viscous force is negligible compared to 
the inertial force, and the buoyant structures accelerate as free undamped particles 
subject to the buoyancy force produced by gravity (Glazier, 1999). The free fall 
velocity can be scaled as (/3gATd)x/2, which is proportional to Ra}!2. Therefore 
heat flux and so Nusselt number can be scaled as N u  oc Ra1!2. This scaling above 
can be traced to Kraichnan (1962).
This regime is triggered by the laminar-turbulent transition in the boundary 
layer and is believed to be the ‘ultimate state’ of high Rayleigh number thermal 
convection. Although the critical Rayleigh number is difficult to predict, there is 
some evidence tha t the regime is expected at Ra =  1014 (Chavanne et a!., 1997). 
Recently, Roche et al.(2001) measured this 1/2-scaling for the first time in history. 
The transition to this regime was at Ra «  1012. It should be noted that an enclosure 
with ordered surface roughness on the interior walls was used. The roughness may 
have initiated the turbulent boundary layers. The roughness effect is not well under­
stood and is currently still under investigations. Another experimental study (Du & 
Tong, 2000) found that heat transfer is increased significantly over a rough surface. 
However this experiment produced a more commonly observed 2/7-scaling, and only 
the amplitude (i.e. the coefficient in the correlation) is increased (by 76%). The re­
sult of Roche et al.(2001) is also used to support Chavanne et al.(1997) who claimed 
to have observed the transition to the 1/2-scaling. There is alternative theoretical 
evidence that the regime most probably exists at sufficiently high Rayleigh number 
and low Prandtl number (Grossmann & Lohse, 2000), see section 3.3.6 below.
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3.3.2 The 1/3-scaling (Howard, 1966)
An alternative scaling uses the simple assumption that the heat flux q is independent 
of the enclosure height d. Because N u  oc qd and Ra  oc d3, so the scaling
N u  oc Ra1/3 (3-8)
eliminates the dependence of q on d. The assumption is supported by the observation 
(Gille, 1967) that in the bulk flow the fluid is well mixed and the time-averaged tem­
perature is uniform. Therefore temperature gradients are confined to thin boundary 
layers, where velocity is influenced by wall effects. This results in a thermal conduc­
tance across each boundary layer, where the tem perature drop is A T /2 .  Thus the 
heat flux is independent of the cell height d. This scaling originated from Priestley 
(1954). It is fairly close to the exponent values of around 0.3 obtained in many 
experiments (the same comment from Sommeria, 1999 and Grossmann Sz Lohse, 
2000).
Howard (1966) formalised the idea that the boundary layer is marginally stable. 
He assumed that there is a thermal boundary layer of thickness 8q outside which 
the tem perature gradient is negligible and within which there is no fluid motion 
(Figure 3.1). Considering the bottom boundary (at the hot wall), from the solution 
for one-dimensional heat conduction,
r . r .  +  f o w . ^ ) ) .
8q = v?rtzt.
The thickness 8$ should be small enough for the layer to be stable but will grow 
by thermal diffusion until time t c when 8q = 8C = y/7TK,tc and then breaks down 
reducing 6g to zero. The whole process then repeats itself. The critical Rayleigh
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number for break down of the boundary layer is,
^ • - { w r T  ^
2Ro,r N1/3
d \  Ra 
The time-averaged heat flux is
1 /**c k A T  , k A T■« ix r
q = — /  — j = d t  = 
t c Jo 2y/lTK,t oc
Since N u  = i f cAT’
d f  Ra \ 1/3 
N u (Pr> a) =  -  =  j
A reasonable value of Rac is 1100 (Chandrasekhar, 1961). Therefore,
Nu(Pr> i) =  0.0760Ra1/3. (3.9)
Note that there is no dimensional consideration and the value of the coefficient 
appears in the derivation. The correlation (3.9) is plotted in Figure 3.2. Its validity is 
limited to fluids of Pr>  1 in order to support the assumption that there is negligible 
fluid motion inside the thermal boundary layer, which is only possible (if it is possible 
at all) if the thermal boundary layer is embedded within the kinetic boundary layer, 
i.e. for cases where Pr  is greater than or approximately equal to unity. This model 
of a growing conduction layer cannot be adapted easily to low Prandtl number cases 
where the thermal boundary layer may grow into the ‘advective’ region of the flow. 
The scaling appears to be confirmed by the experiments of Ashkenazi & Steinberg 
(1999) and Lui h  Xia (1998); see Table 3.2 below.
Using an analytical conduction layer model and empirical adjustment, Hoi-
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lands et al.(1975) were able to derive a correlation that predicts Nusselt number 
right from the subcritical Rayleigh number:
* / 17C8x 1 f /  Ra N 1
Nu(Prfv0.7) =  1 +  1.44maa: | ( l  -  >o| + m ax  |  ( j r ^ J  ~  • (3.10)
This is plotted in Figure 3.2. Previously this correlation had been verified up to 
Ra =  108. Comparison with the result of Niemela et al.(2000) (see also Table
3.2 below) indicates that its prediction is fairly accurate even at very high Rayleigh 
number. Note that at very high Rayleigh number, Equation 3.10 gives a 1/3-scaling.
3.3.3 The 2/7-scaling
It is also found in many laboratory experiments (e.g. Castaing et al.(1989), Wu & 
Libchaber (1991), Shen et al.(1996 ), Chavanne et al.(1997), Cioni et al.(1997)) that 
a single term  of Equation (3.6), N u  oc Ra7, is sufficient, with 7  =  0.282 ±  0.006 «  f 
as the most robust exponent. A model which gives this scaling is thus needed. The 
following theoretical (or so-called phenomenological) model is inspired by Castaing 
et al.(1989). Here, the current author has simplified the derivation of the scaling, 
and at the same time obtained relationships that also include Pr.
Three flow regions of different widths (Figure 3.3) are identified: A central 
region occupying most of the enclosure which contains buoyant structures and has 
tem perature fluctuations, AT//UC, that enable heat flux equal to that across the 
boundary layers; a thin mixing layer where hot (or cold) fluid breaks from the 
stagnant thermal boundary layers and accelerates to speeds that allow the fluid to 
merge into the central region; an even thinner, aforementioned, thermal boundary 
layer (thickness 6$) where heat is transported by conduction only. Note that only 
the bottom  horizontal wall is shown in Figure 3.3; the three zones described above 
are symmetrical about a horizontal axis through the centre of the enclosure. This
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type of flow structure was observed in the experiment of Qiu & Tong (2001).
The central region is in essence the same as the model in Section 3.3.1 above 
in which viscosity and conductivity are negligible compared to turbulent mixing, 
and a typical velocity scale is,
u c ~  ( 0 g A T f i ucd)1/2. (3.11)
The heat flux is scaled as,
By definition,
Q cpp 0u cA T f i uc.
N u k A T  k A T
d
d





The thermal boundary layer may be nested within the viscous boundary layer or 
vice versa depending on the Prandtl number (Figures 3.3.a & 3.3.b). It will become 
clear that this has an effect on the scaling obtained. It can be shown that for the 




where Re =  ucd/v\ uc is the large-scale roll velocity in the central region (see Equa­
tion (3.11)). This velocity is sometimes referred to as ‘wind of turbulence’, which 
has been observed in many experiments including Qiu et al.(2000) and Niemela et 
al.(2001). It is the shear from this wind of turbulence that produces and stabilises 
both the thermal and the viscous boundary layers, even at high Rayleigh number 
(Lui &; Xia, 1998).
First, we look at cases of moderate to high Prandtl number {Pr>  1), i.e. the 
thermal boundary layer is nested within the kinetic boundary layer (Figure 3.3.a).
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It is assumed that the conductive thermal boundary layer breaks into filaments of
thickness similar to the original boundary layer thickness 8q (Figure 3.4.a). The
filaments accelerate to uc when the buoyancy force balances the viscous force,
/3gATp08e ~  h y -. (3.16)
ou
From order of magnitude analysis in the dominant terms of the thermal boudary 
layer equation (Grossmann h  Lohse, 2001), it can be shown that when 5U> 8$,
N u  ~  Re1/2P r1/3. (3.17)
Combining Equations (3.11) to (3.17), we obtain
Nu(pT> j) ~  Re?!7. (3.18)
Therefore the effect of Prandtl number on Nusselt number is negligible for this 
range of Prandtl numbers. Cioni et ai.(1997) and Grossmann h  Lohse (2000 h  
2001) reached the same conclusion. Although Cioni et al.(1997) derived Nu(pr> x) ~  
i?a2/7P r -1/7, i.e. increasing Prandtl number reduces heat transfer, we stress here 
that the disagreement is small for most practical or comparison purposes and may be 
within experimental uncertainties (Grossmann & Lohse, 2000). Grossmann h  Lohse 
(2001) showed that, over the entire range of Rayleigh numbers, Nusselt number
is independent of the Prandtl number for very high Prandtl number regimes (see
Section 3.3.6 for more details). Air (Pr  «  1.0), helium (Pr fu 0.7) and water 
(Pr  7.0) are examples of fluids that satisfy the relationship (3.18). Using the 
value of the coefficient determined in Castaing et al.(1989), from an experiment 
with helium gas, Equation (3.18) becomes
N u (Pr> !) =  (0.23 ±  0.03)i?o2/7. (3.19)
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Investigators fluid(Pr) Ra range 7
Ashkenazi h  Steinberg(1999) SFe(l -  93) 109 -  1014 0.30 ±  0.03
Lui &; Xia(1998) H20 { »  7) 2 x 108 -  2 x IO10 0.28 ±  0.06
Shen et a/. (1996) H20 ( k  7) 8 x
05OXC--10r-H 0.281 ±0.015
Castaing et ai.(1989) He( 0 .7 - 1 ) <  10n 0.282 ±  0.006
Wu & Libchaber(1991) # e ( 0 .6 -  1.2) 4 x 107 -  1012 0.285
Chavanne et al.(1997) #e(0.6 -  0.73) 3 x 107 -  10n 2/7
Niemela et al.(2000) # e ( »  0.7) 106 -  1017 0.309 ±  0.0043
Cioni et al.(1997) #0(0.025) 5
00O1<0O1“HX 0.26 ±  0.02
Cioni et al.(1997) Jfy(0.025) 4 x 108 -  2 x 109 0.20
Glazier et ai.(1999) #0(0.025) 2 x 105 -  8 x IO10 0.29 ±  0.01
Table 3.2: Exponents 7 of the power law N u  ~  Ra1 from different experiments.
This relationship is plotted in Figure 3.2. The exponent is independent of the 
aspect ratio, (//d), for aspect ratios greater than 1/2. However, the coefficients 
are dependent on aspect ratio (Wu h  Libchaber, 1992). Equation (3.19) is valid 
for l /d  = 1. The exponent 2/7 compares very well with the exponents obtained by 
experiments of Shen et al.(1996), Castaing et ai.(1989), Wu &; Libchaber (1991) and 
Chavanne et al.(1997) among many others not reported here (see Table 3.2). The 
experiment by Niemela et al.(2000) is considered to be very reliable and with the 
largest range of Rayleigh number to date. Their exponent of 0.309 ±0.0043 confirms 
neither the 1 /3- nor the 2/7-scaling.
For low Prandtl number (Pr<  1) where the thermal boundary layer is thicker 
than the viscous boundary layer (Figure 3.4.b), Equation (3.16) is modified slightly:
/3gATp08u ~  11y-.  (3.20)
Oy,
This is because the part of the thermal boundary layer which is outside the viscous 
boundary layer cannot exist stably, therefore the detaching filament has a length 
scale of 8U (instead of 6$ for the moderate to high Prandtl number case above). 
Analysing the order of magnitude for terms in the thermal boundary layer equation
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as before gives
N u  ~  Re1/2P rV 2, (3.21)
for Su < Se. Other relations remain unchanged, the following scaling is then ob­
tained,
N u{Pt < ,) ~  P r2l7Ra2l7. (3.22)
This is the same scaling derived by Cioni et al.(1997). Assuming an aspect ratio 
l/d  =  10, and using a more complicated derivation, they obtained the following 
correlation:
N u (Pr< 1) =  0-25 P r2/7Ra2/7. (3.23)
For mercury (Pr  =  0.025),
N u(Hs) = 0M 71Ra2/7. (3.24)
The following correlation was obtained from the experiment of Cioni et al.(1997) in 
a unity aspect ratio cell:
N u { m  = (0.140 ±  0.005).Ra(o-26:to'O2)) (3.25)
for 5 x 106 < Ra  <  5 x 108. Equation (3.24) is plotted in Figure 3.2. Refer to table
3.2 for other exponents for low Prandtl number fluid.
Glazier et ai.(1999), see Table 3.2, obtained experimentally an exponent very 
close to, though probably not validating, 2/7. A unifying theory by Grossmann &; 
Lohse (2000) explains disagreements, such as this, in the exponents of the correla­
tion, as well as more glaring differences arising from different theoretical models and
laboratory experiments.
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3.3.4 The 1/4-scaling
Using the same Castaing et a1 model, yet another scaling will be derived. If it is 
assumed that the roll velocity uc is proportional to the free-fall velocity (Xin k  Xia, 
1996) then,
uc ~  (PgATd)1/2. (3.26)
Equations (3.14) to (3.17), and (3.26) are used to obtain
N u (Pr> i) ~  Pr~1/12Ra1/4. (3.27)
The exact correlation has also been obtained by Grossmann k  Lohse (2000). This 
is their regime Iu shown in Table 3.3. N u  is weakly dependent on Pr. N u  decreases 
with increasing Pr. This is because an increase in v reduces convective heat transfer.
For Pr<  1, Equations (3.14), (3.15), (3.20), (3.21) and (3.26) are used to
derive
N u (Pr< i) ~  P r1,4Ra1/4. (3.28)
The exponent 1/4 for Pr  is different from that derived by Grossmann k  Lohse 
(which is 1/8), but the same relation has been obtained by other investigators (see 
Cioni et ai., 1997). The 1/4-regime is validated by the experiments of Lui k  Xia 
(1998) and Cioni et al.(1997). This scaling is well-known in engineering literature. 
Grossmann k  Lohse argue that it is this 1/4-regime that has been observed in most 
turbulent convection experiments, but usually the scaling is affected by scalings from 
neigbouring regimes (see Section 3.3.6).
3.3.5 Other scalings
Miscellaneous other scalings will be derived in this section, before Grossmann k  
Lohse’s results are described in the next section. For convenience, certain relations
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are repeated here: Roll velocity or wind of turbulence uc r\j ((3gATjiucd)1/2; heat 
flux q ~  cppoUcA T fiuc; and Nusselt number N u  =  From these relations,
Re ~  N u 1/3Ra1/3Pr~2/3. (3.29)
Substituting (3.29) to Equations (3.17) and (3.21) respectively the following relations 
result:
Nu(pr> i) ~  Ra1/5, (3.30)
Nu(pr< i) ~  R r1/5R a1/5. (3.31)
This 1/5-scaling is observed in one of the experiments of Cioni et al.(1997), see 
Table 3.2. Grossmann Sz Lohse also derived the same scaling for their regime I I .
Next, the Castaing et a1. model is used again. Combining /3gATpo6$ ~  puc/6u
(3.16), N u  ~  d/S9 (3.14), Su ~  d/R e1/2 (3.15) and Re  -  N u ^ R a ^ P r - 2' 3 (3.29) 
results in
N u {Pr> 1} ~  Pr~1/9Ra7/18. (3.32)
To the knowledge of this author, this 7/18-scaling has not been derived theoreti­
cally before. It is probably a combination of regimes I  and I I I U that are due to
Grossmann h  Lohse. This point will be discussed in more detail in the next section.
This scaling may also be that observed by Chavanne et al.(1997).
For Pr<  1, combining (3gATpo8u ~  puc/6u (3.20), 6U ~  d /R e 1^ 2 (3.14)and 
Re ~  7Vu1/3R a1/3P r -2/3 (3.29) to obtain
N u iPr< i) -  P r ^ R a 1' 2. (3.33)
The 1/2-scaling from Section (3.3.1) is again derived. This applies to regimes 7/j, 
7V/, IVi and 7V^ of Grossmann &; Lohse (see Table 3.3 and Figure 3.5). It should 
be noted here that the scaling is derived initially with 8U ~  d /R e1/2 which applies to
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a laminar kinetic boundary layer only, i.e. it is valid for regime IVi. However, when 
the Rayleigh number is sufficiently high for the kinetic boundary layer to become 
turbulent, it can be argued that both the kinetic and thermal dissipation should 
be scaled as in the turbulent bulk. Thus regimes Regimes Il'h IV f  and 7V^, which 
are the ‘turbulent kinetic boundary layer’ extensions of regimes 77/, IVi and IVU 
respectively at higher Rayleigh number, should acquire the scalings from the bulk- 
dominated regime IV\. This detail is repeated in the next section where Grossmann 
h  Lohse’s theory is introduced.
3.3.6 Grossmann & Lohse’s unifying theory
Grossmann h  Lohse (2000 h  2001) devised a theory that involves whether the 
boundary layer or the bulk flow contributes to the global kinetic (eu) and global 
thermal (eg) dissipation rates, and whether the thermal or the kinetic boundary 
layer is the thicker. They were able to derive ten regimes with different scalings. 
Only the more important results are summarised here. Refer to the original papers 
for the description of the theory, the derivation of the scalings and coefficients, and 
delineation of the different regimes in the P r — Ra diagram. Their theory is the 
most complete to date, covering a large range of Rayleigh and Prandtl numbers.
Table 3.3 shows some of the significant regimes. The theory has an advantage 
in allowing the determination of the range of Prandtl and Rayleigh numbers in which 
a particular scaling applies, rather than just indicating either Pr>  1 or Pr<  1 as 
was done in previous sections. Refer to Figure 3.5 for the regime diagram in the 
P r — Ra  plane. Regimes H \ , IV /  and IV . s h o w n  in Figure 3.5 but not depicted in 
table 3.3, occur at higher Rayleigh numbers (to the right of the dashed line) where 
the kinetic boundary layer becomes turbulent. Grossmann h  Lohse argue that 
the kinetic and thermal dissipations are then bulk dominated and so the regimes
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Regime Dominance of eu, eg by BL(Pr) Ra range N u
h BL, BL bu < 6e(< 1) < 1012 0.22 Ra1' 4P r1/&
Iu BL, BL by > bs(> 1) <  1012 0.31 R a ^ P r - 1' 12
I 00 BL, BL by > M »  !) <  1012 0.35 Ra1/4
III bulk, BL by, < be{< 1, <  1) >  106 0 .W R a '/ tP r1/*
IIIu BL, bulk bu > be(> 1, »  1)
rHOr“HA O .O lSR a^P r-1/7
IIIoo BL, bulk bu > <$„(» 1) >  1012 0.027Ra1' 3
IVi bulk, bulk by < b$(< 1, «  1) >  1012 0.0012 R a ^ P r 1/2
IVU bulk, bulk by > b$(< 1, >  1) >  1012 0.050Ra1/3
Table 3.3: Scalings from different regimes according to Grosmann h  Lohse(2000 h  
2001). eu and eg denote global kinetic and thermal dissipative rate respectively;
BL denotes boundary layer; and ‘bulk’ denotes bulk flow. The Prandtl and 
Rayleigh numbers range are not to be interpreted rigorously(cross-refer figure 
3.5). The coefficients, obtained from experiments, are also not to be interpreted 
rigorously as they are aspect ratio dependent, and the methods used to caculate 
them can be somewhat arbitrary. Refer to Grossmann h  Lohse(2000, 2001) for 
details.
should have the same scalings as in regime /Vj, where the global kinetic and thermal 
dissipations are dominated by the bulk flow.
Most flows measured in laboratory experiments are located in regime I.  How­
ever, the scalings observed are always corrected by those from neighbouring regimes. 
In this case, regime Iu by regimes IVU and I I I U. Grossmann h  Lohse (2000) sug­
gested the following combination (Iu h  IVU) for Pr — 1:
N u = 0.27 Ra7/i +  0.03877a1/3, (3.34)
which resembles N u  =  0.2277aQ'2875±00175. This range of exponent encompasses 
7  «  2/7 from various experiments, as well as 7  «  0.3 by Glazier et ai.( 1999) and 
Niemela et ai.(2000) (see Table 3.2). Grossmann h  Lohse claim that investigators 
(e.g. Chavanne et al., 1997) who observed the transition to the ultim ate regime 
of 1/ 2-scaling had in fact measured a regime Iu which was corrupted by regime 
11Iu. Regime 11 Iu has a 3 /7-scaling and is more distinguishable from regime IVU as 
Equation (3.34) illustrates. These combinations are not arbitrary. On the Pr  — Ra
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diagram, regimes I I I U and IVU are adjacent and located to the right, at higher 
Rayleigh number, of regime Iu. A combination of regimes Iu and I I I U produces a 
local slope 0,37 < 7 < 0.41 in the range 108 < Ra <  1012 that incorporates the 
exponent 7/18 derived in Equation (3.32).
It is also expected that the dominance of both the eu and e# at the boundary 
layers (regimes I)  will be influenced by their dominance in the bulk flow (regimes 
IVi, IVt\  /V j) at higher Rayleigh number where the turbulent mixing in the bulk 
flow is present. So a transition to 1/ 2-scaling, or the 1/2-scaling itself (Roche et ai., 
2001), can be observed after all.
3.3.7 Scalings from sealed rotating annuli
Bohn et al.(1995) carried out experiments on free convective heat transfer in sealed 
rotating annuli with radial heat flux. The inner cylinder was cold, outer cylinder 
hot, and the two side discs were insulated. The axis of rotation passes through 
the common centre of the cylinders (see Section 2.2.1). Buoyancy is set up in the 
centrifugal field, and affected by the Coriolis force; gravity may be neglected due to 
the high rotational speeds. These cases are a main subject of this thesis and will 
be studied in detail in later chapters. The rotating annulus flow can approximate 
Rayleigh-Benard convection (King h  Wilson, 2002), especially when the radial gap 
is small, i.e. when the radius ratio is approximately equal to unity. In such cases, 
Coriolis forces may be neglected. Bohn et al.(1995) made the same comment.
An important question is how much is the heat transfer affected when rota­
tional effects cannot be ignored. Bohn et al.(1995) found that the scaling N u  oc R aj 
still holds (see Equation 3.6). They found 7  values of 0.211, 0.213 and 0.228 for 
three different rotating annuli. A typical correlation is plotted in Figure 3.2. It is 
seen that the Nusselt number (a measure of heat transfer efficiency) is considerably
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lower than in Rayleigh-Benard convection. Moreover, we may infer that the rota­
tional effects may have stabilised the flow so that it remains laminar even at high 
Rayleigh numbers (laminar Rayleigh-Benard convection has 7  «  0.25, Rohsenow et 
aI ,  1998), see Owen h  Wilson (2000). There is no direct evidence for laminar flow 
at high Rayleigh number, as no measurements or visualisations were made by Bohn 
et al.(1995) for the flow structures.
Assuming that free convective heat transfer in all types of sealed enclosure, 
with heat flux anti-parallel to the external force (either gravitational or centrifugal) 
that sets up the buoyancy, can only produce those pure scalings in Table 3.3 (or 
Figure 3.5) identified by Grossmann h  Lohse, albeit with different delineations and 
transitions, we can suggest a possible explanation for the scalings observed by Bohn 
et al.(1995). This assumption implies that free convective flow in a rotating annulus 
is still governed by the dominance of either the boundary layers or the bulk flows 
on the global kinetic and global thermal dissipations, as in the theory of Grossman 
h  Lohse. All possibilities of contribution to the dissipations have been considered 
in the theory; thus, it is plausible that all pure scalings have already been revealed.
Here, we suggest that Regime 7/, with moderately low Prandtl number and 
moderately high Rayleigh number is corrected by regime 77/ (see Figure 3.5). Thus 
(with P r  approximated as 1),
N u  =  0.27 Ra1/ 4 +  0.97 Ra1/ 5. (3.35)
As discussed in Section 3.3.3, the coefficients are dependent on aspect ratios (Wu & 
Libchaber, 1992), therefore equation (3.35) cannot be compared directly with the ex­
perimental data of Bohn et ai.(1995) because of the differences in geometries. More 
importantly, however, the exponents are not affected. Plotting Equation (3.35) on 
a log-log scale shows that the local gradient (7  value) varies between approximately
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0.218 and 0.226 (Figure 3.6 .a) in the range 106 <  Ra</, < 1012, within which Bohn 
et ai.’s experiments were carried out. Although the range of gradients does not en­
close those scalings obtained by Bohn et a7, it is close to them and has a median of 
about 0.222. Figure 3.6.b shows N u  from Equation (3.35), normalised by 72aJ, with 
different values of 7 . The minimum and maximum values of 7 obtained by Bohn 
et ai.(1995) are 0.211 and 0.228 respectively. Except for 7  =  0.2, the other two 
lines are almost straight and horizontal, indicating the scaling exponent cannot be 
represented by a pure scaling 7  =  0 .2 . It is believed that 7 = 1/4  from regime 7/ and 
7  =  1/5 from Regime 77/ is a suitable combination. It can be argued that this com­
bination is not arbitrary as Regime 77/ is just below Regime 7/ in the phase diagram 
(see Figure 3.5). Moreover, it can be explained by the influence from the dominance 
of tu from the bulk flow (see Table 3.3), as the viscous boundary layer is weakened by 
the rotational effects because velocity fluctuations in the radial direction are inhib­
ited. The extent to which this is true remains to be tested by more accurate study 
of the structures of the boundary layers in the rotational system (beyond the scope 
of this thesis). To recapitulate, it is suggested that the scalings obtained by Bohn 
et al.(1995) can be explained by an often observed 1/4-scaling being corrupted by 
a neighbouring 1/5-regime. It is not necessary to resort to the suggestion that the 
flows remained laminar at high Rayleigh number, therefore allowing the possiblity 
that the bulk flow might after all be turbulent.
3.4 Concluding remarks
In this chapter, the dimensionless groups governing heat transfer in Rayleigh-Benard 
convection are derived. It is explained that Nusselt number and Rayleigh number 
can be related in the so-called scaling law N u  ~  Ra7.
We described derivations of some well-known values for 7 such as 7  =  |  and
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= | .  Simple derivations inspired by the phenomenological model of Castaing et 
al.(1989) obtain various other common scalings, such as 7 =  | ,  7  =  and 7  =  | ,  
which were measured previously in experiments or derived with more complicated 
theory. The ‘unifying’ theory of Grossmann h  Lohse that derives comprehensively 
most (if not all) of the pure scaling laws are also summarised.
Finally, the results of Grossmann &; Lohse are used to suggest an alternative 
explanation to the scaling laws of 7  «  0.21 measured in rotating annulus experiments 
by Bohn et a1. There has been suggestion that the flows remained laminar even at 
high Rayleigh number (laminar flow has 7  «  0.25). Since no flow visualisation was 
conducted, the latter suggestion has not been confirmed. The theory of Grossmann 
h  Lohse permits well-mixed turbulent bulk flow. As is reported later in the thesis, 
computations performed here were not able to reproduce the 7  «  0.21 for free 





Free convective heat transfer inside sealed, air-filled rotating annuli with an imposed 
radial thermal gradient is the main object of this study. We are interested in par­
ticular in the relationship between Nusselt number and Rayleigh number. Factors 
which influence the heat transfer are identified.
In this chapter, flows in the radial-tangential plane are investigated. The flow 
is assumed to be invariant in the axial direction. The governing equations are derived 
and the computational methods and procedures used to solve these equations are 
described.
Free convective heat transfer in flat horizontal layers with heating from below, 
the so-called Rayleigh-Benard convection, has been extensively studied for decades 
(see Chapter 3; Koschmieder, 1993; Siggia, 1994; and Grossmann &; Lohse, 2000 
&; 2001). This type of flow can be approximated by a rotating annulus with large 
value of the ratio 2°6t.a) (see Figure 2.7), and a suitable angular velocity ft such 
that the centrifugal acceleration r f t2 replaces the gravitational acceleration. Under 
these conditions the Coriolis forces are negligible; they can also be removed by
4-1
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eliminating artificially certain terms in the governing equations. Results obtained for 
Rayleigh-Benard-type convection also may assist understanding of rotating annulus 
convection.
It is accepted widely that N u  oc Ra7 holds for Rayleigh-Benard convection. 
Most laboratory experiments and theoretical analyses (refer to Section 2 .1.1 and 
Chapters 3 for more details), beginning with those of Heslot et al.(1987) and Cas- 
taing et al.(1989), seem to suggest 7  =  0.282±0.006 «  |  as the most robust exponent 
(Grossman &; Lohse, 2000). Grossman h  Lohse devised a theory that produced a 
relationship
N u  =  0.27Ra* +  0.038Ra*,
which resembles a N u  oc Ra2/7 relationship (see section 3.3.6). The coefficients in 
the above equation were determined with experimental input. Correlations proposed 
by other investigators (for e.g. Niemela et al.(2000) and Hollands et ai.(1975)) will 
also be used for the purpose of comparison.
Bohn et al.(1995) carried out experiments, for 107 <  Ra$ <  1011, for free 
convective heat transfer in sealed air-filled rotating annuli. They also reported a 
N u  oc R a j relationship, with 7  values close to 0.2. The heat transfer for rotating 
annuli, in the experiments of Bohn et ai. is much lower than that for Rayleigh- 
Benard convection (Chapters 2 & 3).
It is fairly well-known that free convective heat transfer in sealed enclosures 
of different shapes, geometries and orientations are rather similar (see Section 2.1 
for examples). The main factors which cause heat transfer in a rotating annulus to 
differ from tha t in Rayleigh-Benard convection deserve investigation. Using the ap­
proximation described above, computations for a stationary annulus approximating 
Rayleigh-Benard convection are performed, and the effect of changing the radius 
ratio |  is investigated. Rotating annulus flows are then computed. The results in­
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dicate that the curvature of the radial gaps and Coriolis effects cannot explain the 
significant reduction in heat transfer, for the Bohn et ai. experiments, compared 
to that in Rayleigh-Benard convection. The more important factors may be the 
boundary conditions of the enclosure walls, effects of the side discs, and possibly 
the behaviour of the bulk flow and boundary layers (as discussed in section 3.3.7).
4.2 Governing equations
The fluid density is assumed to depend linearly on temperature, and is not a function 
of pressure. This is the Boussinesq approximation:
p =  Poll -  0 ( T  -  T c)], (4.1)
where /3(T — Tc) <C 1. The approximation is applied to the centrifugal terms (which
gives rise to buoyancy) and Coriolis terms only and the fluid is considered to be
incompressible in other terms.
Thus the three-dimensional Navier-Stokes equations in cylindrical polar coor­
dinates and rotating frame of reference with the Boussinesq approximation are
u 1
dru -\----1— dev -1- dzw  =  0, (4.2)
r r
dtu -f (u.V )u —  ---- —(2f}v +  Q2r) =  ~ — drp  +  v ( V 2u — \ d o v  — ^-), (4.3)
r po po r* r z
dtv +  (u.V)w +  —  +  — (2flu) = — — dep +  v { V 2v -  \ d e u  -  ^-), (4.4)
r po por r l r l
dtw  +  (u.V)u; =  —— dzp  +  v V 2w , (4.5)
Po
dtT  +  (u.V )T =  acV2T, (4.6)
where the divergence and Laplace operators are respectively,
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The equations above were not computed directly in this work. Instead further 
equations are derived from them; they are included here for completeness and will 
be referred to occasionally.
In the rest of this section, dimensionless radial-tangential flow equations in 
streamfunction-vorticity formulation are derived. A streamfunction-vorticity for­
mulation is used to eliminate the difficulties in determining the pressure boundary 
values associated with a primitive variable formulation. It is also used in preference 
to the vorticity-velocity formulation as the latter requires more operations due to an 
additional Poisson equation and a staggered grid that is necessary for divergence-free 
velocity and vorticity fields (Lewis, 1999).
When axial velocity and 2 derivatives are neglected from Equations (4.2) to 
(4.6), the following equations are obtained:
dru +  -  +  -dev  =  0, (4.7)
r r
dtu +  (u.V)u — - ---- —(2Civ +  H2r) =  —— dTp +  z/(V2u — d$v -  ^-), (4.8)
r po po r l r l
n't) o 1 2 *i)
dtv +  (u.V)u -1------- 1---- (2flu) =  dep +  */(V2u ---- dgu----- r), (4.9)
r po pov r »
dtT  +  (u .V )T  = k V 2T, (4.10)
where the divergence and Laplace operators axe
(«.V) =  U d r  +  V- d S , V 2 =  d l  +  l~dT +  ^ .
The streamfunction, and vorticity, a;, are defined as
u ~  -deip, v =  — drip, (4-11)r
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i r j  k /
dr de dz =
u rv w \
uj =  V x u = — 
r
But here, due to the two-dimensionality,
/
LO =
dzu — drw (4.12)
\
\ d rv +  ^ -  \ d eu j 
The following substitutions are used for the non-dimensionalisation:
b2- « -  , 7 m T - T cr = br, t = —t, u  = —u>, ip = Kip, T  =  ----- —,
ac bl ± h - l c
where overbars denote dimensionless variables. To eliminate the pressure terms, 
cross-differentiation is used on Equations (4.8) and (4.9). The dimensionless equa­
tions in a rotating frame of reference for radial-tangential flow in streamfunction- 
vorticity form are:
Q = V 20 , (4.13)
$)] + ~ ~ J ( T , $)  +  R abd ,T  = V 2d>,Jrr r rK e^rr
1
(4.14)
(4.15)d;T + -J(T,4>) = V 2T, 
r
where the Jacobian operator is given by
J(A,  B)  = df AdeB -  df B d eA.
It is noted that the usual Coriolis term is eliminated in the streamfunction-vorticity 
formulation. However, the flow is not independent of the Reynolds number since it 
appears explicitly in the buoyancy correction to the Coriolis term:
Ra}, R e lP r f tA T
RtbPr RebPr
— Reb(3AT.
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4.3 Boundary and initial conditions
The sealed annulus is formed by a heated outer cylinder and a cooled inner cylinder. 
The following boundary and initial conditions are prescribed:
At f  =  1 =  rD,
tj> = 0, dfty =  0, T  =  1.
At r = f  =  n ,
=  0, df0  =  0 , T =  0 .
At 0 =  0 and 27r, periodic boundary conditions are applied.
The initial conditions of the fluid correspond to a solid-body rotation with a 
conducting tem perature field between cylinders,
=  0, w =  0, T =  1 - m r t-
A point perturbation is necessary to initiate the flow in the numerical simulations. 
The tem perature field is slightly modified at a point given by,
f  Q (1  -  r.-),x) T  g ( l  -  r.),7r) -  0.02.
4.4 Com putational m ethods and procedures
For computations in the current chapter, no modification was performed on the code 
developed by Lewis (1999). Therefore, only the essence of the methods are repeated 
here, refer to Chapters 3 and 4 of Lewis (1999) for details.
4.4.1 F inite difference approxim ations
Equations (4.13)-(4.15) are solved on a collocated uniform curvilinear mesh. Finite 
differencing is used for second-order accurate discretisations in space. The first and
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second derivative approximations for an arbitrary variable, (, are given by,
ft r  ~  O + i  ~  C « - i  ^2 ^ ^  (i+i ~  2 0  +  C - i
2Ax ’ xxC ~  Ax2
where x is an independent variable. The grid is defined by X{ = i A x , where i € Z+, 
Ax is the constant step-length, and (i is the approximation to C(x2). Usually (  is a 
function of time and spatial coordinates.
The advective non-linear terms in the equations, J(A , B),  are evaluated us­
ing the Arakawa formulation (Arakawa, 1966). It overcomes nonlinear instabilities 
associated with other central differencing, and is less numerically diffusive than up- 
winding schemes, whilst retaining second-order accuracy. It is applicable to uniform 
grids only in its present form. The Arakawa approximation to the Jacobian is given
by,
J ( A ,B )  = dxAdyB  -  dxBdvA  = I^ a ^ a  J [(A<+i.) “  ~
~ { A i , j +1  ~  A i tj ~ ~
+ { A i + i j ) ( B i + 1 j + i  — B i + i j - i )  — ( A i - i j ) ( B i - i j + i  — B i - i , j _ i )  
-(Ai,j+i)(Bi+ij+i -  Bi-ij+i) +  (Aij-i)(Bi+i (J_i  -  Bi-i , j_i)  
+{Bitj+i)(Ai+i j +i -  -  (Btj_ i)(A i+ itj_i — A { - i j - i )
-{Bi+ij)(Ai+lij+i -  A;+ij_i) +  (Bi-ij^Ai-i'j+i -  i4t-_ifj_i)].
The grid is defined by Xi = iA x  and yj = jA y .
The application of the periodic boundary condition is straightforward.
4.4.2 Transient m ethod
The time-dependent vorticity and energy equations are advanced in time using the 
Du-Fort Frankel method, in which the values of dependent variable are substituted
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by averages of previous and new time values. As an example, the 2D Fourier’s 
equation in cartesian coordinates,
= aLc +  (4-16)
is discretised in second-order central differencing and Du Fort-Frankel method as,
r+i r _L + J _  + J _ i  = r-i I Li + + + &+i +
2A t  A x2 A y 2 l2At  A x2 Ay2* A x2 A y 2
(4.17)
The Du-Fort Frankel method is unconditionally stable for one-, two- and three- 
dimensional Fourier’s equation. However, if nonlinear terms are included in the 
governing equations, such as in Section 4.2, this property of unconditionally stability 
is lost. Factors that affect the stability limit of the timestep include the magnitudes 
of the rotational Rayleigh and Reynolds numbers.
4.4.3 Solving the Poisson equation
The Poisson equation for the streamfunction (Equation (4.13)) is solved with a 
multigrid routine in order to accelerate iterative convergence. It incorporates a V- 
cycling and a line relaxation (with Gauss-Seidel) scheme. This is a basic multigrid 
method decribed in Briggs et ai.(2000).
Relaxation has a so-called smoothing property, it is efficient in removing high- 
frequency (relative to grid spacing) components of the error. The idea of multigrid 
is that by using successively coarser grids, a range of frequencies of the error can be 
removed quickly, and thus leading to faster convergence. Actually, only the errors, 
which also satisfy the original linear equations are passed to the coarser grids.
A three-level multigrid is used here to illustrate the method. The fine grid is 
denoted the next coarser is denoted Cl2h; and the coarsest grid is A coarse 
grid has grid spacing twice of that in the previous finer grid. The system of linear
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equations is in the form Au  =  / ,  where A  is the finite difference operator matrix, u 
is the exact solution matrix, and /  is the known-function matrix . A single V-cycle 
loosely follows this procedure:
1. Relax on A huh =  f h on Q,h to give an approximation v h.
2 . Compute the residual rh = f h — A hvh.
3. Restrict (Qh -> rh -> f 2h.
4. Relax on A 2hu2h = f 2h on Cl2h to give an approximation v 2h.
5. Compute the residual r2h =  f 2h — A 2hv2h.
6 . Restrict (Ct2h —> r2h —> f 4h.
7. Relax on A 4hu4h =  f 4h on n 4h to give an approximation v4h.
8 . Prolong (Q4h -> ft2/l), v4h -> e2h.
9. Correct on Tt2h, v2h =  v2h +  c2h.
10. Relax on A 2hv2h = f 2h to give new approximation v2h.
11. Prolong (ft2/l —> flh), v2h —> eh
12. Correct on f lh, vh =  vh +  eh.
This cycle is repeated until convergence is reached where the residual (calculated 
in step 2.) is less than a certain very small limit. For the simulations performed in 
this thesis, a value 10-6 was used.
The restriction operator has a full weighting routine defined by I l hV h = V 2h, 
where
v i!j  =  J g  [ ( u 2 * + l ,2 j + l  +  V2 i - l , 2 j - l  +  v 2 i + l , 2 j - l  +  V 2 i - l , 2 j + l )
^ ( V 2 i + l , 2 j  +  V2 i - l , 2 j  +  V 2i ,2 j +1  +  V2 i , 2 j - 1 ) +  ^ V2i ,2 j ] '  ( 4 - 1 8 )
The prolongation operator is a linear interpolation routine given by I^h Y ^  — 
V h, where
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V2i+ l,2j  ~  2 ^ 5  +  V * + l , j ) »
V2i,2j+1 =  ^
«»,y+i = jK i + v w , i  +  v i!i+1 + ^-hj+i)- (4-19)
The relaxation procedure uses line-relaxation with Gauss-Seidel method; sweeps 
are performed in both the radial and tangential directions per relaxation procedure. 
Two relaxation procedures are performed on each level. The finite-difference oper­
ator matrix A  is in tri-diagonal form for relaxation in the r direction, which can 
be solved using the well-known Tri-diagonal Matrix Algorithm. While relaxation 
in the 9 direction, requires tri-diagonal matrices that have two extra entries, one at 
top right and another at bottom left. These are solved using a periodic tri-diagonal 
matrix algorithm (see Chapter 4 of Lewis, 1999).
4.4.4 N usselt number calculation
Heat transfer across the cylindrical surfaces into the fluid can be represented by the 
Nusselt number, defined as the ratio of the heat transfer rate due to convection and 
conduction to that due to conduction alone. Both a global (over the total cylindrical 
surface area) and a local Nusselt number can be defined.
N u  i h i =  N u  — Q c- ° ^ - onv N u , , =  (*cond’dy u »global —  i v a   • ,  i v  local
conv
Qcond Qcond,
where Q has a dimension of Ej f ^ Y and q has a dimension of t ^m e a^ r e a ' Because 
Nugiobai is used frequently, it is denoted N u  for simplicity.
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the local Nusselt is therefore given by
N u i ocai =  - f \ n ( r i ) d f T .  (4.20)
And since
• k A T  r2ir rzmax 1 k ATQ.irhz
Qconi =  r = -  /  f  4(6 dz)(brd9)  =  — ±-----5s“ ,b m ri Jo Jo r In r z-
• kAT r rZmax _
Qcond,conv — 7 /  /  3fT(b dz){hvd0) ,
b Jo Jo
the global Nusselt number is therefore given by,
r m Tl /*27T rZmax _
M i = -------- -f- /  /  d(9 (4.21)
Zmax^n ^  JO
at either f  =  r t- or f  =  1. However due to the two-dimensionality of the problem 
here,
- ’ /*27r _
/  dfTdB.  (4.22)
r In ri f 27r
Au =
2tt
The local Nusselt number remains unchanged as in Equation (4.20). The 
average Nusselt number cannot be smaller than 1 as the total heat transfer from a 
surface must always be equal to or exceed the average heat transfer due to conduction 
alone. More effective convective heat transfer gives larger Nu.
The integral in Equation (4.22) is calculated using the trapezoidal rule; the 
differential (the integrand in this case) is approximated at the boundaries using a 
fourth-order accurate finite difference representation.
4.4.5 Code structure
A single timestep has the following numerical procedure:
• Initialise all variables at t =  0 (c.f. Section 4.3).
• Solve for a>n+1, T n+1 from solutions at tn and tn_1 on all internal grid points;
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the values of the variable at t~l and t° are indentical (c.f. Sections 4.4.1 and 4.4.2).
• Evaluate N u  using values of T n+1 (c.f. Section 4.4.4).
• In the Poisson equation, solve for ipn+1 with values of u n+1 using the multigrid 
method (c.f. Section 4.4.3).
• update values of u)n+1 on the boundaries using values of ,0 n+1 and the Poisson 
equation.
4.5 Results and discussion
4.5.1 R a y le ig h -B e n a r d  convection approxim ation
In this section results from the computations of heat transfer in a non-rotating 
annulus that approximates Rayleigh-Benard convection are presented. The approx­
imation is made by first substituting the term 6H2 (in = Rab) with g,
the gravitational acceleration. Secondly, the buoyancy correction to Coriolis term 
from the governing Equation (4.14) is removed artificially. Thus, if the radial gap 
is small, the centrifugal force, r f i2, across the gap can be regarded as a uniform 
”gravitational” force directed away from the centre of the annulus. Thus, it can 
be said that either this is a rotating annulus with a uniform centrifugal force and 
absence of Coriolis effects or it is a non-rotating annulus with gravitational force 
directed away from the centre of the annulus. The latter description is preferred 
and used throughout this thesis.
The boundary and initial conditions, and point pertubation described in Sec­
tion 4.3 are used. If the Rayleigh number is above the critical value a convective 
flow will develop from the initial pure conduction solution. For Rayleigh-Benard 
convection with extensive horizontal layers, this critical value is Ra =  1708 (Chap­
ter 2).
It is noted here that because of the less conventional definition of the rotational
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Rayleigh number in the governing equations, i.e. Ra& =  bQ ^ Tb , due care has 
been taken when comparisons are made with results obtained by other investigators 
using different definitions. Here the substitution Ra = ^Raf,  has been made so that 
comparisons are carried out consistently using Ra.
Figures 4.1 to 4.4 show results for an annulus having r0 — =  0.3 (a /6  =  0.7).
The isotherms, streamlines and the development with time of global Nusselt num­
ber are shown on the first, second and third rows respectively. The isotherms and 
streamline contours are the results at the end of the simulations. The flow devel­
ops into the familiar counter-rotating convective roll pairs. The Nusselt numbers in 
Figures 4.2 and 4.3 show that the flow becomes time-dependent at a Rayleigh num­
ber between 106 and 106'7. It is also at this transition to time-dependent flow that 
both the plumes and the fluid regions with high thermal gradients become unstable, 
and the regular thermal convective rolls start to break down, eventually giving rise 
to a well-mixed flow dominated by turbulence as the Rayleigh number is increased 
further (Figure 4.4.).
An important observation can be made from the streamlines: coherent large- 
scale roll structures exist even at high Rayleigh number, at which the temperature 
fluctuations are turbulent in the bulk region. This means that even when the fluid 
is fluctuating chaotically at a small spatial scale, on the larger spatial scale the flow 
behaves in a coherent manner. This large-scale circulation is often called ‘wind of 
turbulence’ and has been observed experimentally (see Chapter 3). The wind is 
responsible for maintaining a shear flow that builds up the boundary layers, and to 
stir the fluid in the bulk (Grossmann h  Lohse, 2000). These two effects are essential 
components in the phenomenological models used to derive some of the scaling laws 
that agree with experimental measurements, as described in Chapter 3.
Table 4.1 gives the numerical values of lg(i?a) and the time-averaged N u  for
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the rQ — ri =  0.3 annulus. The Nusselt number is time-averaged over a duration 
after the Nusselt number is considered to be stationary, i.e. when there is no change 
in its trend.
lg (Ra) 3.5 4 5 6 6.7 7.43 8 9.43
Nu 1.5 2.5 4.75 8.3 11 17.5 31.5 101
Table 4.1: Values of lg(Ra) and N u  from computations of non-rotating annulus 
flow approximating Rayleigh-Benard convection. r0 — =  0.3.
Figures 4.5 to 4.8 show the corresponding results for an annulus with rQ — r t- =  
0.5. The transition to time-dependent flow occurs at a lower Rayleigh number, 
probably very near Ra  =  105. Table 4.2 shows the numerical values of Ra and Nu.
lg (Ra) 3.67 4.17 5.17 6.17 7.1 8.1 8.67 9.1
Nu 1.76 2.65 5.1 8.9 16 31 55 78
Table 4.2: Values of N u  vs. lg (Ra) from computations of non-rotating annulus 
flow approximating Rayleigh-Benard convection. rQ — r t- =  0.5.
Data from the above tables are plotted in Figure 4.9. The correlation of 
Hollands et ai.(1975) (see Section 3.3.2) shows a change of gradient at around Ra =
106. If only the points with Ra > 106 are considered, the following correlation is 
obtained from a least-squares straight line fit to the computed data:
N u t = 0.0809Ra0325. (4.23)
The subscript H’ indicates turbulent bulk flow. Niemela et ai.(2000) obtained N u  =  
O.124i?a0,309±0'0043 from their measurements. At high Rayleigh numbers, Equation 
(3.10) of Hollands et ai.(1975) becomes N u  =  0.0556-fta1/3. Despite the differences 
in the exponents and coefficients, Equation (4.23) is in reasonable agreement with 
the two correlations quoted above because of the large order of magnitude for the 
Rayleigh and Nusselt numbers involved. This is illustrated by Figure 4.9.
If only the computed results between Ra =  104 and Ra =  106 (inclusive) are
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considered, the following scaling-law is obtained from a least-squares straight line 
fit:
Nui = 0.226Ra°-261. (4.24)
The subscript T  indicates laminar bulk flow. Results at Rayleigh number less than 
104 are discarded for this analysis because the Nusselt number is still increasing 
steeply just after the onset of convection. The exponent 7  =  0.261 is close to the 
well-known 7  =  1/4 regime for laminar convection, see Table 3.3 and Figure 3.5 from 
Chapters 3. That the 7 value in Equation (4.24) is slightly higher than 1/4 is most 
probably because some results after the beginning of the transition to turbulent flow 
have been included.
To obtain a single correlation from the laminar and turbulent Nusselt numbers, 
a blending technique suggested by Churchill h  Usagi (1972) is used:
N u  =  ( N u J 1 +  N u ™ )1/m,
where 4 <  m <  20. The value m — 20 gives the best fit for the present data, giving:
N u  =  (1.21 x 10~13Ra5-22 +  1.44 x lO-22^ 648)005, (4.25)
which is a smooth correlation for all Rayleigh numbers greater than 104. Figure 4.9
is repeated in Figure 4.10 but also showing the fit to the computed results given 
by equation (4.25). Extrapolating to high Rayleigh number shows that Equation 
(4.25) still agrees well with results from other investigations.
Computations at Rayleigh numbers higher than those presented here were not 
carried out because non-Boussinesq effects may become important; another factor is 
the inadequate resolution, using the computing resources available, in both the tem­
poral and spatial scales for turbulence, and in spatial scales for the very thin bound­
ary layers. Non-Boussinesq effects need to be avoided in the computations because
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governing equations with this approximation are used. Also, they are undesirable in 
both experiments and computations because the Boussinesq approximation under­
lies the statement that dynamical similarity of free convective flows depends on the 
Grashof and Prandtl numbers (Tritton, 1988, p. 188). In non-Boussinesq flow, other 
dimensionless parameters appear, rendering the correlations between Nusselt and 
Rayleigh numbers presented in this thesis (and in virtually all other investigations 
quoted) invalid.
Using the physical properties for air at 20°C and 1 bar, maximum value of 
(3A T  = 0.3, and d = 1 metre, the value of Rayleigh number at which non-Boussinesq 
effects begin can be approximated as Ra =  =  (i 53iio-^)(?i7xio-5) ~  ^ 10-
the knowledge of the author, most convective chambers used in previous experiments 
were shorter than about 0.5 m. Niemela et ai.(2000) managed to reach Ra =  1017 
while avoiding non-Boussinesq effects by using cryogenic helium and an exceptionally 
tall (1 metre) enclosure. Wu Sz Libchaber (1991) investigated non-Boussinesq effects 
in free thermal convection.
Therm al boundary layer thickness
To obtain a correlation for the thermal boundary thickness with Rayleigh number, 
a well-tested equation is used, c.f. Equation (3.14):
^  = ^  = 2 ^ ’ ^
where overbars denote dimensionless quantities. Equation (4.26) is based on the 
evidence that, at high Rayleigh number, the bulk flow is well-mixed with almost 
uniform temperature, and the steep temperature gradients (=  f ^ )  are confined to 
the thermal boundary layers where there is no, or only very small, fluid motion. This 
phenomenon was used frequently in Chapter 3 to formulate models that produce
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different scaling laws.
Clearly, the isotherms in Figures 4.1 to 4.8 suggest that the thermal boundary 
layers are not uniform along the solid walls. This point is supported by the measure­
ments of Lui h  Xia (1998). However, their results suggest that the thermal layer 
will eventually become uniform at very high Rayleigh number. For this reason, only 
computed results above Ra =  106 are used in the derivation of the correlation here.
Tables 4.3 and 4.4 show the values of 8q for the rQ — r; =  0.3 (a /6  =  0.7) and
=  0.5 (a /6  =  0.5) annuli calculated using Equation (4.26). These results are shown 
in Figure 4.11.
Least-squares fits of these data lead to the following two correlations:
8e = 1.92 R a-0-3258, (4.27)
8e = 2.88 Ra~03215, (4.28)
for rQ — ri =  0.3 and =  0.5 annuli respectively.
lg (Ra) 6 6.7 7.43 8 9.43
h 0.0181 0.0136 0.00857 0.00476 0.00149
Table 4.3: Values of lg (Ra) and 8q for computations of non-rotating annulus flow 
approximating Rayleigh-Benard convection. r0 — r* =  0.3.
lg (Ra) 6.17 7.1 8.1 8.67 9.1
Se 0.0281 0.0156 0.00806 0.00455 0.00321
Table 4.4: Values of lg (Ra) and 8$ for computations of non-rotating annulus flow 
approximating Rayleigh-Benard convection. r0 — ri =  0.5.
Because of the way 6$ is calculated from Equation (4.26), the correlation is 
necessarily of the form 8q ~  Ra~7. Direct measurements (e.g. Belmonte et ah, 1993 
and Lui & Xia, 1996) of the thermal boundary layer thickness have confirmed the 
validity of Equation (4.26).
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4.5.2 Concluding remarks
The stationary annuli appear to approximate Rayleigh-Benard convection very well, 
with the curvature and separation of the radial gap having very little effect on 
the heat transfer. A local fluid region behaves as if in a ‘flat’ environment and 
with the surrounding gravity vectors parallel to each other. This implies that this 
convection process happens over a small length-scale in terms of the spatial geometry. 
Barenblatt (1996; see also Section 3.2) showed that Rayleigh-Benard convection has 
a very large characteristic length in the vertical direction, so that in most laboratory 
or industrial convection layers, the layers can be considered thin and there is no 
effect of the layer thickness on heat transfer. This conclusion is consistent with the 
computed result 7  «  1/3 (Equation (4.23) which implies that the vertical length of 
the enclosure is not relevant (c.f. section 3.3.2).
The coherent large-scale circulations are preserved at high Rayleigh number 
at which the local temperature fluctuations are chaotic.
4.5.3 R otating annulus
In this section, results for a computation of a rotating annulus flow corresponding to 
cavity B of Bohn et ai.(1995) are presented; see Table 4.5 for the dimensions of cavity 
B. These are again time-dependent 2-D (radial-tangential plane) computations; the 
side discs are not modelled. This approach is justified as the cavity aspect ratio is 
(just) greater than unity; also, the range of Rayleigh numbers considered is above
107. It was explained in Section 2.1 that if the aspect ratio (l/d) is greater than 0.5 
(or Ra > 107), then the side-disc boundary conditions and their effects on Nusselt 
number can be neglected. Moreover, despite a reported heat loss, of 10% to 20% 
of the total heat input, through the side-discs in the experiments the resulting heat 
transfer agreed very closely with that obtained from a computation carried out for
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cavity C with insulated side discs (Bohn et a1., 1995). This all suggests that the 
effects of the side-discs and their thermal boundary conditions are not significant 
for the cases considered here.
For consistency in comparison with other results the rotational Rayleigh num­
ber (Ra$) has been converted to Ra. In fact Ra<f> = Ra  because rmQ2 in Ra$ is 
equivalent to g in Ra. However, it should be remembered that, in terms of the 
forces involved, there are two major differences between flow in a rotating annulus 
and Rayleigh-Benard convection layer: (i) gravity is uniform across the depth of a 
stationary horizontal layer, whereas centrifugal force changes linearly in r f i2 across 
the gap of a rotating annulus; (ii) Coriolis force exists in the rotating annulus in a 
rotating reference frame; the strength of the Coriolis force is related to rotational 
Reynolds number.
Figures 4.12 and 4.13 show the computed isotherms and streamlines respec­
tively for a/b =  0.5 and 103,5 <  Ra < 109. The regular thermal convective rolls start 
to break down near Ra =  106. However, as discussed in the previous section, the 
large-scale coherent circulations are preserved (Figure 4.13) even at higher Rayleigh 
number.
Maubert & Randriamampianina (2001) solved numerically for vertical a ver­
tical air-filled rotating annulus flow using a highly accurate spectral method. They 
investigated flows in the (T a *, 0 )  plane for A T  = 5K ,  where Ta* = 4 0 2 (6 — a)5/ v2s 
is the Taylor number and 0  =  gs{3AT/fl2(b — a)2 is the thermal Rossby number. 
It can be shown that 0  =  ^ - ^ 4 - f3 A T  (T a*)'1. Since A T  is fixed during the ex­
periment, 0  is dependent on T a *, or vice versa. Therefore the investigation was 
performed only along a straight line on the (T a*,0) plane. It can also be shown 
that Ra$ = T a * P r o r  Ra $ «  0.053Ta* if typical values of the parameters 
from Cavity B are substituted. Maubert and Randriamampianina found that the
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regular waves start to break down at Ta* = 3 x 107 «  1075, which is equivalent 
to Ra$ «  106,2. This value of Ra# at the transition to turbulent well-mixed flow is 
similar to the result obtained in the current study (see previous paragraph). The 
evolution of the flow structure with increasing Ra$ obtained here is very similar 
qualitatively to the solutions obtained by the numerically more accurate method of 
Maubert and Randriamampianina (2001); giving confidence in the present results. 
However Maubert and Randriamampianina also conducted a more detailed study 
of the flows with multiple solutions of different wave-numbers and also statistical 
analysis of the temperature; these types of analyses are not performed by the current 
author.
From the definitions, rotational Rayleigh number and rotational Reynolds 
number can be related in the following way:
Rat  = /3A T — PrRel
rm
. =>Re* = { r m l d f l ^ P r - ^ ^ A T Y ^ R a ^ 2. (4.29)
Due to certain restrictions in the experimental setup of Bohn et a1., the range of 
P A T  is small; moreover, as rotational Rayleigh number is increased the realisable 
value of P A T  decreases continuously. The experiments were carried out in such a 
way that (SAT =  C R a^K , where C and K  are positive constants whose numerical 
values are fixed by the experiment. Therefore, equation (4.29) becomes
Rt* = ( r n / d Y ^ P r - ^ C - ' ^ R a ^ .  (4.30)
For convenience, Table 2.2 from section 2.2 is repeated here as Table 4.5.
For each cavity, Rayleigh number is the only controllable parameter through­
out the experiments of Bohn et al.(1995), and the relationships between rotational 
Reynolds and Rayleigh number shown in Table 4.5 are obtained using equation
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Cavity A Cavity B Cavity C
a, 6, z [mm] 125, 355, 120 125, 240, 120 125, 240, 120
Correlations N u  = 0.246 f? 4 228 
Re# = 0.733Ra0/ 73
N u = 0.317 Ra0/ 11 
R et = lA41Ra°t557
N u = 0.365Ra™13 
Ret = 1.615Ra°556
Table 4.5: Rotating cavities studied experimentally (Bohn et a1., 1995)
(4.30). Figure 4.14.a displays Re# vs. Ra  for the three cavities on log-log axes, and 
Figure 4.14.b shows /?AT  vs. Ra on log-log axes.
The time-dependent global Nusselt number for each Rayleigh number case 
computed is shown in Figure 4.15. These suggest that the flow becomes unsteady 
at Ra =  106. Table 4.6 gives the numerical values of lg (Ra) and time-averaged Nu.
lg (Ra) 3.5 3.92 4.5 4.92 5.5 5.92 6.5 6.92 7.62 7.92 8.5
N u 1.76 2.5 3.65 4.8 6.67 7.65 10.0 13.5 22.5 32 58
8.92 9.5 9.92
75 100 105
Table 4.6: Numerical values of lg (Ra) and N u  from computations of rotating 
annulus flow corresponding to Cavity B of Bohn et al.(1995). rQ — r,- =  0.5, 
a/b ~  0.5.
The computed results for N u  are shown in Figure 4.16. Using values in the 
range 6.92 < lg(Ra) < 9.5, the following straight line least-squares fit is obtained:
N u  =  0.049i?a£354. (4.31)
Both the experimental results by Bohn et al.(1995) and computations carried 
out here suggest that the global Nusselt number is strongly dependent only on 
Rayleigh number. This statement is supported by the following three points:
(i) For fixed rm/d  and s /d  (i.e. for a particular cavity), Nusselt number is 
a function of both the Rayleigh and Reynolds numbers. However, even while the 
Reynolds number was not kept constant during experiments for different Rayleigh 
numbers for each cavity (Figure 4.14.a), the resulting Nusselt number was not af­
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fected discernibly both in terms of either magnitude or gradient (Figure 4.16). In 
fact the Reynolds number changed through three orders of magnitude for each cavity 
as the Rayleigh number was increased in the experiments. Also note that Reynolds 
number for cavity B is almost double that for cavity A.
(ii) Nusselt number is only weakly dependent on rm/d  or s/d. Cavities A, B and 
C have different values of rm/d  and z(d, however the resulting Nusselt number vs. 
Rayleigh number relations are not very greatly different (see Table 4.5 and Figure 
4.16). This is most probably because s /d  is greater than 0.5 and the Rayleigh 
number involved is greater than 107. As described in Section 2.1, under these 
conditions the Nusselt number is mainly dependent on Rayleigh number (even the 
side-disc thermal boundary condition such as conductivity can be ignored). Results 
from the previous section also suggested that the curvature and separation of the 
radial gap has only a small effect on the heat transfer.
(iii) Coriolis force is closely related to Reynolds number. The radial component 
of the Coriolis force is believed to inhibit heat tranfer (see Bohn et a I., 1994 h
1995). It can be seen that because Reynolds number in cavity B is almost double 
that in cavity A, the Nusselt number for cavity A is higher than that in cavity 
B. In cavity C, which is identical to cavity B except for the eight insulating equi- 
spaced radial walls (that reduce the Coriolis force), the Nusselt number is the highest 
among the three cavities. However, the differences are small when compared to the 
differences between these cavities and the corresponding Rayleigh-Benard convection 
(see Figure 14.16).
Because of restrictions in varying the j3AT term due to the experimental setup 
(and in view of the Boussinesq approximation), it was not possible to keep Re# 
constant while varying Ra# through a large order of magnitude in the experiments 
(see Equation (4.29)). However, as described above, even though Re# could not
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be held constant througout the experiments, it did not affect the N u  vs. Ra$ 
correlations obtained (this is also true for the axial heat transfer case, Bohn et a1.,
1996). This is because Ra$ has a much stronger influence than Re$ on N u  if both 
Ra# and Re$ are varied over similar range of orders of magnitude (as explained in 
the last paragraph). This last statement should not give the impression that if Ra# 
can be held constant, varying Re$ has no significant effect on Nu.  If increasingly 
large Re$ can be applied with a constant Ra$ (which is only possible if (3A T  can 
vary over a large range) N u  will eventually start to decrease. In other words, there 
is only great influence of Re$ on N u  if j3AT varies over a large range. As this 
was not possible in both the experiments of Bohn et a1., and computations by the 
current author, again Nu depends strongly on Ra$ only for these cases.
Results from the current computations do not agree with those from the exper­
iments of Bohn et al.(1995), but agree well with the results expected for Rayleigh- 
Benard convection. Therefore, the important factors that affect the differences be­
tween heat transfer in Rayleigh-Benard convection and free convective heat transfer 
in a rotating annulus are still not resolved.
One suggestion (Owen & Wilson, 2000) is that the flows measured by Bohn 
et al.(1995) may have remained laminar even at these high Rayleigh numbers, since 
laminar free convection from a horizontal surface (Rohsenow et ai., 1998) and lami­
nar Rayleigh-Benard convection (Equation (4.24)) give 7  «  0.25 which is fairly close 
to 7  «  0.2 as obtained by Bohn et aI..
In Section 3.3.7, an alternative explanation was suggested using the theory of 
Grossmann h  Lohse, giving values for 7  between 0.218 and 0.226 which is close to 
7  «  0.2 from the measurements of Bohn et aI.. This allows for the possibility that 
the flows in the work of Bohn et a1 were turbulent with a large-scale ‘wind’ (see 
Section 3.3.7).
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4.5.4 Concluding remarks
Computations carried out by Bohn et ai.(1995), Bohn Sz Gier (1998), and by the 
current author suggest that unsteadiness and turbulence are responsible for the 
higher Nusselt numbers obtained in computations (King &; Wilson, 2002; see also 
Section 2.2.1).
However, it is not clear why the computations cannot reproduce the experi­
mental result as far as heat transfer is concerned. Possible reasons are inadequacy of 
turbulent thermal convection simulation, inability of the code to simulate changes in 
the boundary layers that give rise to different scaling laws, and a more subtle prob­
lem analogous to the dispute in Rayleigh-Benard convection between the 7 »  2/7 
results and 7 ^ 1/2  results from apparently equivalent experimental setups.
Nusselt number is strongly dependent on Rayleigh number for free convective 
heat transfer in a sealed rotating annulus. Nusselt number depends only weakly on 
the annulus geometrical dimensions (rm/d  Sz s/d) and rotational Reynolds number 
for the range of conditions studied here.
Chapter 5 
Two-dim ensional (radial-axial) 
com putations
5.1 Introduction
Unsteady, axisymmetric computations are performed in this chapter for systems 
similar to those considered in Chapter 4: (i) a stationary annulus that approximates 
Rayleigh-Benard convection; (ii) free convection in a rotating annulus.
The computational code was validated successfully against the benchmark so­
lution of de Vahl Davis (1983) by Lewis (1999). Therefore, although Lewis showed 
subsequently that axisymmetric flow is not the preferred mode for the rotating an­
nulus flow, it is instructive to use the code to study the heat transfer aspect of 
the flow. Two-dimensional time-dependent simulation is much less computationally 
intensive compared to fully three-dimensional direct numerical simulation. The re­
sults obtained are compared with more reliable published results, and conclusions 
are guided by these comparisons.
Firstly, the effects of altering the axial gap (s/d) are examined in stationary 
annuli that approximate Rayleigh-Benard convection. It was not possible to study 
these effects directly in Chapter 4 where a 2D radial-tangential code was used. It 
was assumed (with supporting evidence from other studies) that if s /d  > 0.5 or
5-1
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Ra > 107, the side-disc effects on heat transfer can be neglected.
Secondly, the effects of rotation on the heat transfer is again investigated. 
In particular, the influence of rotational Reynolds number, which was found to be 
weak compared to Rayleigh number in Chapter 4, is studied. It is noticed that the 
present computations are more sensitive (compared to the model used in Chapter 
4) to Reynolds number changes, hence its effect over a smaller range of values can 
be studied.
5.2 Governing equations
The flow is assumed to be axisymmetric and therefore
de = 0. (5.1)
Hence, Equations (4.2) to (4.6) become
dTu +  — +  dzw =  0, (5.2)
r
2 -i
dtu +  (u.V)u —  ------ —(2Qv +  Q2r) =  drp +  i/(V2u — ^r), (5.3)
r po po rz
dtv +  (u.V)u +  —  +  — (2 flu) =  — — dep +  u (V 2v — -^-), (5.4)
r po p0r r l
dtw -f (u. V)iy = ------dzp +  v V 2w, (5.5)
Po
dtT  +  (u .V )r  =  k V 2T, (5.6)
where the 2D divergence and Laplace operators are respectively:
(u.V) =  udr + wdz, V 2 =  d2rr +  - d r +  d]z .r
As in Chapter 4, the streamfunction-vorticity formulation is again used. The 
streamfunction, ip, is defined in such a way that the continuity equation (5.2) is
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satisfied exactly with
u =  - d zi/>, w =  - - d rip, (5.7)
r r
and it is rescaled using
ifj =  T(f).
Here the definition of vorticity (c.f. Equation (4.12)) becomes
to = dzu — drw, (5.8)
where only the component that is independent of v is retained, the other two compo­
nents of the vorticity not being necessary to solve the resulting governing equations. 
Similar substitutions to those in Chapter 4 are used for the non-dimensionalisation:
b2 ~ k _
r = br, z — bz t = —t, v =  — v,
AC o
AC _  -  -  T  — Tr
LO =  —U>, <f) =  K(f>, T  =
b2 r  Th — Tc
where overbars denote dimensionless variables. Using the definitions of <j> and w, the 
non-dimensionalisation substitutions, and cross-differentiation between Equations 
(5.3) and (5.5), the following dimensionless governing equations in streamfunction- 
vorticity formulation are obtained:
°  =  v 2 ^ -  (5-9)
-^-{djQ +  J(w, 4>) -  + u>dz4>) -  ^r-dzv] -  2Rehdi v + (Tdsv + vdsf )
Fr r r Ke^Fr
-\rrRadzT  — V 2u> — —, (5.10)
UJ
r
4 - ld p i  + J(v , $) +  \ { v d r i  -  4>d,v)\ +  2Rebd ^  ~  ^ B - T d S  =  V 2t> -  (5.11)
r r  r  H e b F r  r 2
d j f  + J IT ,  j>) -  - d sT  = V 2f , (5.12)
r
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where the Jacobian operator is given by,
J(A , B) = dfAdzB — dfBdzA.
The rotatonal Rayleigh number appears in the buoyancy terms and rotational 
Reynolds number in the Coriolis terms. The buoyancy correction to the Coriolis 
terms (Equations (5.10) &; (5.11)) have a factor j ^ p r (=  2Re&/?Ar).
5.3 Boundary and initial conditions
The sealed annulus flow is simulated in the radial-axial plane with no-slip bound­
aries, adiabatic discs, heated outer cylinder and cooled inner cylinder. The following 
boundary conditions are prescribed:
At r = 1 =  r c,
At r =  f  =  r*,
At z =  0, =  s,
4> =  0, df4> =  0, v =  0, T  = 1.
<f) = 0, df<f) =  0, v = 0, T  =  0.
4> — 0, dz<i> =  0, v =  0, dgT =  0.
The initial conditions of the fluid correspond to solid-body rotation with a 
conducting tem perature field between the cylinders,
<^ =  0, u> =  0, u =  0, T  = 1 — 7——.
In r,-
A point perturbation in the temperature field is introduced to speed up the initiation 
of flow in a numerical simulation. The tem perature field is slightly modified at a
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point as follows,
f  I 5) - f & l - r * ) ’W + 0 '01-
If this were not done, perturbations would enter the system through amplification 
of round-off errors, which requires extra computing time.
5.4 Computational m ethods and procedures
As for the code used in Chapter 4, the computational code used in the current 
chapter was developed by Lewis (1999). The computational methods used here are 
very similar to those in Chapter 4, so only the essential features are described here. 
For details, references are made to the relevant sections in Chapter 4 (or refer to 
Lewis, 1999).
5.4.1 Finite difference approximations
The governing Equations (5.9)-(5.12) are discretised in space with second-order ac­
curate central finite differencing on uniform mesh. The Jacobian operators, J ( A , J3), 
are evaluated using the Arakawa formulation (c.f. Section 4.4.1).
5.4.2 Transient m ethod
The time-dependent equations for vorticity, velocity, and tem perature are advanced 
in time using Du-fort Frankel method, in which the values of the dependent variables 
at the current timestep are substituted by averages of previous and new time values 
(c.f. Section 4.4.2).
5.4.3 Solving the Poisson equation
The Poisson equation for streamfunction (Equation (5.9)) is solved using the basic 
multigrid method described in Section 4.4.3. However, since the periodic boundary
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condition is not required here, the resulting finite differencing operator matrices in 
both the radial and axial directions can be solved using the Tri-diagonal Matrix 
Algorithm.
5.4.4 N usselt number calculation
The global Nusselt number given by Equation (4.21) is repeated here,
fZmax _
Nu  =  /  /  dr-Tdz de.
do  JO
Due to the axisymmetry imposed in this chapter, it can be reduced to
f  In Ti rZrnax _N u  = / d_T d -z (5.13)
Zmax JO
As before, the integral is evaluated using the trapezoidal rule, and the integrand is 
approximated using a fourth-order accurate finite difference.
5.4.5 Code structure
A single timestep has the following numerical procedure:
• Initialise all variables at t = 0 (c.f. Section 5.3).
• Solve for wn+1,un+1, T n+1 from solutions at tn and tn~x on all internal grid 
points; the values of the variables at t~1 and t° are indentical (c.f. Sections 5.4.1 
and 5.4.2). Solve for T n+l on adiabatic surfaces (side-discs).
• Evaluate N u  using values of T n+1. (c.f. Section 5.4.4).
• In the Poisson equation, solve for <j>n+1 with values of o)n+1 using the multigrid 
method (c.f. Section 5.4.3).
• update values of a)n+1 on the boundaries using values of 4>n+1 and the Poisson 
equation.
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5.5 R esults and discussion
5.5.1 R ayleigh-B enard convection approxim ation
In order to use the code that is based on the governing equations (5.9)—(5.12) for 
the simulation of Rayleigh-Benard convection, all the terms containing Re& were 
removed, and the term rmQ2 in Ra& was substituted with g the gravitational accel­
eration. The rationale behind this approximation is explained in Chapter 4, and is 
not repeated here. The simulations were performed with an 80 x 80 interval grid 
and dimensionless timesteps of A t  = 10-5 for the smallest Rayleigh number flow to 
A t = 5 x 10 8 for the largest Rayleigh number flow. These values were determined 
by trial and error or by experience to attain numerical stability.
Figures 5.1 to 5.5 display the computed results for flows at various Rayleigh 
numbers from subcritical to Ra «  109 in an aspect ratio s /d  =  1.0 enclosure. A 
higher Rayleigh number case was not investigated because non-Boussinesq effects 
begin at Ra  «  lO10 (see Section 4.5.1). The isotherms and streamlines are the 
results at the end of the simulations.
The flow becomes time-dependent probably at Ra  «  106. Also, as in the 2D 
radial-tangential computations, the flow retains its coherent circulations, indicated 
by the streamlines, even at high Rayleigh number (Figures 5.4 Sz 5.5).
Figures 5.6 to 5.10 show the correponding result for an s /d  =  0.5 enclosure. 
The flow becomes time-dependent between Ra =  105,65 and Ra = 107,5.
Time-averaged global Nusselt number variation against Rayleigh number for 
the two cases above are shown in Figure 5.11. The two sets of data are also tabulated 
below.
For comparison, semi-empirical correlations by Hollands et a1. for horizon­
tal enclosures of aspect ratios 1.0 and 0.5, and an extensive horizontal enclosure 
(Rayleigh-Benard convection, very large aspect ratio) are also shown in Figure 5.11.
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lg (Ra) 3.5 4.17 5.17 6.17 6.5 7.09 7.5 8.1 8.5 9.09
N u 1 2 3 4.75 6.75 10 15 30 45 75
Table 5.1: Values of lg (Ra) and N u  for computations of non-rotating annulus flow 
approximating Rayleigh-Benard convection. r0 —■ r t- — 0.5. a /6  =  0.5, s/6  — 0.5, 
s /d  =  1.0 .
lg (Ra) 4 4.5 5 5.65 6 7 7.5 8.1 8.5 9.09
N u 1 1.7 2.2 2.9 4.5 9.5 13.5 23.5 40 74
Table 5.2: Values of lg (Ra) and N u  from computations of non-rotating annulus 
flow approximating Rayleigh-Benard convection. rQ — r t- =  0.5, a /6  =  0.5, s /6  =  
0.25, s /d  =  0.5
Although the computed results do not match the correlations perfectly, considering 
the large range of Rayleigh number being simulated, the agreement is reasonable 
qualitatively.
At Ra < 106 (<  107 for the smooth correlations), enclosures with higher aspect 
ratios produce higher Nu. As explained in Section 2.1, the tem perature and velocity 
fluctuations in a low-aspect-ratio enclosure are damped by the side-walls. These 
effects are weak for large-aspect-ratio enclosures or for flows with Ra > 107. Figure 
5.11 shows that, within the smooth correlations or the scattered data respectively, 
the variations ‘merge’ at Ra > 107.
Because there is no discernible difference between the two sets of computed 
results for Ra  > 107, both sets of data can be used to derive the following correlation 
using a least-squares method:
N u  = 0.0109Ra0,42. (5.14)
The value of the exponent (7  =  0.42) is larger than the 1/4-scaling for laminar 
free convection, and the more commonly observed 2/7-scaling. Recall that the 1/4- 
scaling is from the pure regimes / ,  whereas the 2/ 7-scaling is a combination of 
regimes I  and IVU of Grossmann h  Lohse (see Figure 3.5). The scaling obtained in
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Equation (5.14) can be interpreted as a combination of regimes Iu and I I I U which 
gives rise to 0.37 < 7 < 0.41 in the range 108 <  Ra <  1012 (also see Section 3.3.6).
Four additional points for flows in an aspect ratio s /d  = 1 annulus were com­
puted and the heat transfer results are also shown in Figure 5.11. However, here the 
annulus has a larger dimensionless inner radius r0 = a/b =  0.75 and an axial gap 
s/b — 0.25. The number of grid intervals for the mesh used in these computations 
is 64 x 64.
These four results show better agreement with the Hollands et a1. correlation 
for the unity aspect ratio compared to the s/b = 0.5 annulus. As described in 
Chapters 3 and 4, the Rayleigh-Benard heat transfer should be independent of the 
separation between the hot and cold walls; Nusselt number is usually a function of 
Rayleigh number, Prandtl number and aspect ratio only (see Equation (3.3)). There 
is an exception only for very thick layers, which excludes most (if not all) laboratory 
rigs and industrial machines. Here, the slight increase in Nusselt number compared 
with an annular enclosure having the same aspect ratio but smaller inner radius may 
be due to the larger area on the inner cylinder for the a/b =  0.75 annulus. However, 
the differences are not highly significant. The two-dimensional radial-tangential 
code used in Chapter 4 was did not show these differences.
5.5.2 Concluding remarks
Heat transfer in non-rotating annuli that approximates Rayleigh-Benard convection 
was simulated to investigate the effects of aspect ratio (the side-disc effects). The re­
sults confirm that the side-disc effects become negligible as the aspect ratio increases 
or the flow is in the regime Ra > 107. Although the computed data do not match 
exactly the more reliable correlations from the literature, the qualitative agreement 
is good and the quantitative comparison is reasonable considering the large range
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of Rayleigh numbers investigated. Differences are likely to be due to the imposed 
axisymmetry of the simulations and another reason described below regarding the 
surface area of the inner cylinder.
A further computation was carried out for an annulus with one of the aspect 
ratios considered above but with larger inner radius. It was found that the Nusselt 
number was slightly higher. Relying on the strong evidence that the heat transfer 
is independent of the separation between the hot and cold surfaces, it is suggested 
this increase in heat transfer is due to the larger surface area on the inner cylinder 
available for heat transfer. Of course, this peculiarity does not apply to a horizontal 
layer where the surface area of either the top or bottom wall is not affected with a 
change in separation.
5.5.3 R otating annulus
Further computations were performed for rotating annulus flows using the same 2D 
radial-axial code. The terms containing Re\, in the governing equations (5.9)—(5.12) 
are now retained. The dimensions of the annulus are: rQ — r t- =  0.5, a/b =  0.5, 
s/b  =  0.5, and s /d  = 1.0. This is identical to the s /d  =  1.0 annulus used in the 
previous section for the non-rotating annulus study. The simulations were performed 
with mesh of 64 x 64 intervals and dimensionless timestep of A t  =  5 x 10-5 at the 
smallest Rayleigh number case, and a 128 x 128 mesh and A t  =  10~7 for the larger 
Rayleigh number cases.
The results are summarised in Figures 5.12 and 5.13. For each Rayleigh num­
ber, flows with different values o f )SAT  (or Re#) were computed. Rotational Rayleigh 
number and rotational Reynolds number are related by:
Ra =  R e^P rd /rm(3AT. (5.15)
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Because g in Ra =  and rmft2 in Ra$ = ~^Td are equivalent quantities,
Ra =  Ra<t,. Usually in this thesis, all the different definitions of Rayleigh number are 
transformed to Ra for consistent comparisons to be made with results from other 
investigations using different definitions.
If the constraint {3A T  <C 1 (usually < 0.3 is adequate) for the Boussinesq ap­
proximation is first ignored, it is seen that in all cases, the Nusselt number decreases 
as Reynolds number increases (Figure 5.12).
Figures 5.12.a and 5.12.b indicate that for flows obeying the Boussinesq ap­
proximation, convection begins at Ra «  106. Attention is drawn to the results 
ft A T  =  0.492 and (3 A T  = 0.3 in Figures 5.12.a and 5.12.b respectively. Since the 
Nusselt number values are so close to unity, it is clear that a further decrease in (3A T  
would stop the convection. Hence, for these computed flows the critical Rayleigh 
number for convection in a rotating annulus is near 106. Linear stability studies 
carried out by Lewis (1999, Chapter 3) for 2D radial-axial flows suggest that this 
is a reasonable value to expect, although he did not analyse the exact case studied 
here (most of his studies, unfortunately, fall outside the Boussinesq approximation). 
This value of critical Rayleigh number is about three order of magnitude larger than 
that for Rayleigh-Benard convection (which is fa 2 x 103).
Also, from Figures 5 .1 2 .b ,  5 .1 2 .C , and 5 .1 2 .d ,  it is noted that the onset of 
time-dependent flow has been delayed (compared to results from the last section 
for non-rotating free convection). From these observations, it is suggested that 
the rotation has weakened the heat transfer (N u ), and delayed the onsets of both 
convection and time-dependent flow.
However, since it is very likely that axisymmetric flow is not the preferred 
convection pattern, it is believed that the 2D radial-tangential flow results presented 
in Chapter 4 are more realistic. This means that the influence of Reynolds number
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is probably not as significant as implied from results of the current section. The 
experimental results for the three rotating annuli by Bohn et a1. can be used to 
support this statement. Throughout the experiments, the values of f lA T  were always 
less than about 0.2 (Figure 4.14.b), while as shown in Figure 5.13, the results of Bohn 
et a1. are closer to the computed results for (3A T  =  0.8 or =  0.7, which correspond 
to smaller rotational Reynolds numbers than those implemented in Bohn et al.’s 
experiments. Equation (5.15) can be used to calculate their relative size, but Figure 
5.12.d shows that the value of Re# at (3 A T  = 0.8 is about half of that at (3A T  = 0.2.
5.5.4 Concluding remarks
Two-dimensional radial-axial computational results for rotating annulus flow suggest 
that the imposed axisymmetry has stabilised the flow. Thus, the onset of both 
convection and time-dependent flow is delayed. The influence of rotational Reynolds 
number is also increased and Nusselt numbers are reduced. It is concluded that 
the axisymmetric formulation is unsuitable for simulating free convective flow in a 
rotating annulus.
Chapter 6 
Three-dim ensional com putations
6.1 Introduction
In this chapter, results from unsteady three-dimensional computations are reported. 
The cases investigated are similar to those presented in Chapters 4 and 5.
The governing equations, boundary and initial conditions, and the computa­
tional methods are first described. The results of the simulations are then used to 
describe the flow structures and heat transfer for the 3D air-filled sealed rotating 
annulus. The effects of the rotation and dimensions of the annulus on the heat 
transfer (represented by Nu)  are discussed.
In the last section, results from the simulation of flow in a rotating annulus 
with a single insulated radial barrier are reported. The effect of this barrier on the 
heat transfer is investigated.
6.2 Governing equations
The governing equations in vorticity-velocity formulation are derived using the 
Navier-Stokes equations (4.2)- (4.6). The vorticity vector, which was defined in
6-1
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Equation (4.12) is repeated here:
i rj_ k ( \d ew -  dzv ^
8, de dz = dzu — drw = B (6
u rv w K drv +  J -  \ d 9u j
'/j =  V x u = — 
r
where A, B ,C  are the vorticity components in the r ,$ ,z  directions respectively. The 
non-dimensionalisation is achieved using the following substitutions:
r  =  6r, z = bz, t = —t, (A, B, C)T = ^ (A , B, C)T,
k bl
(u, 1 7 , w ) T =  V, w) T , T  = ^  »
where overbars denote non-dimensional variables. Cross-differentiations are used to 
eliminate the pressure terms; the operators used in each case are given just before 
each equation below. Substitutions using the continuity equation (4.2) are also used 
to eliminate certain terms. The resulting non-dimensional governing equations for 
the vorticity components are given by (overbars are dropped for clarity),
±de{4.5) -  dz(4A) gives:
-^—[dtA  +  (u.V)A — Adru — —deu — Cdzu] — 2Rebdzu +  (T d zu +  udzT)
r r  r Ke^rr
~ , 2 _ „  A
=  V A -  -^doB -  — (6 .2)
dz(4.3) — 0r (4.5) gives:
■^-[dtB + { u .V ) B - A ( d rv - - ) - - { u + d ev ) - C d zv } -2 R e bdzv + ^ ^ - ( T d l v+ vdzT) 
r r  r r Jtie^rr
+rRat d ,T  =  V 2£  +  ^ deA  - (6.3)
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-±de(4.3) + dr(4.4) +  ^  gives:
A  \dtC+(u. V ) C -  Adrw -  -  dew-Cd.w] - 2Re,d ,w + 4 ^ - ( Tdzw - u d rT -  -d»T)  
r r  r RebP r  r
- R a bdeT  = V 2C. (6.4)
The Poisson equations for velocity are derived using the curl of the vorticity and 
the continuity equations. The velocity expressed in terms of vorticity are given by,
V 2w = - d ,A  -  d ,B  -  (6.5)r r
V 2i> +  h rv + ^  = drc  + ^ -  d ,A ,  (6.6)
V 2« +  - d ru + ^r = d , B -  - d sC -  -d ,w .  (6.7)
7* 7* 7*
It is noted that the equation for the velocity component u involves the axial velocity 
w and so may not be solved before w.
The energy equation is,
d,T + (u.V )T =  V 2T. (6 .8)
6.3 Boundary and initial conditions
As in the previous two chapters, the sealed annulus is simulated with no-slip bound­
aries, adiabatic discs, heated outer cylinder and cooled inner cylinder. The boundary 
conditions according to the vorticity-velocity formulation presented in the previous 
section are:
At the outer cylinder f  =  1 =  r c,
u = v = w = 0, A = 0, B  = —drw, C =  drv, T  = 1.
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At the inner cylinder f  =  a/b =  r;,
u = v = w = 0, A = 0, 5  =  —drw, C = drv, T  =  0.
At the discs z =  0, s,
u =  v =  w =  0, A =  —dzv, B  = dzii, (7 =  0, dzT  =  0.
Periodic boundary conditions are applied at 9 = 0 ,27r.
As in the two chapters previously, the initial conditions of the fluid correspond 
to solid-body rotation with a conducting tem perature field between the cylinders,
A = B  = C = 0, u = v = w = 0, T  = I —  -----
In r0
Again, to perturb this initial solution, a point perturbation is introduced in the 
tem perature field as follows:
T  ( \ ( 1  -  n ) , r  (1 (1  -  r,.), X, i a)  -  0.02.
6.4 Com putational m ethods and procedures
This code was developed originally by Lewis (1999). In the current study, an im­
provement to the convergence of the multigrid scheme was achieved by using a 
combination of V-cycling and Successive Over-Relaxation (SOR). Some minor mod­
ifications were also made. The description of the methods in this section is intended 
to be self-contained, however, additional information can be found in Chapter 5 of 
Lewis (1999).
The computations described here were carried out on single R10,000 processor 
of a 20-node Silicon Graphics Origin 2000 machine with shared memory. Each
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computation required about 50MB memory or less.
6.4.1 Staggered grid
Computations are carried out on a uniform three-dimensional cylindrical polar mesh 
in which the velocity and vorticity vectors are staggered. The staggered grid imple­
mentation is used to satisfy the divergence-free constraint for velocity and vorticity. 
Figure 6.1 shows the locations of the velocity and vorticity vectors, and the temper­
ature (a scalar), on an internal computational cell and a cell at the corner formed 
by the boundaries of a disc and the inner cylinder.
6.4.2 Finite-difference approximations
In this section, the interpolations and second-order accurate finite difference ap­
proximations used are presented. Terms requiring straightforward treatments are 
not described, and similar strategies are not repeated for every occurance. The 
physical location (r* +  i A r , j A z , kAO) is denoted by (z, j ,  k ).
Equation (6.2) for vorticity A^i+i j k  ^ is used to illustrate the interpolations 
and finite differencing on an internal cell (Figure 6 .1.b):
U(i+i,i,h) ~  + U (.'+1, + “ ( . + l , +
“ ( y + ^ l ) +  “ (*-!■*+*)+  “ (•'■>-*.*-*)+
a .  ... “  A (i-%,i,k)
drA (i+u k ) ---------------2a ; ------------’
u ( i + l , j , k )  ~  u (i, j ,k)
drU( ^ )  ~    a T
i .  ,
+ “ ( . '+ u -^ + i)
«*«(**■ > » ~ ------------------- m ----------------1
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d*T(i+hJ,k) *  '
ffi 4 „  j4 (*+|.j.*) 2j4 (--4 .m )+  A '- U * )
Due to the locations of A  on the inner cylindrical surface some of the cor­
responding approximations on a boundary cell are slightly more complicated. A 
‘corner’ boundary cell (0,0, k) (see Figure 6.1.d) is considered for the discretisations 
in the computation of vorticity discretisations which are similar to those
above are not repeated,
° r A { l h k )  ~  A r
3.2A(o,i,*) -  5A{1_xk)  +  -  0 .2A (U k)
drrA {k ,^ )  « ---------------------------A ^ ------------------------------•
6.4.3 A pplication o f boundary conditions to  the Poisson  
Equations
The Poisson Equation (6.5) for velocity component w is used to demonstrate the 
strategy employed to resolve the difficulty in applying the boundary conditions for 
vorticity and velocity, which must be solved simultaneously at the same time level. 
To solve, for example, 1 k+i j (see Figure 6 .1.c), Equation (6.5) in second-order 
accurate finite difference form is:
- 5uu,i,*+d + 2wd,i,k+j) -  °-2u,(i.i,*+i) 1 1
A r 2 r A r
r2A 0 2 A z 2
A ( 1 1 t _Li  A ( i  ,  B ( , ,  B / n  1 l i  B ( n T  B ( n  1 i  \
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The value of B^01 k+±^  is yet to be computed. The boundary condition from Section 
6.3, B  =  —drw, is required. In second-order accurate form, it is expressed as
B, , ~  3’1U 1't + l )  ~ ,fi 101
B (o,i,k+i) ~  A r  ’  ^ '
This equation is substituted in Equation (6.9), then rearranged so that the unknown 
iu’s appear in the L.H.S., the R.H.S. then consists of known internal A  and B  values:
( - 2  1 2 \  ( 5  1 \  (~ 0 .2 \
lA H  “  2rAr ~  r ^ J  W(b'*H)  + \ j A ^  +  2VE~r) W( b ^ H )  + { f r T )  u’(f.i.*+*) +
----------------------------------------------7EB--------------- \A~r + Y r)  (6' U )
Similar expressions are obtained for the Poisson equations for v and u based 
on the staggered grid of Figure 6.1. This set of linear equations are then solved 
using the multigrid method described below.
N.B. Lewis (1999) reported that the second-order accurate differencing of vor­
ticity boundary conditions involving the tangential velocity v produced unsatisfactory 
results when compared to results from computations using the radial-tangential and 
radial-axial codes described in Chapters 4 and 5 of the current thesis. Therefore, 
Lewis resorted to using first-order accurate differencing for the tangential velocity 
derivatives at the boundaries. The current author modified the code to use second- 
order accurate differencing for velocity v every where in the computational domain. 
Some trial results showed that this had insignificant effect when compared to the 
results obtained by the original code of Lewis. It is possible that the second-order 
conditions were not applied correctly in his code, this is one of the three possible 
reasons suggested by him (see Section 5.4-3 of Lewis, 1999). The modified code was 
used for all o f the work described here.
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6.4.4 Transient m ethod
The time-dependent equations for vorticities and temperature are solved using Du- 
Fort Frankel method. To illustrate the method, two-dimensional Fourier ’s equation,
dtC = #LC +  ^ VC,
is discretised as
i l l  1 1  t n. tv . _u tv tv. 4.  tv.
f n + l  r 1 , x  1 1 _  / n - 1 r _  x_________ x_1 , 2h3_ , ~  S t - 1 ,J ~  Sz ,j-1
** A t Aa;2 A y 2 ^  1 Aa;2 A y 2 A t  A x 2 Ay2
(6 .12)
Comparing this with Equation (4.17) shows that here the time-derivative is discre­
tised using an explicit method (also called forward Euler). Lewis (1999) found that 
in computing the current governing equations the second-order central differencing 
for the time-derivative produced numerically unstable solutions.
6.4.5 M ultigrid m ethod for the Poisson equations
For convergence efficiency a multigrid method is used to solve Equations (6.5)-(6.7). 
The idea of the method is described in Chapter 4. Here the solution strategy remains 
similar.
The solution of the Poisson equations is the most computationally intensive 
part of the code. As there are three such equations, instead of one in a two- 
dimensional problem, computing time is considerably affected. Various attem pts 
to improve the convergence, including for example W-cycling, were tested. It was 
found that two modifications to the original scheme could be used to reduce the 
computing tim e by almost 50%.
The first modification is to use an extrapolation to obtain a better initial guess 
at the start of the iteration (Rees, 2000). The system of linear equations is in the
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form Au = / ,  where A  is the finite difference operator, u the m atrix of unknowns to 
be calculated, and /  a known-function matrix. A good initial guess will reduce the 
iterations required for convergence. The linear extrapolation to improve the initial 
guess is,
vtew = 2uL w ~  (6-13)
where u^ow and u^ld are the converged solutions from previous timesteps, v^ew is an 
initial guess or approximation for ul^ew which is to be iterated, and ‘/p denotes the 
finest grid. Previously, the initial guess was set as,
=  if*1new now
The second improvement is a simplified version of the so-called iterant re­
combination method (Trottenberg et ah, 2001). The approximate solution after m  
V-cylce sweeps is denoted by v^  and the number of linear combination pairs is de­
noted by m (where m < ra). The recombinant, between sweep m and sweep m  +  1, 
can then be represented by
771
vt  VL +  Y ,  a <(Vm ~  v m - i ) ,  (6 -14 )
i = l
where are weights that can be calculated in a certain error minimisation method 
which is not discussed here. It can be seen that if m =  1, the equation above 
becomes
(6 -15)
Note that if oc\ =  1, an extrapolation similar to Equation (6.14) is obtained. In prac­
tice, this extrapolation between the V-cycles delayed convergence, and was modified 
instead to an SOR method:
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Figure 6.2 is a schematic representation of the iteration process with a combination 
of multigrid V-cycles and SOR between the V-cycles. To minimise the number 
of V-cycle sweeps the value of ol\ was found by trial and error to be around 1.1 
or 1.2. Ideally, ai  should be a variable whose values are determined by an error 
minimisation calculation between sweeps, and it can even be variable between points 
or lines of points in the relaxation. However, considering that without a variable 
ot\ the computing time was already reduced by about half, implementing a variable 
Qi calculation may be more costly than the above improvement in terms of both 
implementation and the resulting omputating times.
W ithin the V-cycles, the multigrid grid method remains the same as that 
described in Section (4.4.3), except that the Gauss-Seidel line-relaxations are per­
formed for three directions, instead of two previously. Also, the restriction and 
prolongation are different because of the three spatial dimensions. The method is 
exactly as described in Lewis (1999). It is repeated here for completeness.
For restriction I%hV h = V 2h takes the form of a full weighting operator:
Vi!j,k =  g j [ ( u 2i+l,2j+l,2fc+l "L u 2t+l,2j+l,2ife-l “b V2i+l,2 j-l,2k+ l  +  u 2 i+ l,2 j- l ,2 k - l
""b^2i—l,2 j—l,2fc+l “b u 2 * -lt2 i- l,2 fc -l +  U2 * -lf2 j+ lf2k+l “b u 2 i-l,2 j+ l,2 fc -l)
~ ^ ^ iv 2i+lt2 j+ lt2k "1" u 2i+l,2j-l,2fc ~b u 2 t- l,2 i+ l,2 k + l ”b V2 i- l ,2 j - l ,2 k
h h h h
+ V2i+l,2j,2k+l T  u 2*+lt2jf2fc-l ~b U2»'-l,2j,2*+l ~b V2 i- l ,2 j ,2 k - l
~l~V2i,2j+l,2k+l "b u 2 i,2 j+ l,2k -l “b U2tt2 j - l t2k+l “b u 2 i,2 j- l ,2 * - l)
~l~^(V2i+l,2j,2k “b V2i-l,2j,2k  +  u 2tt2j+l,2fc “b v 2i,2j-l,2k
~^V2i,2j,2k+l "b v 2i,2j,2k-l)  "b &v 2i,2j,2k\'
The prolongation operator is represented by I ^ h Y ^  =  V h> and the components
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of V h are given by
u 2i,2j ,2k ~  u2i ,2j ,2k 
V2 i +l , 2 j , 2 k  — 2 ^ 2 *  >2 j ,2k  +  v 2 i + l , 2 j , 2 k )  
V2 i , 2 j + l , 2 k  =  2 ^ V2i ,2j ,2k +  V2 i , 2 j + l , 2 k )  
V2i ,2j ,2k+1  =  2 ^ t 2 j , 2 k  +  V2 i , 2 j , 2 k + l )  
V 2 i , 2 j + l , 2 k + l  =  l [ ( V 2i ,2j ,2k +  V 2 i , 2 j + l , 2 k  +  V 2i ,2j ,2k+1  +  U? ,J + lffc + l)
u 2*+l,2 i,2A f+ l — ^ i V 2i ,2j ,2k  +  u 2 * + lf2j,2fc +  V 2i ,2j ,2k+1  +  ^ i + l j . f c + l )
1 
4
h ______________ __ \ ( n , 2 h  I 2 h  i 2 h  . 2 h  \
2 i+ l ,2 j+ l,2 fc  —  ^ \ v 2 i , 2 j , 2 k  T  v 2*+l,2j,2fc ' U2t',2i+1,2A: " r  V t+ lJ + l.jfe ;
-L 7)^  ^ -L 7>^
2 t + l , 2 j + l , 2 / : + l  ”  g ^ 2 » , 2 j f2A: ^  u 2 i + l , 2 j , 2 k  ^  y 2 i , 2 j + l , 2 f c  T  t7t + l )j+l,Jfc
i 2 h  i 2/i t 2/i i 2/i \
+ V 2t,2 j ,2fc+1 +  V i + l , j , k + l  +  V i , j + l , k + l  +  u i + l tj + l 1* + l ) -
6.4.6 N usselt number calculation
Equation (4.21) is used for calculation global Nusselt number. It is repeated here:
r In r: f 2 n  rzmax _
N u  =  - - -------------- i -  /  /  dr-T dzde ,  ( 6 . 1 7 )
■^’maaj^ TT ,70 «/0
where r  =  r,- (for inner cylinder) or f  =  1 (outer cylinder). As before the integral is
calculated using trapezoidal rule and the derivative (the integrand) is approximated
with a fourth-order accurate finite differencing.
6.4.7 C ode structure
A single time-step has the following numerical procedure:
• Initialise all variables at t = 0 (Section 6.3).
• Solve for i 4 n + 1 ,  B n+1, C n+1, T n+1 on all internal grid points (including the 
adiabatic surfaces for T n+1) from solutions at tn and tn~l (Sections 6 . 4 . 2  and 6 . 4 . 4 ) .
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• Solve the Poisson velocity equations using the multigrid method (Section 
6.4.5) using vorticities at tn+1 and subject to the vorticity boundary conditions 
(Section 6.4.3).
• Update An+1, B n+1 and Cn+1 on all boundaries using the boundary condi­
tions (Section 6.3).
6.5 R esults
6.5.1 Approxim ating horizontal layers
As in the previous two chapters, the code was modified to compute free convec­
tive heat tranfer in a non-rotating annulus with gravity directed away from the 
annulus centre. This type of flow has been shown in previous chapters to be able 
to approximate Rayleigh-Benard convection very well. Lewis (1999) validated the 
3D code by comparison with the two-dimensional radial-tangential and radial-axial 
computational results. Here, the performance of the 3D code was investigated using 
published results for Rayleigh-Benard convection. In order to do this, terms con­
taining Reb in Equations (6 .2)-(6 .3) are removed (refer to Chapters 4 and 5 for more 
explanation of this approximation).
The computations were performed on a 16 x 16 x 128(r — z — 9) interval grid 
and a non-dimensional timestep A t  =  0.001 for lower Rayleigh number cases, and a 
32 x 32 x 128 interval grid and A t  =  5 x 10-8 for the higher Rayleigh number cases. 
The annulus has dimensions of r t- =  0.7, rQ =  1.0, s/b  =  0.5.
The heat transfer results are presented in Figure 6.3. The computed results 
agree well with the semi-empirical correlation by Hollands et ai.(1975). The highest 
Rayleigh number that can be computed is limited by the spatial and temporal 
resolutions (i.e. grid intervals and timestep), and also the computing time required. 
For example, the flow at Ra = 105-69 required 4 weeks of computing time; it was
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decided not to compute further cases with higher Rayleigh numbers because of time 
constraint in the current study.
The average (global) Nusselt number on both the inner and outer cylindrical 
surfaces are presented in Figure 6.3. There is no systematic difference between the 
two. This is an expected result as the time-averaged values are calculated after 
the flow has become fully-developed (no change in the trend of Nusselt number time 
series) and so heat transfer into the fluid from the outer (hot) cylinder must be equal 
to heat transfer out of the fluid from the inner (cold) cylinder. The slight differences 
in a few cases may be due to the inaccuracies from the finite difference approximation 
used in calculating the temperature gradients near the surfaces. Another reason 
may be that N u  was not time-averaged over long enough period. It is also noted 
in Figure 6.3 that the computation was able to predict the onset of convection near 
the theoretical critical Rayleigh number of 1708 («  103,23).
The correlation of Hollands et al.(1975) (Equation (3.10)) is repeated here,
Nu(PrK0.7) = 1 +  lAAmax  |  ^ 1 -  , 0 j + max  j “  M J • (6.18)
It is clear that this equation has three components on the R.H.S. The first term 
represents heat transfer by conduction alone (Nu  =  1), the second term represents 
steady convection, and the third unsteady convection. The contributions of these 
three components to N u  are shown separately in Figure 6.3 as the dashed lines. It 
is seen that the critical Rayleigh number is 1708 and the third term  contribution 
(unsteadiness) begins at Ra = 5830 w 103,77. From here there is separation of at 
least three decades before the unsteadiness finally dominates. It is near this stage 
(Ra =  107) where the so-called hard-turbulence sets in, the bulk-flow becomes well- 
mixed, and so the 1/3-scaling prevails (see also Sections 2.1, 3.3.1 and 3.3.2). Recall 
from Section 2.1 tha t fully developed convective turbulence and aperiodic convec-
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tion are not the same. For example in the experiment by Castaing et al.(1989) hard 
turbulence began at 4 x 107 which is three decades higher than the value of Ra at 
the onset of chaotic flow measured by Krishnamurti f 1970b) (although she called 
this chaotic flow turbulence, the true convective turbulence which is characterised 
by a certain exponential distribution in the probability density function of the tem­
perature fluctuation was later observed by Castaing et aL and Helslot et a1. in the 
late 1980’s). Also, this hard turbulence occurs before the boundary layers become 
turbulent that may give rise to the so-called ultim ate regime with a 1/2-scaling. So 
far, there is only one definitive observation of this 1/ 2-scaling which was triggered
by rough surfaces and began at Ra =  1012 (Roche et a1., 2001).
Figures 6.4 and 6.5 show the velocity vectors and the isotherms on the mid- 
axial plane (z/b  = 0.25) for different Rayleigh number cases. These are instanta­
neous solutions at the end of the simulations (as opposed to time-averaged plots). 
The convecitve rolls with their distinctive plumes, and the concentrated isotherms 
at the boundaries for the higher Rayleigh number cases are observed.
6.5.2 R otating annuli w ith radial heat flux
The computed 3D solutions for sealed rotating annuli with imposed radial thermal
gradient are presented in the subsections below. The behaviours of the flow and 
heat transfer according to changes in the dimensionless parameters Ra# and Re^,, 
and the geometrical dimensions of the annuli are discussed.
S o lu tions fo r j3AT  «  0.3, r; =  0.5, r0 =  1.0, zmax =  0.5
This subsection presents results for f3AT «  0.3 with increasing Ra#. Recall that 
Ra# =  Re<j,— (3ATPr. Thus, an increase in Raa, with (3A T  «  0.3 requires a corre-
771
sponding increase in R e The computational mesh has intervals of 16 x 16 x 128 
(in r — z — 6) and non-dimensional timestep A t  =  0.0002 for low Rayleigh number,
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and 32 x 32 x 144, A t  =  5 x 10-8 at the higher Rayleigh number simulations.
Figures 6.6 to 6.8 show velocity vectors, axial velocity isolines, and isotherms 
contours in selected radial-tangential planes. The flow at Ra<f, =  103'9 is shown at 
three equi-spaced axial positions in Figure 6 .6 . The annulus rotates anticlockwise. 
There are four cyclonic-anticyclonic pairs (also called rolls hereafter). The cyclones 
circulates in the same sense as the annulus, the anticyclones in the opposite sense. 
Lewis (1999) ascribed the larger size of the cyclones to strengthening by the relative 
angular motion between the annulus and the rolls. The rolls are actually precessing 
clockwise (Lewis, 1999). So, relative to the rolls, the cylinder rotates anticlockwise, 
thus enhancing the cyclones near the outer cylinder. The effect is relatively small 
at the inner cylinder because the radius is smaller. Similarly, the precession of the 
rolls has a weakening effect to the anticyclones and hence their smaller size.
The appearance of the rolls can be explained by assuming a geostrophic con­
dition in which the dominant terms in the governing equation are the Coriolis force 
and the pressure gradients. Equation (4.4) is then simplified to
p(2Clu) =  — dgp. (6.19)
r
From the equation above, it is seen that a positive u (radial outflow) requires a 
negative pressure gradient in the positive tangential direction. A negative u (radial 
inflow) requires a positive pressure gradient in the positive tangential direction. 
This implies that the cyclonic regions are at lower pressure relative to that in the 
anticyclonic regions. Because of this, the flow is away from the discs at the cyclones 
and toward the discs at the anticyclones. Figure 6 .6 .b shows this phenomenon 
clearly. The discs are located at z/b  — 0 and z/b  =  0.5, therefore, the directions of 
the axial velocity reverse across the mid-axial plane. In fact, the flow is symmetrical 
about the mid-axial plane, hence, the zero axial velocity at mid-axis.
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Results for four further cases are shown in Figures 6.7 and 6 .8 . The flows 
are always symmetrical about the mid-axial plane, so only the contours at z/b  =
0.125 are displayed. Although, in general, the number of roll pairs increases with 
increasing R a it is difficult to make any conclusion about the exact number of roll 
pairs associated with a certain Ra^. More detailed analyses in this respect by, for 
example, Lewis (1999) and Maubert h  Randriamampianina (2000) have found that, 
depending on the initial perturbations, solutions with different numbers of roll pairs 
can be obtained. Some solutions may be more dominant than the others, but there 
are also cases where two or more solutions can coexist.
Figure 6.8 .c shows that for Ra# =  105 49, the bulk-flow becomes almost isother­
mal and the temperature gradients are confined to thin boundary layers near the 
inner and outer cylinders. The cyclonic-anticyclonic pairs are either absent or cannot 
be indentified clearly.
The Nusselt numbers obtained are given in Table 6.1, and are also shown in 
Figure 6.11. It is clear that at this ‘low’ Rayleigh number case, N u  increases with 
Ra  ^ in agreement with the correlation for Rayleigh-Benard convection by Hollands 
et ai.(1975). Computations, at a higher Rayleigh numbers were not performed 
because of long computing times (more than one month!) required.
I g ( ^ ) 3.9 4.22* 4.5 4.62 4.9 5.49
N u 2.14 2 .6* 2.92 3.1 4 7.5
Table 6.1: Values of lg(Ra^) and N u  from computations of 3D rotating annulus 
flow j3AT  «  0.3. r0 =  1.0, r; =  0.5, zmax =  0.5. *data from Lewis (1999).
S olu tions for Ra# =  1 x 103*9, r; =  0.5, rQ =  1.0, zmax =  0.5
Here, results at Ra^ =  1 x 103,9 for increasing Re$ are presented. The value of 
j3AT  is decreased according to Ra$ =  R e ^ ^ /d A T P r .  Figures 6.9 and 6.10 show 
the velocity vectors, axial velocity isolines and isotherms on the radial-tangential
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plane at z/b  = 0.125. The corresponding results for heat transfer are given in Table
6 .2 .
R et 219 291 546 1821 3643
/3AT 0.39 0.22 0.062 0.0056 0.0014
N u 2.14 2.0 1.547 1.12 1.0
Table 6.2: Values of R et  (and the corresponding values of {3A T )  and N u  from 
computations of 3D rotating annulus flow at R at  =  1039. r0 =  1.0, r t- =  0.5, 
Zmax — 0.5.
These heat transfer results are also plotted in Figure 6.11. It is clear that the 
value of N u  decreases with increasing Re^. At high rotational Reynolds numbers 
the rolls break down due to the large Coriolis force present; as a result, the radial 
tem perature gradients are greatly reduced. Previous results (see Sections 2 .2.1 and 
4.5.3) suggest that the effect of Reynolds number at high Rayleigh number is not 
significant.
An additional result obtained was (4.62,3.2) for Re# =  728 ((3A T  «  0.17). 
Two cases computed by Lewis (1999) were also used to obtain the points (4.9,3.5) 
for Re# = 1822 (0A T »  0.056), and (4.9,3.5) for Re* =  3644 (0 A T  «  0.014). 
The data are shown in Figure 6.11. These last two points are further indications 
that the influence of Reynolds number at higher Rayleigh is weakened considerably. 
As discussed in Chapter 4, Ra$ and j3AT  are the dominant influences on Nu. 
Comparing the values of j3AT  in Figure 4.14.b with those in Table 6.2 suggests 
again that when (3A T  cannot be altered over a large range (usually the constraint in 
experiments and real engines), only R at  has a significant effect on the heat transfer 
efficiency as quantified by Nu. Note that the smallest {3A T  in Table 6.2 is about 30 
times smaller than the smallest in the experiments of Bohn et al.(1995). Therefore, 
the decrease in N u  observed here cannot normally happen in a system where {3A T  
is variable over a small range.
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Solutions for (3AT «  0.3, r; =  0.5, r0 =  1.0, zmax =  0.25
Computations similar to those described above for zmax =  0.5 were performed for 
an annulus with a smaller axial gap, zmax =  0.25. The flow structures are shown in 
Figure 6.12 and 6.13. There is no significant difference in the basic qualitative flow 
structures from those for the zmax =  0.5 annulus.
The heat transfer result is also essentially indistinguishable from those for the 
zmax =  0.5 annulus. This is not surprising because the aspect ratios for these two 
annuli are zmax/d  =  1.0 and zmax/d  =  0.5. Results from previous chapters and other 
publications suggest that these values of aspect ratio are not small enough for the 
heat transfer to be significantly reduced. The weak dependence of the heat transfer 
to the aspect ratio in the flows computed here is also in agreement with Bohn &; 
Gier (1998), who reported that three-dimensionality in their computations had only 
a small impact on the global heat transfer even though the local flow structures 
might be different. The weak effect of the three-dimensionality to heat transfer is 
also discussed in details in Chapter 4 and King &; Wilson (2002). No computations 
for smaller values of zmaxld  have been carried out in the present work.
Since the reduced axial separation is zmax =  0.25, fewer grid intervals in the 
axial direction were required than for the zmax =  0.5 cases. So, an additional 
computation was possible for Ra<f> =  106, which is slightly higher than the highest 
achievable for the zmax =  0.5 annulus. This additional result, (6,7.5), is shown in 
Figure 6.11, and is in agreement with the trends of other computations and the 
correlation for Rayleigh-Benard convection.
Solutions for Ra$ =  1 x 105 35, r* =  0.3, r0 =  1.0, zmax =  0.5
Results from a simulation for an annulus with a smaller inner radius of r; =  0.3 is 
discussed here. The computational mesh used had intervals of 32 x 24 x 128 and
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the non-dimensional timestep was A t  =  1 x 10-5 . Only a single simulation for the 
flow at R a$ = 105,35, (3A T  = 0.056 (Re$ =  2273) was performed.
The computed flow structures are presented in Figure 6.14. It is noted that the 
flow is also symmetrical about the mid-axial plane. The cyclonic-anticyclonic pairs 
are not distinct and not organised around the annular space in a regular manner. 
Four cold ‘je ts’ moving radially outward can be seen clearly, while the bulk of the 
fluid has fairly uniform temperature. Note the steep temperature gradient near 
the inner cylinder. The heat transfer result is (5.35,3.8). A further data point of 
(5.35,5) is obtained from Lewis (1999) for the flow at Ra$ =  105 35, /3AT = 0.35 
and Re<f, =  729. These two points are shown in Figure 6.11. In agreement with the 
conclusions in Chapters 4 and 5, it is again argued that the radial separation of the 
cylindrical walls has only a very small effect on the heat transfer. Note that the 
value of /3AT  was decreased from 0.35 to 0.056 for N u  to drop from 5 to 3.8.
6.5.3 Concluding remarks
Unsteady three-dimensional computations were conducted to investigate both the 
general flow structure and heat transfer for air-filled sealed rotating annuli. It was 
found that the dimensions of the annuli have only small effects on the heat transfer. 
Also, if the value /3AT  is not varied through a large range, N u  is only strongly de­
pendent on R a These results are in agreement with the conclusions from previous 
chapters for simplified two-dimensional radial-tangential or axisymmetric models. 
For the flows at /?AT  «  0.3 and increasing Ra0, the computed results for N u  agree 
with the Rayleigh-Benard convection correlation. For flows at Ra$ =  103 9 and in­
creasing .Re^ ,, it was found that the value of N u  decreases with increasing Re<f> until 
no convective flow occurs (i.e. N u  =  1.0).
The computational methods used in the current work to solve the governing
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equations are very likely to be inadequate for the simulation of the turbulent flow 
at higher Rayleigh numbers. It was also not possible to produce solutions in toler­
able computing times. Thus simulations for flow at Rayleigh numbers investigated 
experimentally by Bohn et ai. could not be conducted here. The flow physics in­
volves very thin boundary layers, and sufficiently high resolution is also needed to 
capture the behaviour of convective and rotating turbulence. These problems are 
the subjects of many other advanced investigations.
Because of limitations in computing resources and time, some conclusions 
reached in this chapter are somewhat tentative. However, results from previous 
chapters and publications are used cautiously to guide interpretations of the data 
obtained in the current chapter. More systematic investigation by unsteady three- 
dimensional computation using the current or other more elaborate computer codes 
is recommended.
6.5.4 R otating annuli w ith a single radial barrier
In this section, computed results for flows in a rotating annulus with a fully blocking 
radial barrier are presented. This type of flow has been studied extensively by 
the geophysical fluid dynamics community (e.g., see Rayer et ai., 1998). In an 
unobstructed annulus, such as that investigated in the previous section, rotation 
can significantly reduce heat convection at the relatively low Rayleigh number cases 
investigated by the geophysicists. This is because the radial flows (responsible for 
heat transfer) are sustained by circumferential pressure gradients which in turn 
are supplied by cyclonic-anticyclonic rolls. At high rotational Reynolds numbers 
these rolls break down due to the large Coriolis force present, so that the radial 
temperature gradients are greatly reduced (see Figure 6.10).
It was suggested (Hide, 1968) that a radial barrier can provide the circum­
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ferential thermal and pressure gradients required by the radial flows, so that heat 
transfer would be unaffected by rotation. Previous laboratory investigations had 
confirmed this statement (Rayer et ai., 1998 and references therein). In this section, 
results from computer simulations are discussed.
In addition to the boundary conditions reported in Section 6.3, the following 
boundary conditions are also applied to either side of the insulating radial barrier 
located at 0 =  0 , 9 =  27r,
u = v = w = 0, A = -dew, B  = 0, C = —'-Squ, OqT  =  0.
r r
The periodic boundary condition is no longer valid.
The flow structures for three selected cases are shown in Figures 6.15 and 6.16. 
Except for the regions near the radial barrier, there is no apparent difference in the 
qualitative flow structures from those in the unobstructed annulus. Comparing 
Figure 6.15 with Figures 6.7 and 6.12 indicate that distinct hot and cold plumes are 
still present in the blocked annulus even at relatively higher Rayleigh number.
Heat transfer results for (3AT «  0.3 are given in Table 6.3; the data is also 
shown in Figure 6.16. The results again agree very well with the Rayleigh-Benard 
convection correlation.
lg(Ra<t>) 2.9 3.9 4.6 4.9 5.5 5.9
N u 1.0 2.04 2.74 3.58 5.6 6.8
Table 6.3: Values of lg(Ra#) and N u  from computations of 3D flow in a rotating 
annulus with an insulating radial barrier (SAT «  0.3. rQ =  1.0, r z- =  0.5, zmax — 
0.5.
Four further cases for the flow in the same radially blocked annulus at Ra^ = 
103-9 with increasing Re# were computed. The computed flow structures are dis­
played in Figures 6.18 to 6.21.
Figures 6.21 and 6.10 show a clear difference due to the presence of the barrier.
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In Figure 6.20, the rolls and the cold and hot plumes are still present at this relatively 
high Rayleigh number flow. The time-dependent variation of Nusselt number for 
each of the four cases are shown in Figure 6 .22. The results are in contrast to those 
obtained for an unblocked rotating annulus (see Figure 6.10). It is noted that at 
Re# =  103,9 (/SA T  «  0.3), flows in both the unblocked and blocked annulus produce 
similar N u  values (see Tables 6.3 and 6.1). The values of (3AT in the blocked 
annulus flow simulation varies in similar range to those in the unblocked annulus 
flows computed in the last section.
These results show very clearly that the radial barrier can support the circum­
ferential pressure and temperature gradients required to maintain N u  at increasing 
Re0 . It seems that the ‘support’ provided by the barrier is transm itted through­
out the annular cavity. The cyclonic-anticyclonic rolls are sustained and giving rise 
to radial inflows and outflows which are able to transport heat effectively even at 
higher Re#.
It should be commented here that the flow structures obtained here are differ­
ent from those observed by Rayer et al.(1998). For their blocked annulus, gravity 
(characterised by a thermal Rossby number 0  =  cp£-a)2) al°nS the rotational axis 
is significant. On the radial-tangential plane, they observed a single large circulation 
around the whole of the annular cavity.
6.5.5 Concluding remarks
Flow and heat transfer in a rotating annulus with a single insulating radial barrier 
have been simulated. The results show that for flow at f3AT  ~  0.3 and increasing 
Ra<£, the values of N u  obtained agree with the correlation for Rayleigh-Benard 
convection. For flows at Ra$ =  103 9 with increasing R e it was found that the 
resulting N u  were maintained at around 2, in contrast to results obtained for an
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unblocked annulus.
It is concluded that the radial barrier can provide the pressure gradients re­
quired to support the covective radial flows. The barrier provides support that is 
transm itted throughout the annular cavity, thus sustaining the crucial convective 
rolls at high Re
Chapter 7 
H eat transfer in cavities w ith  axial 
throughflow
7.1 Introduction
This chapter presents correlations of dimensionless parameters for flow in rotating 
and stationary cavities with throughflow. Similar rotating cavities can be found 
in gas-turbine high-pressure compressors with cooling air which passes through the 
axial bores of compressor discs; the cavities are formed between adjacent discs. 
Figure 7.1 shows schematic representation of two configurations. There are a number 
of possible heating situations: discs and/or shroud (outer cylinder) heated, air and 
walls (discs and shroud) isothermal (no heating), etc.
The present discussion is restricted to the ‘heated shroud’ case, which has 
stationary counterparts in horizontal flat plate and Rayleigh-Benard convection. 
These two latter cases have the benefit of the methods and the phenomenological 
models which were applied satisfactorily in Chapter 3.
Farthing et al.( 1992a h  1992b) conducted experiments for the heated discs 
case; Long (1994) and Long h  Tucker (1994) made measurements for a rotating 
cavity with a circular inlet (Figure 7.1.a) for the cases where the discs and/or shroud 
were heated. Long et ai.(1997) conducted measurements and computations for two
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cases: (i) a ‘simple’ cavity with circular inlet (Figure 7.l.a) in which the shroud and 
discs were heated independently; (ii) a compressor cavity with annular inlet (Figure 
7.Lb) in which the shroud was heated and heat was conducted to the discs. Owen 
Sz Rogers (1995), Owen (1999) and Owen Sz Wilson (2000) reviewed some previous 
investigations.
Owen (1999) describes buoyancy-induced flow as the most intractable of all 
rotating-disc flows. Most cases of industrial interest are usually three-dimensional 
and unsteady; it is unclear if the flows are laminar or turbulent, periodic or aperiodic. 
This poses difficulties for both experiments and computations.
Using techniques of dimensional and scaling analyses similar to those described 
in Chapter 3, correlations that quantify the global heat transfer are derived. Since 
the governing and boundary-layer equations, which are relatively complicated, are 
not used here, the exact quantitative and qualitative descriptions and local be­
haviour of the flow cannot be known from the analyses. The ad hoc method (‘ad 
hoc’ because certain parameters are specially selected to give promising scalings) 
can be arbitrary, and so validation with other suitable results is needed. It will 
be indicated clearly where validation is not possible because of lack of data. It is 
suggested tha t an unvalidated scaling-law is not necessarily incorrect, it may lie in 
a regime in which no experiment has yet been conducted.
It can be shown that N u z =  f ( R e z , Raz, Reb, Pr)  for a rotating cavity with 
axial throughflow. Definitions of the dimensionless parameters are given in the 
nomenclature but are repeated here for convenience: N u z = 2^ T , Raz = bn 
(or =  for stationary cavities), Rez = - ~ Ad (or =  ^ 7^), Reb — *7 - and Pr —
v / k . Note tha t following the conventional usage in the literature the characteristic 
length in N u z and Raz is s/2.
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7.2 Axial throughflow and heated shroud
As in the studies of free convection in a sealed rotating annulus, the problem is sim­
plified to a stationary cavity with heating from below, but now with the additional 
inlet and outlet, near the top wall, with inlet fluid velocity W  and inlet temperature 
Ti (Figure 7.2).
The fluid velocity (uc) in the cavity is driven by the throughflow (with velocity 
W ) and can be scaled as
W 2A d  x
uc -------------. (7.1)
Therefore,
tic<s. ,W 2 A d  s _ . .
Re = ) ~   =  Rez), 7.2
V s v
which establishes that Re and Rez can be used interchangeably. Note that Re is de­
fined using the characteristic length s instead of d (d = b—a). The phenomenological 
model of Castaing et al.(1989) (see Section 3.3.3) is modified for forced convection 
here. Equations (3.11), (3.12), (3.14) and (3.15) are repeated:
uc ~  (PgATfiucs)1/2, (7.3)
q rs-> Cj)PqucATjiuc, (7.4)
. .  s N u z ~  —, 
be
(7.5)
S^ R e r
(7.6)
These equations are still applicable because a large scale wind uc, which is now 
forced by W , still drives the convection that gives rise to tem perature fluctuations 
A T fiuc which enables the heat flux q in the well-mixed bulk region. Equation (7.5) 
originates from both the definition and the assumption that the well-mixed bulk 
flow pushes a steep tem perature gradient to the thermal boundary layer. Equation
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(7.6) applies to laminar boundary layer flow over a flat plate.
Studies of convective heat transfer show that the flow is in the forced convection 
regime if R cz/R e \  <  1 aBd is in the free convection regime if Ra.z/R e 2 1. For 
Raz/  Re2z ~  1 the flow is in the mixed convection regime. A similar parameter called 
the buoyancy number (Bo = Grz/R e 2z) is defined in Owen (1999), Bo  is a measure 
of the relative strength of centrifugal buoyancy to axial inertia.
7.2.1 Forced convection and turbulent boundary layer
The equivalent of Equation (3.16) is now formulated. For forced convection a balance 
of inertial force and viscous force is required instead of the balance of buoyancy and 
viscous forces as in free convection:
po6eY(j-Uc)2 ~
O0 Ou 0 U
The term | ^uc is an estimate of the velocity inside the viscous boundary layer but 
just outside thermal boundary layer (Figure 7.3). Combining Equations (7.7), (7.5) 
and (7.6) gives
N u z ~  Re3J 4. (7.8)
This value of the exponent is close to that for a forced convective turbulent boundary 
layer across a flat plate (N uz ~  Re®’8) calculated by analytical methods (see Chapter 
4 in Kreith h  Bohn, 1986). Strictly speaking N u z ~  Re°s s (where Res = W s/v )  
for flow over a flat plate, but it can be argued that 2Ad ~  s (i.e. they have similar 
order of magnitude) and so Res ~  Rez.
Note that although Equation (7.6) is derived from laminar boundary layer 
flow, it is still valid as an estimate of viscous sub-layer thickness inside a tubulent 
boundary layer. Outside this viscous sub-layer, the fluid velocity increases quickly 
to the freestream velocity uc, therefore 8U can be regarded as the viscous sub-layer
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thickness, instead of the total thickness of the turbulent boundary layer. This 
viscous sub-layer is in essence equivalent to a laminar boundary layer having the 
character of the phenomenological picture of Figure 7.3. Equations (7.3), (7.4) and 
the definition of N u z are used to form
Re,  ~  N u l /3Ral/3P r - 2/3. (7.9)
Equations (7.8) and (7.9) are then used to obtain
N u ,  ~  R a 'P P r - 2*3. (7.10)
This agrees exactly with the scaling for forced turbulent boundary layer flow over a 
flat plate (Chapter 4 of Rohsenow et al., 1998).
7.2.2 Forced convection and laminar boundary layer
Simply using Equations (7.5) and (7.6) gives the following relationship,
N u z ~  Re\/2. (7.11)
The ratio 6u/6g can be scaled with P r n, where n is a real number; since n cannot 
be known without further analysis of the boundary-layer equations (see Equation 
(3.17)), the effect of P r  is not considered here. Equations (7.9) and (7.11) are used 
to obtain
N u ,  ~  Ra1/ 5. (7.12)
Equation (7.11) agrees exactly with the analytical result for forced laminar flow 
over a flat plate (Kreith h  Bohn, 1986, Chapter 4), while the value of the exponent 
in Equation (7.12) differs slightly with the ubiquitous scaling for convective flow 
(which is 1/4; see Chapter 4 of Rohsenow et al., 1998).
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7.2.3 Free convection and turbulent boundary layer
If the flow is dominated by free convection and boundary layer turbulence, the 
scalings from regime IV\ of Grossmann h  Lohse could be used (see Table 3.3 and 
Figure 3.5):
N u z ~  P r1/2R a\/2. (7.13)
The equation above is again obtained using Equation (3.17), which is repeated here:
N u z ~  Re]/2P r1/3. (7.14)
It is discussed in Chapter 3 that flow satisfying this regime is ‘rare’. Experiments
designed to observe it have met with many difficulties, the main reasons probably
being that this regime exists at very high Rayleigh number for low Prandtl number 
fluids. Therefore in the current context of convection with throughflow, this problem 
has reduced to the pure free convective flow case.
7.2.4 Free convection and laminar boundary layer
If the flow is dominated by free convection and laminar boundary layer, Equation 
(3.27) from Chapter 3 can be used directly,
N u z(Pr> i) ~  Pr~xlx2 R axJ A. (7.15)
The above equation is again obtained using Equation (3.17), which is repeated here:
N u z ~  R el/2P r1/3. (7.16)
These scalings are similar to those in the ‘forced convection and laminar boundary
layer’ flow (Section 7.2.2). The 1/4-scaling from Equation (7.15) is observed in many
types of laminar boundary layer convection, including that for free convection from
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a horizontal flat plate.
Figure 3.5, which summarises the results by Grossmann h  Lohse (see also 
Section 3.3.6), indicates that each of the three regimes J has a 1/4-scaling. However, 
the other regimes surrounding regimes I  have different 7  values of | ,  | ,  |  and | .  As 
discussed previously, in a real flow a pure scaling may be corrected by scalings from 
neighbouring regimes. This suggests that the derivation of Equation (7.15) may be 
simplistic, and 7  values obtained from measurements for this regime are likely to be 
different.
7.2.5 M ixed convection
The mixed convection regime occurs in the transition between free and forced con­
vections where both of these convections are significant. Here correlations between 
Rayleigh and Reynolds number are derived to estimate the delineations among the 
free, mixed, and forced convection regimes.
At the transition from free to forced convection in laminar boundary layer flow,
i.e. moving from low to high Reynolds number at some low or moderate Rayleigh 
number, equating Equations (7.15) and (7.11), gives
~  P r1/3- (7.17)Re2z
The fraction on the left-hand-side is equivalent to the ‘Buoyancy parameter’, Bo  =  
G r/R e2, suggested by Owen (1999). If this fraction is larger than order 1, free 
convection occurs; if it is order 1, mixed convection occurs, if it is much less than 
order 1, forced convection dominates.
Equation (7.17) can be rewritten in the following form:
R e2z = C R azPr~l/z =*> log Rez = ^ log Raz — ^  log Pr  +  ^  log C, (7.18)
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where C is a constant of proportionality which can usually be determined only by 
laboratory experiments (see Chapter 3). The region near this logarithmic variation 
of Rez with Raz is the mixed convective regime. Above this line, forced convection 
dominates, and below, free convection prevails (see Figure 7.4).
It can be suggested from Equation (7.18) that, by increasing the Reynolds 
number, the flow at low or moderate Rayleigh number (laminar free convection) 
first reaches the mixed convective regime and then the laminar forced convective 
regime (since Rez ~  Ra}J2 at mixed convection, Rez just at the onset of forced 
convection is still small because of th ^  low to moderate Rayleigh numbers), and 
eventually to turbulent forced convection (Rez Ra}J2). At high Rayleigh number 
(turbulent free convection), increasing the Reynolds number moves the flow to mixed 
convection then straight to turbulent forced convection (since Rez ~  Ra}J2 at mixed 
convection, Rez after mixed convection is now beyond the transition to turbulent 
flow because the Rayleigh number is high). Therefore, laminar free convective flow 
will cross the mixed convection regime not to become turbulent forced convection 
immediately (but reaching laminar forced convection first), and a turbulent free 
convective flow cannot become laminar by increasing its Reynolds number (later, 
this statement will be slightly modified).
Next we consider the transition from turbulent free convection to turbulent 
forced convection by equating Equations (7.8) and (7.13),
~  p ^ 1 => log Rez = |( lo g  Raz +  log Pr  +  log C). (7.19)
Rez 4
This implies that the gradient of the ‘mixed convective’ line becomes steeper at very 
high Rayleigh number range. In other words, a proportionally much higher Reynolds 
number is required to move a turbulent free convective flow to the turbulent forced 
convective regime.
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Despite the statement made above, it is necessary to consider the transition 
between laminar free convective flow and turbulent forced convective flow. This is 
due to the evidence that the scaling in Equation (7 13) is seldom observed even at, 
very high Rayleigh number. Therefore, equating Equations (7.8) and (7.15), gives
~  P r1/3 =* log Rez =  i  log Raz -  ^ log P r  +  |  log C, (7.20)
which contradicts the conclusion drawn from Equation (7.19) in the previous para­
graph. In fact, since the 1/4-scaling from Equation (7.15) is much more common, 
most measurements agree qualitatively with Equation (7.20) (i.e. the ‘mixed con­
vective’ line becomes less steep at high Rayleigh number).
Figure 7.4 shows schematic delineations of the different convective regimes. 
These delineations are indicated by the analyses performed in Section 7.2. From 
Figure 3.5, the R az value at the transition from laminar free convection to turbulent 
free convection is estimated at Raz > 1016 for Pr>  1 (non-liquid-metal fluids such 
as air, helium and water). A shear Reynolds number is defined as
Re shear — Uc<5^ //A
Since Su ~  R^ j2- and Re =  ucd /v , this gives
Re-shear R e   ^ .
At the onset of turbulence R e shear =  420 typically (Grossmann & Lohse, 2000), 
therefore at the transition from forced convection with laminar boundary layer to 
forced convection with a turbulent boundary layer,
Re ~  (4202 «  2 x 105). (7.21)
At the beginning of Section 7.2 it was shown that Re ~  Rez. The exact values of
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the transitions are unknown without further studies.
Analysis using Bo  alone is inadequate as it can only indicate if the flow is 
free, or mixed, or forced convection dominated. However, it has been shown here 
that the laminar and turbulent regimes also give different scaling-laws. Therefore, 
Figure 7.4 presents a broader picture of the flow regimes by retaining the values of 
Raz and Rez\ if required, the value of Bo  =  Raz/R e 2z can always be calculated.
7.3 Concluding remarks
Correlations of dimensionless parameters for free, mixed and forced convection in 
cavities with throughflow have been derived in this chapter using scaling analysis. 
The correlations compare well with those obtained by other methods for flows over 
a flat plate. A regime diagram delineating the different types of convection is also 
obtained from the same correlations and equations. The analysis is carried out 
without reference to the boundary layer equations, and it is remarkable what the 
relatively simple technique used here can yield.
Unfortunately, the correlations cannot be compared rigorously with published 
results for rotating cavities with throughflow because the data on global heat transfer 
are too sparse to form a correlation with a precise gradient (7  value). However, 
other authors also compared their rotating cavity heat transfer results with those 
from horizontal surfaces, and commented on their similarity. For example Long h  
Tucker (1994) concluded that ‘... an established correlation for free convection from 
horizontal surfaces can be used to predict the shroud heat transfer in a rotating 
cavity with an axial throughflow of cooling air.’
Typical values of Raz and Rez from some previous investigations (e.g. Long & 
Tucker, 1994 and Long et al., 1997) indicated that the laboratory and computational 
experiments were usually conducted in the laminar free convection and laminar
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forced convection regimes. So, the correlations thus obtained are combinations of 
N u z ~  Ra]/4 and N u z ~  R a ^ 5-
It is noticed that throughout this thesis, especially from Chapters 1, 3, and 
the current chapter, how similar the values of exponents in the correlations can 
be for convection heat transfer of apparently very different conditions. The simple 
dimensional and scaling analyses employed give us a more unified understanding of 
the processes involved in giving rise to these correlations.
Chapter 8 
Conclusions and recom m endations 
for future work
8.1 Conclusions
In this research, free convective heat transfer in a sealed rotating annulus has been 
investigated. The annulus is assumed to have a hot outer cylinder, a cold inner 
cylinder, and two insulated discs. Some cases investigated are relevant to the flow 
between compressor discs or turbine discs of gas-turbine engines. Of particular 
interest is the heat transfer efficiency characterised by N u  vs. Ra correlations or the 
N u ~  R a7 scaling laws. The factors that influence these correlations are identified. 
The main methodology is computer simulation with unsteady two-dimensional and 
three-dimensional formulations. Dimensional analyses and simple phenomenological 
models are also used to derive some scaling laws for Rayleigh-Benard convection and 
cavities with axial throughflow.
Here, the main conclusions from Chapters 3 to 7 are summarised. More details 
can be found in the ‘Concluding remarks’ sections in the respective chapters.
C h a p te r  3 D im ensional an d  scaling  analyses of R ay le ig h -B en a rd  con­
vection : The dimensionless groups governing heat transfer in Rayleigh-Benard con­
vection in particular and any free convection in general are derived. It is shown that
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Nusselt number and Rayleigh number can be related as N u ~  Ra1. Simple deriva­
tions inspired by the phenomenological model of Castaing et ai.(1989) give some 
scaling laws found commonly in measurements including 7  =  f , J, and | .  Finally, 
the unifying theory for scaling laws of Grossmann h  Lohse (2000 h  2001) is used to 
suggest an alternative explanation for the 7  «  0.21 scaling laws measured by Bohn 
et ai.(1995) in rotating annulus experiments. The validity of this explanation in 
terms of the boundary layer behaviour remains to be tested.
C h a p te r  4 T w o-d im ensional (ra d ia l- ta n g e n tia l)  c o m p u ta tio n s : Un­
steady 2D computations are performed with a streamfunction-vorticity formulation. 
A non-rotating annulus with gravity directed radially outward is able to approximate 
flow and heat transfer in Rayleigh-Benard convection very well. The computed re­
sult 7  «  1/3 is consistent with the observation that N u  is not affected by the radial 
separation between the inner and outer cylinders. A rotating annulus computation 
produced no significant difference in N u  to that of a corresponding non-rotating an­
nulus. Although the Coriolis force term  has been scaled out in the derivation of the 
governing equations, the formulation is not independent of rotational Reynolds num­
ber Re(f). However, the computed results show that the effect of the terms containing 
Re# is insignificant. Hence, the heat transfer in a rotating annulus is essentially the 
same as that in a non-rotating annulus which approximates Rayleigh-Benard con­
vection. The computed flows have regular counter-rotating convective rolls aligned 
around the annular space at low Rayleigh number. At higher Rayleigh number, 
these rolls break down, the bulk-flow becomes well-mixed with almost uniform tem­
perature, and the thermal and kinetic boundary layers on the cylindrical surfaces 
also become very thin.
C h a p te r  5 T w o-d im ensional (rad ia l-ax ia l) c o m p u ta tio n s : Unsteady 
radial-axial computations are performed using a streamfunction-vorticity formula-
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tion. Investigations similar to those in Chapter 4 are performed. The aspect ratio 
(z /d ) effect on the heat transfer is investigated. In non-rotating annuli, it is found 
that the value of N u  approaches that of Rayleigh-Benard convection with increasing 
aspect ratio or for Ra > 107. This is in agreement with other published results. It is 
found that the axisymmetry imposed on the rotating annulus flow delays the onset 
of both convection and time-dependent flow. The influence of Reynolds number in 
reducing heat transfer is also stronger in the axisymmetric model. It is concluded 
that the axisymmetric formulation is not suitable to simulate the free convective 
flow in a rotating annulus.
C h a p te r  6 T h ree -d im en sio n a l co m p u ta tio n s : Unsteady three-dimensional 
computation in vorticity-velocity formulation is conducted. Heat transfer results for 
simulation of flow in a non-rotating annulus agree very well with Rayleigh-Benard 
convection. In a rotating annulus, for flows at (3A T  «  0.3 with increasing rotational 
Rayleigh number R a the computed values of N u  agree with Rayleigh-Benard con­
vection correlations. For flows at Ra$ = 103,9 and increasing Re#, it was found 
that the values of N u  decrease with increasing R e$ until no convective flow occurs. 
The radial separation between the cylinders and aspect ratio are also found to have 
minimal effect on the global heat transfer. Finally, flow in a rotating annulus with a 
single insulating radial barrier is simulated. For flows at R a$ = 103'9, it was found 
that the resulting N u  are maintained at round 2 with increasing Re#. This suggests 
that the barrier is able to provide the pressure gradient needed by the cyclonic- 
anticyclonic convective rolls. The highest Rayleigh number computed is 106, which 
is much lower than the range investigated experimentally by Bohn et al. relevant to 
gas-turbines. Limitations in the computational methods and computing resources 
are the main difficulties, due to the very thin boundary layers that occur at these 
conditions, and the convective and rotating turbulence.
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C h a p te r  7 H e a t tra n s fe r  in cav ities  w ith  ax ial th roughflow : Using 
dimensional considerations and a modified phenomenological model similar to that 
used in Chapter 3, heat transfer scaling laws for a cavity with axial throughfiow 
are derived. Depending on the comparative strengths of axial Rayleigh number and 
axial Reynolds number, free, mixed, or forced convection can occur. A regime di­
agram delineating different types of convection with their respective scaling laws 
is obtained. It is suggested that the buoyancy parameter Bo  =  Raz/R e 2z (which 
indicates whether the flow is free, or mixed, or forced convective) alone is not suf­
ficient in identifying suitable regime. The values of both Raz and Rez are needed 
because, depending on their values, the flow can be either laminar or turbulent. The 
correlations derived here agree well with those for flat plates. Other investigators of 
rotating cavities with axial throughflow have previously remarked on the similarity 
between their results from laboratory experiments and those for flat plate.
8.2 Recom m endations for future work
Three main ideas for future work are suggested here.
1 . The main unresolved problem is computational work which reproduces the mea­
sured global heat transfer correlations of Bohn et al.(1995). There appears to be a 
lack of computational studies of the global heat transfer and boundary layer struc­
tures. More accurate and efficient computer codes are required for this application. 
A pseudospectral Direct Numerical Simulation code used by Randriamampianinaet 
al. (see, for example, Randriamampianina et ai.(1998) and Maubert h  Randria- 
mampianina (2001)) for simulations of rotating flows has been successful in the 
simulations of many rotating flow cases. In light of the ‘new’ explanation suggested 
in Section 3.3.7, the simulated behaviours of the boundary layers can be used to test 
if the corresponding heat transfer scaling laws are as expected. Of course, the simu­
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lation can also be used to verify the theoretical suggestion mentioned above. Other 
promising methods are being developed by Smirnov (2002). Various turbulence 
models have been used for simulations of rotating Rayleigh-Benard convection, low 
Prandtl number thermal convection, and rotating cavities with axial throughflow 
(Smirnov et al., 2002). These methods will be able to provide solutions relatively 
more than direct simulation. Since Bohn et al. did not measure the velocity struc­
tures nor make any flow visualisations, the computations will be able to provide 
information in these regards.
2. Experimental investigation of the spatial structures of the thermal and viscous 
boundary layers for both rotating Rayleigh-Benard convection and free convection 
in a rotating annulus should also include measurement of global (and local) heat 
transfer. Similar investigations have been carried out for stationary Rayleigh-Benard 
convection (see Lui h  Xia, 1998 and Qiu h  Xia, 1998). The investigations suggested 
should identify the change in the behaviour of boundary layers which give rise to 
corresponding changes in the heat transfer scaling laws. The results obtained can 
be compared to the unifying theory of Grossmann h  Lohse for stationary Rayleigh- 
Benard convection. Robust instrumentation and/or non-intrusive optical methods 
will be required for the rotating application, posing a challenge for current and 
emerging experimental techniques.
3. The axial throughflow correlations derived in Chapter 7 should be tested against 
flow and heat transfer data from both experiments and computations. Some ex­
perimental data has already been taken but not published (Owen, 2001 &; 2002). 
The codes mentioned in 1 . above can also be used to produce computational re­
sults. There have been a number of previous studies for rotating cavities with axial 
throughflow, however, because of the difficulties in rotating buoyancy-affected flows, 
few rigorous studies of the flow regimes and heat transfer correlations have so far
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A ppendix
U nsteady flow in a rotating cavity w ith a 
stationary casing 
A .l Abstract
Isothermal flow within an annular space formed by corotating discs, inner cylinder 
(also called the hub), and a stationary outer cylinder (or casing) is investigated. The 
time-dependent, axisymmetric governing equations are solved in the streamfunction- 
vorticity formulation. We devise a consistency check based on the moment balance 
to verify the solutions. It is found that a previously computed result, despite good 
apparent agreement with measured velocity data, does not achieve a satisfactory 
moment balance. While a new solution computed with a finer computational mesh is 
found to have a better balance. This new solution compares less well with measured 
velocity data but is closer to results obtained by another investigator using a high 
accuracy method.
A .2 Introduction
This study concerns isothermal fluid flow inside a rotating annular cavity with a 
stationary outer cylinder, see Figure A.I.a. Similar flows can be found in some 
cooling systems in gas-turbine engines and in the rotating disc-stacks of computer 
hard-drives; these configurations also involves heat transfer (where one or more 
surfaces are heated) and peripheral flow (where there are inlets and outlets of air, 
Figure A .l.b). Even when there is no peripheral flow, the shear at the casing 
causes counter-rotating secondary recirculations (see Figure A .I.a), and different
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flow regions identified by Schuler et al., 1990.
Previously, Gan et al.(1996) conducted Laser-Doppler Anemometry measure­
ments for u (radial velocity) and v (tangential velocity) for flows in a rotating cavity 
with a stationary casing and a peripheral inlet and outlet of air. Heat transfer data 
was measured subsequently by Mirzaee et ai.(1998). It was found that the radial 
distribution of tangential velocity, v , away from the disc boundary layers followed a 
Rankine vortex relationship:
£  = ^  + (A.1)
where H is the angular velocity of the cavity, r  the radial coordinate, and x =  r/b  
the radial coordinate non-dimensionalised with outer radius b, and A  and B  are 
constants. The first term  on the R.H.S represents the free (irrotational) vortex and 
the second term the forced (rotational) vortex.
Wilson et al.(1997), Lewis et al.(1998) and Lewis (1999) studied the unsteady 
fluid and heat flows in a sealed rotating cavity with a stationary casing. These 
time-dependent axisymmetric computations were motivated by the inability of the 
previous axisymmetric steady computations (Mirzaee et al., 1998) to capture the 
measured behaviour (see Figure A.2). The flow obtained by Wilson et al.(1997) 
at a rotational Reynolds number Re^ =  UPbjv — 104 was periodic and that at 
Rei, =  1.46 x 105 was aperiodic. In the latter case, the number, locations and 
strengths of the secondary flow recirculations changed with time. Time-averaging 
of the results gave a Rankine vortex relationship that agreed very well with the 
measured data. The solution was obtained using a non-uniform 128 x 96 (r x z) 
mesh.
Randriamampianina et al.(2001) carried out high resolution spectral, axisym­
metric and three-dimensional time-dependent numerical investigations for the ro­
tating cavity with stationary casing flow. They studied the spatial and temporal
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behaviour of the different flow regimes. Their 3D result shows that the flow start to 
become unsteady and three-dimensional at Ret, «  3350.
The current time-dependent, axisymmetric computation is performed for flows 
in a cavity having the geometry a / 6 =  0.5, G = s/b  = 0.3. In Section A.3, moment
coefficient Cn is defined, and the condition for its balance is shown. This moment
balance is used to verify the numerical solutions obtained subsequently. Section A.4 
presents the governing equations and the numerical methods employed. Results and 
discussions are reported in Section A.5.
A .3 Calculation of moment coefficient and its bal­
ance
The moment coefficient is a normalised value of the torque (moment) exerted by a 
solid surface, rotating or stationary, on the fluid. The term  disc moment coefficient 
refers to the equal and opposite normalised torque experienced by a disc surface. 
Referring to Figure A.I.a, the moment coefficient Cm,w is defined as
r2-n rx  2 \
Cm,w = ~  /  r2re,wdx dO /-pQUl b5, (A.2)
J O J x i I
where,
{dx = dr, x i = a,X 2 — b and w =  0 or s for disc surfaces dx = dz, X\ =  0 , X2 = s and w =  s or b for hub and casing
The tangential shear force on a surface w is denoted by r$tW.
A moment balance is arrived at by integration, over the entire volume, of 
the angular momentum equation (Owen, 1999). From Owen and Rogers (1995), the 
angular momentum equation in cylindrical polar coordinates and a stationary frame 
of reference is
1 , 1
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- 1 1 1
=  — dep  +  - z d r(r aor) +  -decree +  dza ez, (A.3)
where o is the stress tensor and there are no body forces.
Applying an operator I[u\ = /027r / 0S /ab ur2dr dz d6 to Equation (A.3), it follows 
that since u = 0 a t r  = a ,r  = b and w = 0 at 2 =  0 , and =  s,
\ d r (pr2uv)
Lr
=  0 , / - d e ( p v 2)
^-dep | = 0 ,  I -decreeL v
=  0 I [ d z (puw)\  =  0,
d
=  0,  I[dt {pv)] =  — I[pv],
' 1 1 /‘27T r s  r  r b
— dr (r2aer)\ =  Jq Jq [r2aer]adz dO, I[dga ez] =  JQ J [r2(Tez]s0dr dQ. (A.4)
For laminar flow:
I n  1
crer =  p(~deu  +  dTv  ) ,  o ez =  p (d zv  +  -dew) .  ( A . 5)r r r
From the last three expressions in Equations (A.4), the momentum integral form of 
the angular momentum equation is
r  2 n  r s  r'ZTr r s  r'Zir r o
/  /  [r2<Ter\r=bdz do -  /  [r2crer\r=adz dO +  /  / [r2crez]z=sdr d$
Jo Jo Jo Jo Jo J a
r 2 i r  r b
-Jo  J [r2crez]z=odr dQ = —I[pv). (A.6)
Dividing both sides of Equation (A.6) by \po$l2b5, gives,
,>27 *2 7r b
C m ,b  “f" C m ,a  “1“ C m ,s  4 "  ^771,0 —
2 d
pQ2 b5 dt UPOV] — Im•
(A.7)
The four terms on the L.H.S denote the moment coefficients at the casing, hub, and 
two disc surfaces respectively. The term on the R.H.S. is the normalised time rate 
of change of angular momentum of the fluid, denoted by Im. For a steady state 
problem, Im is zero and thus the sum of all moment coefficients must also be zero. 
A balance of moment coefficients and I m should occur for an unsteady flow. This
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requirement may be applied as a measure of the validity of the numerical solutions 
to the governing equations.
Rewriting Equations (A.7) for an axisymmetric incompressible flow and ex­
panding using Equations (A.5) and (A.6) gives
—J^-[27r/i(63^  [dT(v /r)\T=bdz -  a3 [dr(v/r)]r=adz +  [r2dzv]r=sdr
-  J \ r % v } r=0dr)} = J ‘' [  vr2dr dz. (A.8)
For computations, integrands on the L.H.S. are approximated with a three-point 
second-order finite differencing at boundaries (with non-uniform grid spacing). Trape­
zoidal summation is used to compute integrals on the L.H.S., while that of the R.H.S. 
is approximated by summation over all of the grid cells in the r — z plane.
Since the computation is time-dependent, a time-averaged form of Equation 
(A.7) is required,
C m ,b +  C m ,a +  C m fS +  C m ,0 =  ™ ( A - 9 )
where all the terms are time-averaged values over a period At.
A.4 Governing equations and numerical m ethods
In order to remove the difficulty of determining the boundary pressure values aris­
ing from a primitive variable formulation, a vorticity-streamfunction formulation is 
chosen. Vorticity, uj is given by,
uj = dzu — dTw. (A.10)
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Streamfunction, ip, is defined in the following relationships which satisfy the conti­
nuity equation exactly,
u = - d zip, w — —^drip, (A.11)r r
and re-scaled, for convenience for the later derivation of the governing equations, 
using ip = r<p,
u = - d z<p, w =  —dr(p — (p/r. (A.12)
r
The following scalings are used in the non-dimensionalisation,
K  -  b 2  -r =  br, z = bz, v =  —v, t =  —t,
b k
k, - - T  — Tc
UJ =  — UJ, © =  /CO, 1  =   ,
b2 9 ^  Th — Tc
where over-bars denote dimensionless variables. The rotational Rayleigh number, 
rotational Reynolds number, and Prandtl number are given by,
U K  V
The non-dimensional governing equations in a rotating frame of reference and 
cylindrical polar coordinates and with Boussinesq approximation then become (with 
over-bars omitted for clarity),





d tuj -I- J ( uj, <j>) {<pdzuj +  ujdz <p)  dzvr r
-  2Rebdzv + J ^ ( T d zv +  vd.T )
+ rRahdzT  = V 2 u j  —  % r ,  (A.15)T*
d tv  +  J ( y ,  <j>) +  ~ { v d z<p +  <pdzv)  
r
+ 2 Rebdz< f> ~ P p ^T d z<l> = V 2v - ^ ,  (A.16)
d,T + J(T , <j>) -  - d zT  =  V 2T, (A.17)
r
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where the Jacobian operator is,
J (A , B) =  drAdzB  — drB d zA .
The boundary conditions are, 
at the shroud, x =  1
(j) = 0 , uj = d lr(j), dz<f> = 0, v = —Reb x Pr, dr(f) = 0,
at the hub, x =  a/b ,
(j> =  0 ,  c j  =  d2r</>, dz<t> =  0 ,  v =  0 ,  dr(f) =  0 ,
at the discs, 0 =  0 , =  s /b ,
<l> = 0 , uj = d2zz<j>, dz(f> =  0 , v = 0 , dr(f> =  0 ,
All the simulations were started impulsively, i.e. at the initial time the discs and hub 
take up the required angular speed immediately, with the fluid stationary. Details of 
the numerical method used in the solutions of the governing equations given above
appear in Chapters 3 and 6 of Lewis (1999). A non-uniform mesh and second-
order finite-difference approximations with coefficients weighted by neigbouring grid 
sizes are used. Figure A.3 shows the 128 x 96 {x — z) used by Lewis (1999) in the 
Reb =  1.46 x 105 case. The fine grids near the boundaries are expanded geometrically 
over a given distance, with equal spacings (separately in each direction) over the 
remainder of the computational domain.
The convective terms are treated using a hybrid-differencing scheme, where 
first-order upwinding is used for grid Reynolds numbers (=  v A x /v )  greater than 
two; otherwise second-order central differencing is used.
A Du-Fort Frankel method is employed for the time derivative and all other
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terms. Values of the dependent variable at the current time-step are substituted with 
the average of the new (still to be computed) and old (previous timestep) values. 
The vorticity and the velocity for a timestep are solved before the streamfunction 
is computed from the Poisson type equation A. 14. A multigrid method with V- 
cycling and line-relaxation is implemented to accelerate the iterative convergence. 
See Chapter 5 of this thesis for more details.
A .5 R esults and discussion
Coding of the moment balance calculation was tested with a solid-body rotating 
flow and one case of steady rotor-stator flow (one disc rotating and all other surfaces 
stationary). It was found that the flows reached a satisfactory balance of moment 
coefficients and very low Im in the steady state. A rotating cavity with stationary 
casing flow at Reb =  2000 was also computed. The flow reached steady state with 
a stable inward shear flow. A satisfactory moment balance was also achieved.
At higher Reynolds number, the unstable inward shear flow at the mid-plane 
and powerful shear flow between the casing and the discs poses difficulties for com­
putations. Two cases are considered in details here. Firstly, Reb = 104, which is just 
after the onset of unsteadiness and, secondly, the aperiodic flow at Reb = 1.46 x 105, 
which is the lowest Reynolds number case measured by Gan et al(1996).
As the flows are unsteady, the piecewise time-averaged transient behaviour of 
moment coefficients (Cm>i), their sum (£) Cm)Z), and Im values are plotted in Figures 
A.4 and A.5. Non-dimensional timesteps of 2 x 10-6 and 2 x 10~8 respectively were 
used for the Reb =  104 (using a non-uniform 96 x 80 mesh) and Reb =  1.46 x 105 
(using a non-uniform 128 x 96 mesh) computations. These two computations repeat 
those of Lewis (1999) to check the results against the additional moment balance 
condition.
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Figures A.4 and A.5 both show that the moment coefficient sum ( Y C m,i) for 
the surfaces does not have a net value of zero over time. The imbalance for Reb = 
1.46 xlO5 is around 1 .5x l0~3 over time, with a peak error e =  (Y Cmr;—Im) / Y  I^WI 
of 20%. The major contribution to the error is from the non-zero Y  Cm,i- The Im 
value is always close to zero and oscillates about the abscissa.
Figures A .2 and A .6 show the time-averaged tangential velocity distributions 
for R e b  =  1.46 x 105 and =  104 respectively. For R e $ = 1.46 x 105, there is good 
agreement with measured data, although the moment balance as described above is 
unsatisfactory.
In both this work and that of Wilson et al.(1997), obtaining grid independence 
was found to be difficult, and this suggested that a more suitable mesh might give 
a solution with better balance of moments. After numerous tests, an improved 
solution was obtained with the non-uniform 192 x 128 mesh shown in Figure A.7. 
Note that the width of the fine grid regions close to the discs are smaller than that 
at the casing.
The moment balance result obtained using this mesh is shown in Figure A.8 . 
The transient behaviour of Y  Cm,i is improved. The corresponding time-averaged 
tangential velocity distribution, shown in Figure A.9, does not agree well with the 
measured data but compares satisfactorily with a result by Randriamampianina 
(1999) who used a highly accurate numerical method. Shown in Figure A. 10 are the 
time-averaged axial distributions of radial velocity at x =  0.75 and =  0.85. These 
radial velocity profiles are almost identical to those obtained by Lewis (1999) with 
the 128 x 96 mesh, except that the standard deviations are smaller for the new 
results.
Table A .l below shows the Cm values computed for the discs in the current 
work, in an axisymmetric steady computation using an in-house code BURF (Bath
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Univeristy Rotating Flows) as used by Gan et ai.(1996), and by Randriamampianina 
(1999). These are the average values from results for Cmyo and Cm,si themselves 
time-averaged for unsteady flows.
average Cm at discs
Reb current study BURF Randriamampianina (1999)
2000 3.186 x 10" 2 2.905 x 10- 2 2.730 x 10“ 2
10“ 1.093 x 10-2 - 0.948 x 10" 2
1.46 x 105 2.258 x 10" 3 1.982 x 10-3 2.282 x 10"3
Table A.l: Average disc moment coefficients computed by three studies. BURF 
is a steady axisymmetric computation.
The computation performed by Lewis (1999), at Reb = 1.46 x 105 using the 
128 x 96 mesh, repeated in the current study gave a time-averaged value for Cm of 
3.016 x 10-3 . This higher value is consistent with the lower normalised tangential 
velocity of the fluid, as shown in Figure A.2.
The highly unsteady and possibly three-dimensional nature of the inward shear 
flow requires suitable computational methods. The ‘discontinuity’ in the boundary 
conditions between the rotating discs and the stationary casing also requires suitable 
treatment. It is very likely that this ‘discontinuity’ causes the grid independence 
difficulties of the solutions.
A .6 Conclusions
Calculation of the moment balance has been carried out to provide a measure of the 
validity of numerical solutions for time-dependent, axisymmetric flow in a rotating 
cavity with a stationary casing. Earlier computations by Lewis (1999) were repeated 
with the additional moment balance calculation. It was found that the flow achieved 
satisfactory moment balance at the lower Reynolds number cases (Reb =  2000 and 
=  104) computed.
A computation at Reb =  1.46 x 105 using a 128 x 96 mesh did not reach a
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satisfactory moment balance. However, the computed radial distribution of tangen­
tial velocity agreed well with measured data. In the current study, a finer mesh 
(192 x 128) was used to obtain a different solution with an improved balance of mo­
ments. This solution gives a tangential velocity profile which mainly overpredicts the 
measured data, but agrees reasonably well with that obtained in the high-accuracy 
computation of Randriamampianina (1999).
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Figure A .l Schematic diagram of rotating cavities with stationary casing.








0 .2 -   Computed 2D unsteady flow (Lewis et al,19!>8)
 Computed 2D steady flow(Mirzaee et al, 1998)
A  Measurement (Gan et al, 1996)
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Figure A.2 Computed and measured Rankine vortex profiles for Re^=1.46x105,
G=0.3, and a/b=0.5. Comparisons among computed time-averaged
(for unsteady computation), steady flow, and measured tangential velocity
distributions.
Figure A.3 The 128x96 non-uniform mesh used in the computation of a rotating 
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Figure A.4 Computed moment coefficients for a rotating cavity with a stationary casing at Re^-IQ ^, G=0.3, a/b-0.5. Non-uniform mesh 96x80. 
t-0 .2  corresponds to disc revolutions. Time averaged over \Delta t=0.02.
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Figure A.5 Computed moment coefficients for a rotating cavity with stationary casing at Re^-1.46xlCh)", G=0.3, a/b=0.5. Non uniform mesh 128x96. 





  2D unsteady comp, mesh 96x80
 2D unsteady comp. (Randriamampianina, 1999)-
2D steady comp. (Mirzaee et al, 1998)
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Figure A.6 Time-averaged Rankine vortex profiles for Re^=10^, G=0.3, and a/b=0.5.
Figure A.7 The 192x128 (r - z ) non-uniform mesh used in the computation of a rotating 
cavity with a stationary casing flow for Re ^ =1.46x1 (P  in the current work.
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Figure A.8 Computed moment coefficients for a rotating cavity with stationary casing at R e^-1 .46x10^, G=0.3, a/b=0.5. Non-umform 192x128 mesh. 





 2D unsteady comp, mesh 192x128
 2D unsteady comp. (Randriamampianina, 1999)
2D steady flow(Mirzaee et al, 1998)
<C> Measurements(Gan et al, 1996)
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Figure A.9 Rankine vortex profiles for R e ^ l .46x10$, G=0.3, a/b=0.5. 
The unsteady result is a new solution obtained with a 
192x128 (in r~z) mesh.
  2D unsteady comp, mesh 192x128.
  ± s  of above
O  Measurements(Gan et ai, 1996)
 2D unsteady comp. (Randriamampianina, 1999)
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Figure A. 10 Computed axial distributions radial velocity at jc-0 .75  and =0.85, for Refr=1 .4 6 x 1 0 G=0.3 and a/b=0.5.
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dFigure 2.1 Horizontal enclosure with uniform heating from below.
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Figure 2.2 Nu vs. Ra for various Prandtl numbers on a log-log plot.
Rayleigh-Benard convection. Correletion by Hollands et <2/(1984).
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Figure 2.3 Nu V5. Ra for various aspect ratios on a log-log plot. Pr=0.7. From 
correlation for horizontal enclosure by Hollands et al (1984).
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Figure 2.5 Nu vs. Ra for vertical enclosures of various aspect ratios. Pr-0.7.
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Figure 2.6 Nu vs. Ra for horizontal concentric cylinders. b-a=0.5\ a/b=0.5.
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Figure 2.7 Longitudinal cross-section of a cylindrical annulus. The inner cylinder is 
uniformly cooled and the outer cylinder is uniformly heated. The side- 
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Figure 2.8 Nu vs. Ra for rotating annuli with radial heat flux, comparison with Rayleigh- 
Benard convection.
Figure 2.9 Longitudinal cross-section of a cylindrical annulus with a heated side- 
disc. The cylindrical surfaces can be insulated or conducting partially.
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 Rotating annulus;rad ial h ea t flux(Bohn e t al, 1995)
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Figure 3.1 Vertical temperature profile. The thickness o f the marginally stable 
thermal conductive layer is growing at <5e (r) = v m e t . Temperature gradients are 
confined to the boundary layers at the bottom and top plates.
Nu=0.0769Ra1,3,Pl> 1 
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Figure 3.2 Power-law correlations from various derivations 
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Figure 3.3.a Pr ^  1. The thermal boundary layer is nested within the viscous 
boundary layer. Temperature change across the thermal boundary layer is AT/2. Only 
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Figure 3.3.b Pr ^  1. The viscous boundary layer is nested within the thermal 
boundary layer. Temperature change across the thermal boundary layer is AT/2. Only 
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Figure 3.4.a Pr z  1. Cross-refer to figure 3.3.a. The detaching thermal filaments 




Figure 3.4.b Pr g  1. Cross-refer to figure 3.3.b. Thermal boundary layer outside the 
viscous boundary layer cannot exist stably due to strong turbulence wind. Detaching 
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Figure 3.5 Pr-Ra phase diagram(Grossmann & Lohse, 2000 & 2001). Refer to table 3.3 
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Figure 3.6.a Local slope of Equation (3.35)
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(c) Global Nusselt number variation with time
Figure 4.1 Solutions for non-rotating 2D radial-tangential flow (approx. R-B conv.) 















(c) Global Nusselt number variation with time
Figure 4.2 Solutions for non-rotating 2D radial-tangential flow (approx. R-B conv.) 
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(c) Global Nusselt number variation with time 
Figure 4.3 Solutions for non-rotating 2D radial-tangential flow (approx .R-B conv.)
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(c) Global Nusselt number variation with time
Figure 4.4 Solutions for non-rotating 2D radial-tangential flow (approx. R-B conv.)
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(c) Global Nusselt number variation with time
Figure 4.5 Solutions for non-rotating 2D radial-tangential flow (approx. R-B conv.)
for Ra=10^'^ and R a = 1 0 ^ . rQ -  rz- = 0.5.
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(c) Global Nusselt number variation with time
Figure 4.6 Solutions for non-rotating 2D radial-tangential flow (approx. R-B conv.)
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(c) Global Nusselt number variation with time
Figure 4.7 Solutions for non-rotating 2D radial-tangential flow (approx. R-B conv.)
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(c) Global Nusselt number variation with time
Figure 4.8 Solutions for non-rotating 2D radial-tangential flow (approx. R-B conv.)
for R a = 1 0 ^ ^  and Ra=10^'*. rQ -  r;- = 0.5.
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Figure 4.9 Comparison between computed Nu for 2D non-rotating annulus and published 
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Figure 4.10 Correlation of computed results for a 2D non-rotating annulus using the 
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Figure 4.11 Variation of non-dimensional thermal boundary layer thickness with Rayleigh 
number Pr=0.7. See Equations 2.27 and 2.28.
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Figure 4.12 Computed isotherms for a 2D (radial-tangential) rotating annulus. rQ-r.=0.5.
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Figure 4.14.a Reynolds number against Rayleigh number on log-log axes.
For three different cavities in the experiments of Bohn et al( 1995). 
The lines are obtained using relationships given in this reference.
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Figure 4.14.b (\beta \Delta T) against Rayleigh number on log-log axes.
For three different cavities in the experiments of Bohn et al( 1995). 
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Figure 4.16 Variation of Nu with Ra for rotating annulus flow, Pr-0.7.
Rayleigh-Benard convection:
------------ Semi-empirical (Hollands et al, 1975)
------------Experiment (Niemela et al, 2000)
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—  • • •— Cavity C ( " )
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(c) Global Nusselt number variation with time
Figure 5.1 Computed solutions for non-rotating 2D radial-axial flow (approximate R-B
convection) for R a = 1 0 ^  and R a= 10^'^  ; r0= 1.0, ri = 0.5, s/d=1.0.
-m 6.17Ra=10
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(c) Global Nusselt number variation with time
Figure 5.2 Computed Solutions for non-rotating 2D radial-axial flow (approximate R-B
convection) for Ra=10~*’^  and R a - 1 0 ; rQ-  1.0, r} = 0.5, s/d=1.0.
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(c) Global Nusselt number variation with time
Figure 5.3 Computed solutions for non-rotating 2D radial-axial flow (approximate R-B
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(c) Global Nusselt number variation with time
Figure 5.4 Computed solutions for non-rotating 2D radial-axial flow (approximate R -B







(c) Global Nusselt number variation with time
Figure 5.5 Computed solutions for non-rotating 2D radial-axial flow (approximate R -B
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(c) Global Nusselt number variation with time
Figure 5.6 Computed solutions for non-rotating 2D radial-axial flow (approximate R-B
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(c) Global Nusselt number variation with time
Figure 5.7 Computed solutions for non-rotating 2D radial-axial flow (approximate R-B
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(c) Global Nusselt number variation with time
Figure 5.8 Computed solutions for non-rotating 2D radial-axial flow (approximate R-B
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(c) Global Nusselt number variation with time
Figure 5.9 Computed solutions for non-rotating 2D radial-axial flow (approximate R -B
convection) for Ra=10^'^ and Ra=l(fi'^’, rQ-  1.0, r = 0.5, s/d=0.5.
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(c) Global Nusselt number variation with time
Figure 5.10 Computed solutions for non-rotating 2D radial-axial flow (approximate R -B
convection) foi Ra=l(fi'^\ rQ-  1.0, = 0.5, s/d-0.5.
A Computed(2D r-z, ro-r~0.5, a/b=0.5, s/d=1.0) 
Com'puted(2D r-z, ro-r,=0.5, a/b=0.5, s/d=0.5) 
R-B conv(Hollands et al, 1975) 
l/d=1.0, w/d=1.0(Hollands et al, 1984) 
l/d=0.5, w/d=0.5(Hollands et al, 1984) 
Computed(2D r-z, ro-rj=0.25, a/b=0.75, s/d=1
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Figure 5.11 Variation of Nu with Ra. 2D (radial-axial) computed results for two aspect ratios.
Comparisons with correlations for an extensive cavity, and two non-extensive 
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Figure 5.12 Global Nusselt number variations with time for four different Rayleigh 
numbers. 2D radial-axial computations for rotating annulus of 
r0 - l \  r^O .5 ; s/b=0.5\ s/d=1.0. Rotational Rayleigh number and Reynolds















  Semi-empirical correlation(Hollands et al, 1975) 
 Cavity A(Bohn et al, 1995) 
 Cavity B(Bohn et al, 1995) 
 Cavity C(Bohn et al, 1995)
Figure 5.13 Variations of Nu with Ra for rotating annulus flows. Time-averaged values 
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(c) locations of velocity vectors on a 'corner' boundary cell
Figure 6.1 Three dimensional staggered grid. In the figures, the velocity and vorticity 
vectors and temperature on the same computational cell are displayed separately. 
Also displayed are locations of the vectors and temperature on a boundary cell. Some 
vectors are not labelled due to lack of space. (Cont'd.)
B(l,0,k+l/2)
C(l,0,k).
disc A(l/2, l .k+l)
A(l/2,0,k) (1/ 2, Ik)
inner cylinder
(0,0, k,
(d) locations o f vorticity vectors on a 'corner' boundary cell
T(i+1/2J+1A \,k+1/2)




(1) locations of temperature on a 'comer' boundary cell
Figure 6.1 (continued from previous page)
recombination
Figure 6.2 Recombination of V-cycle multigrid iterants
NU
40 .0
 Equation 6.18 (Hollands et al, 1975)
X Inner cylinder(current 3D numerical study)
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Figure 6.3 Comparison between computed Nu for 3D non-rotating annulus and published 
correlations for Rayleigh-Benard convection, Pr=0.7.
 Individual terms in Equation 6.18
®  conduction 
Q) (steady convection) +1 





Figure 6.4 Solutions for 3D non-rotating annulus flow (approx. R -B  conv) at the
mid-axial plane (s/b=0.25). The annulus has dimensions of ro =1.0,





Figure 6.5 Solutions for 3D non-rotating annulus flow (approx. R -B  conv) at the
mid-axial plane {s/b=0.25). The annulus has dimensions of ro —1.0\







Figure 6.6 Solutions for 3D rotating annulus flow. Ra^-lO ^-^, Re^=218. The annulus 
has dimensions of ro=1.0, ri=0.5, and Zmax^O-5-
(a) velocity vectors
(b) axial velocity isolines
(c) isotherms





Figure 6.7 Solutions for 3D rotating annulus flow on the z/b-0.125  plane.
The annulus had dimensions of ro=1.0, r^O .5, and zmax~0.5.
(a) velocity vectors
(b) axial velocity isolines
(c) isotherms







Figure 6.8 Solutions for 3D rotating annulus flow on the z/b=0.125 plane.
The annulus had dimensions of ro=1.0, r-=0.5, and zmax=0.5.
(a) velocity vectors
(b) axial velocity isolines
(c) isotherms
(C)
Figure 6.9 Solutions for 3D rotating annulus flow on the z/b-0.125  plane.
The annulus had dimensions of ro=1.0, r^O .5, and zmax=0.5.
(a) velocity vectors
(b) axial velocity isolines
(c) isotherms
R a ^ lO 3-9, Rep=1821 R a ^ lO 3 9 , Rep=3643
(c)
Figure 6.10 Solutions for 3D rotating annulus flow on the zfl>=0.125 plane.
The annulus had dimensions of ro=1.0, r^O .5, and zmax-0.5.
(a) velocity vectors
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  Semi-empirical correlation(Hollands et al, 1975)
Figure 6.11 Variations of Nu  with Ra  for 3D rotating annulus flows. Computed 
results.
Rap=103-9, Rep=364 Rap=104-5, Rep=462
anticyclone
(c)
Figure 6.12 Solutions for 3D rotating annulus flow on the z/b=0.0625 plane.
The annulus had dimensions of ro=1.0, r-=0.5, and zmax=0.25.
(a) velocity vectors
(b) axial velocity isolines
(c) isotherms






Figure 6.13 Solutions for 3D rotating annulus flow on the z/b=0.0625 plane.
The annulus had dimensions of ro=1.0, rj=0.5, and zmax=0.25.
(a) velocity vectors
(b) axial velocity isolines
(c) isotherms
*1/ 111/ / / | | |U .  ' > / / / / / / / / « " > "  







Figure 6.14 Solutions for 3D rotating annulus flow. Rap=lcfi-351 Re^,=2283. The annulus 
has dimensions of ro=1.0, r(=0.3, and Zmax-0-5.
(a) velocity vectors







Figure 6.15 Solutions for 3D flow in rotating annulus with an insulating radial barrier.
Ra^-lC ^ '^ , Re(p-546. The annulus has dimensions of ro=1.0, r - = 0 . 5 ,  Z m a x = 0 . 5 .
(a) velocity vectors
(b) axial velocity isolines
(c) isotherms









Figure 6.16 Solutions on the z/b=0.125 plane for 3D flow in rotating annulus with 
an insulating radial barrier. ro=1.0, rf=0.5, and zmajc=0-5-
(a) velocity vectors




Semi-empirical correlation(Hollands et al, 1975) 
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Figure 6.17 Variations of Nu with Ra for 3D flows in rotating annulus with a 
radial barrier. rQ=1.0, rf=0.5, and zmax=0.5. Computed results
compare to semi-empirical correlation by Hollands et al, 1975.
z/b=0.125 z/b=0.25 z/b=0.315
(c)
Figure 6.18 Solutions for 3D flow in rotating annulus with a radial barrier 
Rap= 103-9 , Rep=218, r o=1.0, r;= 0 .5 , zm<3x=0.5
(a) flow vectors




Figure 6.19 Solutions for 3D flow in rotating annulus with a radial barrier 
Raj)= 103 '9 , Rep=364, ro=1.0, r;= 0 .5 , zm ax=0.5
(a) flow vectors
(b) axial velocity  isolines
(c) isotherm s
(C)
Figure 6.20 Solutions for 3D flow in rotating annulus with a radial barrier 
Ra#= 103 -9 , R e0= 1821, rQ- 1.0, r ;= 0.5, Zm a x = 0 . 5
(a) flow  vectors
(b) axial velocity  isolines
(c) iso therm s
7/b=0.125 z/b=0.25 z/b=Q315
(c)
Figure 6.21 Solutions for 3D flow in rotating annulus with a radial barrier
Ra^lO3-9, fl<^=3643, ro=1.0, r,=0.5, zma;c=0.5
(a) flow vectors
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Figure 6.22 Global Nusselt numbers variation with time for rotating 
annulus with a radial barrier. Rap-10^'^. rp-1.0, ri=0.5, 
zmax=0-5-
(a) circular inlet (b) Annular inlet
Figure 7.1 Rotating cavities with axial throughflow
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Figure 7.4 Convection regime diagram for cavity with throughflow. P rz l.  That for 
the horizontal or vertical flat plate has similar delineations. There is not enough 
information for deciding the exact numerical values of Rayleigh and Reynolds 
numbers at the transitions. The mixed convective line is given by Equations (7.18), 
(7.19), and (7.20).
Correlations for the different regimes:
Turbulent forced convection: Nuz ~ Rez /4
Nuz ~ Raz,/3P r 'm
Laminar forced convection: Nuz ~ Rez
Nuz ~ Raz'/S
Turbulent free convection: Nuz ~ Razm Pr,f2
Nuz ~ Rez1/2Pr,/3
Laminar free convection: Nuz ~ Raz /4Pr ' //,2
-
